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I.     INTRODUCTION 

This is the fourth semiannual technical progress  report for the 
ARPA/NRL X-Ray Laser Program.    There is no intention to duplicate 
background material from previous reports*,  since the  format is 
similar and copies are available upon request.    Rather,  the intent 
here is to provide an update on program progress during this reporting 
period with brief statements of motivation and goals. 

The basic individual activities in the program have remained 
essentially same, i.e.. 

Nonlinear optical mixing for producing coherent radiation in the 
vacuum-UV region, 

Amplification of such coherent radiation as necessary, beginning 
in the 1600 1 region,  in preparation for further  frequency up- 
conversion. 

Electron collisional pumping of ions in schemes amenable 
to isoelectronic extrapolation to short vacuum-uv wavelengths. 

Investigation of resonant charge transfer pumping at a high 
rate into preferential levels as an advanced soft x-ray amplifier, 
and 

Theory, analysis and numerical modeling in support of these 
approaches and continual investigation of new concepts. 

The overall theme in this program is to generate a coherent, 
collimated laser beam at as short a wavelength as possible for materials 
diagnostic applications. The general approach is to transfer a 
high degree of coherence from long wavelengths, with amplification 
through molecular and ionic devices in an eventual chain system as 
Illustrated in Fig. 1. The areas, of current NRL activity are bounded 

^Previous semiannual reports on this project are voferred to liberally 
in the present report. These are published as NRL Mtmorand im Reports 
No. 2910 (October 1974), No. 3057 (March 1975), and No. 3130 (September 

1975). Copies are available on request. 
NOTE: Manuscript Kubmltted March 3, 1976. 
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by solid lines;   those of conceivable  future activity by dashed lines. 
A high peak intensity pulse from a coherent laser at  1 jion is  frequency 
upconverted by "conventional" means  into the vacuum ultraviolet   (vuv) 
region near 1600 A,  possibly with accurate tuning capability.    This 
step is described in Section II. A.    Amplification of the beam at 
this  point may be required  to achieve  sufficient power  for farther 
upconversion, using either a H2 or Xe "molecular"  laser and existing 
technology.    The details here are described in Section II.B.    Electron 
collisional population inversion at shorter vuv wavelengths appears 
promising in either laser-heated plasmas   (Section III.B)  or with trans- 
verse discharges such as originally developed for H2 and H2 and later 
extended1 to ions such as C3^"  (Section III.D.). At shorter soft x-ray 
wavelengths,  the rapid resonance charge transfer process  remains most 
interesting for achieving significant inversion, and progress on the 
current*definitive experiments  is described in Section IV. 

Each component of this chain is in a somewhat different phase 
of development.    The non-linear mixing has approached      the    vacuum- 
uv region and optimization is beginning.    A delay was encountered  in 
obtaining the      xenon diode for amplification,  so that we are pre- 
paring for Ho amplification as required.     In the laser heated plasma 
experiments  for electron collisional pumping, both careful numerical 
analysis and sophisticated interferometric diagnostics have illuminated 
the difficulties in absorbing a significant amount of laser radiation 
in the very thin layer of a specific density appropriate for inversion 
and gain.    Quantitative measurements are continuing;  however the  in- 

. dicatiore are that electron pumping in either a transverse discharge 
or beam may be more appropriate a pump mechanism,  so that additional 
emphasis  is being placed now on the traveling wave device that has 
been a unique workhorse at NRL.    The direct and definitive resonance 
charge transfer experiment has progressed to the point where space- 
resolved spectra from both the ions and the background helium gas are 
achieved, and detailed measurements at various densities are possible. 

A major accomplishment of this reporting period has been the 
completion of a comprehensive review article^ on the subject of short 
wavelength lasers.    A preprint  is reproduced in the Appendix.    Of 
the 268 references gathered there  ( as of October 1975),   the ones 
directly related to short-wavelength lasing are compiled chronologically 
in Fig,  2, which is an indication of the growth of interest in this 
field* 

The following sections of this report describe the details of 
progress made in each of these areas during the last six months.    A 
summary of the important points  is  included in the last section.     In 
some instances the work has been prepared for publication or has been 
published.     In these cases the reprint hf s been included as an appendix 
and only brief mention of the work is made  in the main body of the 
report.    Each section also contains a few sentences about where the 
work is headed and plans  for the next reporting period. 
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II.     COHERENT VUV/SOFT X-SAY  PULSES BY NONLINEAR MIXING AND AMPLIFICATION 

II.A.     NONLINEAR MIXING 

This  section describes our approach and recent progress towards 
the generation of coherent soft-x-radiation through nonlinear mixing 
processes.    The motivation and general technique was described in 
detail in previous reports in this series and is outlined briefly 
in Fig.  3.     The  output of a Nd:YAG mode  locked  laser  is converted to 
tunable visible radiation by successive  frequency doubling and 
parametric  frequency conversion in each of two arms.    The tunable 
visible light in each arm is combined and converted to the vacuum- 
UV (VUV)   region through resonantly enhanced frequency mixing in a 
suitable metal vapor, and is then amplified in a VUV amplifier  (as  is 
discussed below).    A  further stage of resonantly enhanced nonlinear 
mixing is  then used to convert the VUV to the soft x-ray range. 

As was outlined in previous semiannual reports,  the technique of 
parametric generation «as chosen to convert the 1.06 ^m YAG output into 
tunable visible light because of its potential for generating higher 
powers and shorter pulse durations with the available laser system. 
During the previous reporting period,  one arm of the visible radiation 
generator was set up and preliminary investigation of its operating 
characteristics was begun.    Measurements of conversion efficiency in 
the first two stages of harmonic generation were made.    The parametric 
(frequency)  down-conversion system was assembled and radiation was 
generated from 4600 to 6300 Ä by tuning the crystal temperature from 
52 to 70 C. 

During the present reporting period the performance of the second 
harmonic stages was studied in more detail,  with attempts to optimize 
their performance being made.    In the first stage,  conversion from 
1.064 (jm to 5320 A was obtained with an efficiency between 50 and 
60%, which is considered adequate for our purposes.    Conversion 
efficiency from 5320 A to 2660 Ä in the second stage was me?sured in 
the range of 257„, a value which was unexpectedly low although comparable 
With performance reported elsewhere.      Since the efficiency of the 
parametric generation in the subsequent stages depends critically on 
the strength of the UV signal,  the fourth harmonic generation stage 
was studied in some detail. 

The conversion, from 5320 k to 2660 Ä was studied  in a 1"  long 

'-— 
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ADP crystal by measuring tlie depletion of the transmitted pump signal at 
5320 A simultaneously with the generated signal at 2660 A as the crystal 
temperature was adjusted on and off the 90° phase matching value (Fig. 4.) 
These measurements were made as the intensity of the pump radiation was 
varied by introducing a 2:1 reducing telescope into the beam. The results 
are summarized in Table 1, where the various signals are shown referenced 
to the pump puläe. Comparison of the UV signal with and without the tel- 
escope with the crystal temperature set at 53.70C shows that addition of 
the telescope results in an increase of relative UV signal by 4.8 times, 
in go-'d agreement with the nominal expected increase of 4 times. A similar 
compaxison with the crystal temperaf.ure set at the 90° phaje matching value 
of 51.7 C shows an increase in UV signal of 1.4 times.  Simultaneous 
measurements of pump transmission show a depletion of 23% for the untele- 
scoped beam and 55% for the telescoped beam. 

TABLE 1 

RELATIVE CONVERSION 5320 to 2660 A 

Relative UV Signal Relative Transmitted 
Pump Signal 

I /I 
uv pump I   /I 

pump pump 

T = 53.70C 
Pump Untelescoped 1.0 1.0 

T - 53.70C 
Pump Telescoped 4.38 1.0 

T = 51r7
0C 

Pump Untelescoped 36.5 0.77 

T = 51.7UC 
Pump Untelescoped 50.9 0.45 

These results can be interpreted with the aid of Fig. 5 in which are 
shown curves for pump and secoid harmonic (SH) signals for an ideal plane 
wave as a function of the parameter LEp.  The results for the untelescoped 
beam are indicated by points A and k'K    (Linear attenuation due to absorp- 
tion and surface reflection is not considered at this point in the dis- 
cussion.) An increase in pump depletion to 55% upon addition of the telescope 
is indicated by point B, with the corresponding predicted UV signal as B'. 
The ideal increase in signal relative to the untelescoped case is 2.2 times 
rather than the observed 1.4 times (point B"). The discrepancy of a factor- 
of-1.7 appears to arise from nonlinear losses at 2660 A, since the increase 
in signal off the phase match temperature is in agreement with the theoreti- 
cal value. 
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Fig. 5 — Intensities of the pump and SH fields as a function of the 
product of the crystal length L and the input pump electric field 
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Observation of reduced harmonic generation due to two-photon ab- 
sorption at power levels of 35 MW/cm have been reported elsewhere. 
In addition, reports of limitation of SH generation in semiconductor 
systems due to two photon absorption of the SH light and sum frequency 
absorption of SH and pump light have been made.  To determine the im- 
portance of these effects in our system, we also measured the transmission 
of a 2" long ADP crystal at 2660 1 as a function of intensity both at 
2660 Ä and 5320 A. 

Intensity variation of the 2660 A light was again accomplished with 
a reducing telescope, the time of value 5:1. The transmission measure- 
ments2are shown in Fig. 6. At the highest UV intensities used (around 800 
MW/cm ) nonlinear absorptior is seen to have reduced the transmission 
by a factor-of-2. The corresponding intensity in the telescoped harmonic 
generation experiment is also shown (A) (taking into account surface 
reflections, filter transmission and crystal lengths), indicating a 
reduction in UV signal by a factor of 1.55. Thus, the discrepancy 
between the observed and predicted increase of the SH UV-signal in the 
harmonic generation experiment is almost entirely accounted for by the 
observed level of two-photon absorption. The intensity of the untele- 
scoped beam in the harmonic generation experiment is also indicated (B) , 
and at this level the two photon absorption should be negligible. No 
effect on the transmission at 2660 A was observed when the pump intensity 
was varied. 

In summary, two photon absorption at 2660 A appears to be important 
in limiting SH conversion from 5320 A at pump intensities around 
2.5 GW/cm , Although large pump depletions can be obtained at higher 
intensities, corresponding increases in generated SH radiation are not 
realized. At pump intensities around 600 MW/cm , the attenuation of the 
UV signal from two photon absorption appears to be negligible. At these 
pump intensities, a conversion efficiency of 23% is observed, in agree- 
ment with values reported elsewhere. 

REFERENCES 

1. K. Kato, Optics Connn. 13, 361 (1975). 

2. C. A. Schwartz, J. L. Oudur and E. N. Batifol, JQE U, 616 (1975); 
J. L. Ouddar, C. A. Schwartz, and E. M. Batifol JQE 11, 623 (1975). 
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II. B. VACUUM-UV AMPLIFICATION 

As described above, the generation of tunable picosecond vacuum 
ultraviolet (vuv) laser pulses using nonlinear optical upconversion 
techniques! largely preserves the coherence of the fundamental 
driving laser beam. However, because of a rather low (frequency) 
upconversion efficiency,  large amounts of driving 
power are necessary both for practical applications2 and for reaching 
the threshold level for further upconversion steps. Driving power 
cannot be Increased without bound because other processes such as 
multiphoton absorption limit the power which can be transmitted 
throtgh the non-linear medium. It is thus desirable to have amplifiers 
between seme of the up-conversion stages to restore the pulse power 
level. Several amplifier approaches have been under study at the 
Naval Research Laboratory and are described specifically below fol- 
lowing some more general considerations. 

II. B.l.  INJECTION 

The general problem of injecting a short vuv pulse into an 
amplifier deserves careful study. Below 1000 k  all amplifiers will 
most likely be mirror-less gain configurations constrained by the 
pumping geometry and probably pumped in a traveling-wave manner 
(termed the swept-gain method by Bonifacio, et al.^). All of these 
mirrorless systems, called amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) 
devices, normally operate by amplifying and building a pulse from 
their own spontaneous emission. Bonifacio, et al.-1 have shown that 
the width of the steady-state pulse developed by these systems depends 
inversely upon the gain achieved. For high peak power applications, 
the most desirable pulse output is obtained for the case of high 
gain. 

The injection of a pulse into ASE systems has been considered 
theoretically by Allen and Peters4. While their results do not 
apply specifically to traveling-wave excitation, it is useful to 
consider their results of output intensity as a function of input 
intensity. Figure 7 shows that for the injected signal, Ib, to exceed 
in amplitude the forward going ASE pulse, Ia, the input (x = 0) 
intensity must exceed a threshold value which they give as 

V^ thresh 

K (L - L ) 
 c_ 

L L (1) 

where K is a constant, Lc is the critical length for threshold 
"unity" gain, and L is the total amplifier length. Also, a greater 
input signal results in a greater ratio of amplified pulse intensity 
to ASE pulse intensity. It also seems reasonable to expect an even 
greater increase in pulse intensity and a lowering in the threshold 
when traveling-wave excitation is used. 

11 
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     io2   io3 

INPUT SIGNAL   (ARB. UNITS) 
Fig. 7 — Intensity of ASE pulse, Ia, and the amplified input pulse, lb, as a 
function of the input pulse intensity for a fixed length and inversion den- 
sity.  Ja is the intensity of the wave traveling in the opposite direction, and 
the starred values are intensities in the absence of an input signal (Ia*, Ja*)  ' 
or in the absence of spontaneous emission (Itf).  Note that this stv.dy does 
not consider traveling-wave pumping.   [After Allen and Peters, Ref, 4.] 
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II. B.2.  TRAVELING-WAVE (SWEPT-GAIN) AMPLIFIER THEORY 

Bonifacio, et al. have considered traveling-wave pumped amplifiers 
(without injection) in considerable detail showing that steady state 
pulses with rather wide pulse width arise for the case of limited 
gain; but that for very high gain the steady state pulse becomes a 
it pulse with characteristics similar to those predicted for super- 
radiance. Fig. 8 shows examples of pulse shapes for three 
gain (g)/los8(k) ratios. In the case of high gain it is shown that 
no limit exists for the power because no cooperation length limit 
exists, and that the pulse width decreases as l/p0 where p0 is the 
inversion density. These results apply directly to the traveling- 
wave pumped N2 and H2 lasers at NRL and the behavior described 
(gain narrowing) has been seen experimentally; but the effects of 
injecting pulses into the system can so far be judged only by the 
theory of Allen and Peters described above. 

II. B.3. EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The theoretical treatments presented above are not sufficiently 
complete to model the behavior expected when a 30 picosecond up- 
converted laser pulse is injected into a vacuum ultraviolet amplifier. 
Such questions remain as to whether an injected pulse would be 
significantly amplified and narrowed in a traveling-wave excited 
medium and whether the input signal intensity threshold can be met. 
If a non traveling-wave amplifier is used, a further question is 
whether the injected signal will need to be greater than in t\e 
traveling-wave case to compete with the internally generated signal. 
Experiments to determine these points are very important. It appears 
from the theory that high gains and long lengths are desirable from 
the standpoint of raising the amplified input signal intensity 
well above any amplified spontaneous signal intensity. From the view- 
point of easing the acceptance of the frequency of the input signal, 
it would be desirable to have a reasonably broad amplifier band- 
width. These considerations cause the consideration of two different 
types of amplifier: (a) the electron-beam pumped, rare gas (xenon) 
amplifier; and (b) the traveling-wave (swept gain) hydrogen amplifier. 
(Recent work at NRL by Burnham and Djeu on chemical lasers such as 
XeF spur the hope that broad bandwidth and higher energy might be 
obtained with a long traveling-wave amplifier using vacuum ultraviolet 
gain from such molecules as NeF.)  Progress on both types of amplifier 
will be discussed. 

II. B.3.A. XENON AMPLIFIER 

A proven 6,7 coaxially pumped xenon amplifier of approximately 
10 cm length and 4 mm diameter has bee.n ordered from D. J. Bradley of 
Imperial College. This diode will bf. mated with an existing Fexitron 
high voltage pulse generator which produces approximately 10 J of 
600 keV electrons. From an unmodified Febetron pulse generator 
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.5       I 2 
Fig. 8 — Theoretical pulse shapes for a traveling-wave excited (swept-gain) amplifier 

for several gain (g)/loss(k)ratios where H/T2 is a reduced (dimensionless) time 
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(similar to NRL's), Bradley achieved 3 raj pulses at 1690 - 1760 A 
having 3 ns width when operated in a resonant cavity.  Bradley obtained 
9 mJ by lengthening the amplifier and modifying the Febetron to pump 

for 5 ns at a 500 keV energy level. 

From these oscillator measurements it would, of cours^ be desirable 
to make quantitative statements about the performance of this device 
as an amplifier for the 30 picosecond up-converted pulses mentioned 
above.  It is difficult to predict whether a 5 8 wide 30 picosecond 
pulse wilt be able to stimulate and remove all the energy stored. 
In the oscillator measurements of Bradley, et al. the emission was 
spread over a 70 Ä bandwidth. When prism tuning was introduced the 
power fell by a factor of four, but the output bandwidth was reduced 
to 1.3 1.  In this case the xenon pulse had the entire 5 ns pumping 
time as well as several passes through the gain medium to attain the 

output measured. 

Mies8 has calculated the vibrational wave functions for bound- 
continuum transitions and has predicted the emission lineshapes. 
It would appear difficult for an incoming pulse to stimulate all of the 
vibrational levels of xenon, but no data are available to allow a 
quantitative estimate of how much energy can be extracted from a 
xenon amplifier. Experimental efforts to answer this question are 

being initiated. 

Since the gain coefficient reported by Bradley, et al. is 
0.25 cm"1, an ASE pulse will clearly build-up in addition to the 
amplified pulse. Because the ASE pulse will have the entire frequency 
band to feed upon, it may contain more total energy than the narrow 
band amplified pulse, but would have a longer pulse length (proportional 
to 1/p ). In summary, experiments must be performed to ascertain 
the input signal required to overcome the ASE signal which will be 
generated in this amplifier. Other techniques, such as reducing the 
length below that sufficient for ASE build-up, may also be investigated 

experimentally. 

II. B.3.B. HYDROGEN AMPLIFIER 

Several traveling-wave pumped hydrogen lasers have been built. 
The largest and most sophisticated is at ML and produces 1 - 2 mJ 
of energy over a number of lines in tht 1600 k  region.* When divided 
proportionally to their intensities, each of the strongest lines of 
hydrogen »rould have on the order of 0.1 to 0.2 mJ of energy. This 
hydrogen laser operates with more than 0.1 cm2 cross section at a 
pressure of 30 Torr.  (Suggestions* that the Soviet hydrogen laser 
energy can be scaled upward by increasing their cross section-- 

*In one proposal to ARPA (CMR-P-74-1) the output of a Soviet hydrogen 
laser was incorrectly stated as 5 mJ rather than 0.5 mJ. 
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I 
presently at 0.005 cm —may not hold true. The Soviet ability to 
operate at high (~ 1 atm) pressure liktly ccmes from surface dis- 
charges due at such close electrode spacing. ) 

Increased power may also be produced by increasing the length 
of the traveling-wave discharge. A3 Bonifacio, et aI.3 point out, 
the Intensity will grow proportionally to the square of the inversion 
density, and the pulse width will decrease inversely proportionally 
to the inversion density. Pulse shapes corresponding to Bonifacio's 
high gain case have been observed emerging from the forward direction 
of the NRL traveling-wave system (Fig. 9),  while pulse shapes 
corresponding to much lower gain (greater pulse widths) have been 
seen from the reverse direction.  These experimental 
results confirm the theoretical trend predicted by Bonifacio, while 
also emphasizing that a lower gain reverse direction pulse does 
build up in a swept-gain system. 

II. B.3.C COMPARISON OF AMPLIFIERS 

To summarize and compare these two vuv amplifiers. Table I 
lists some of the pertinent characteristics. Xenon appears to store 
more energy, but its wide bandwidth may greatly reduce the energy 
which can be swept out by line radiation. Also it is difficult 
to estimate the effect of repumping on the energy obtained from xenon 
in oscillator experiments. On a narrow equal bandwidth basis the 
intense lines of hydrogen may provide more energy; it is certain 
that the Ho numbers shown have not been Increased by repumping 
since the transition is self-terminating. Both systems will amplify 
their own noise, and this may present problems in obtaining a maximum 
gain for low injection powers. Some power increase may be obtained 
by the pulse narrowing in the traveling-wave pumped system. 

As shown in Table 2 the gain ceofficients, gain lifetimes, and 
cross sectional areas are comparable. Presently 100 cm and 160 cm 
long hydrogen lasers exist at NRL and the length of these traveling- 
wave systems can be increased, in principal, without limit. Extension 
of the active length of the coaxial xenon amplifier is possible with 
higher energy electron beam systems, but the finite cooperation 
length would limit the length to about 150 cm. 

While not elaborated upon here, both systems present about equal 
problems in synchronization with the picosecond injection pulse. The 
longer lifetime of xenon may assist somewhat, bu'; this cannot be 
assessed without a knowledge of when and with whit precision the external 
picosecond pulse must be injected to enable it to dominate the spontaneous 

noise that will be amplified. 

Some consideration should be given to new traveling-wave pumped 
discharge systems such as NeF which would amplify at shorter wavelengths 
(~ 1070 Ä) and which may store even greater energy than with xenon 
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PULSE NARROWING IN GAIN-SWEPT   AMPLIFIERS 

20 

HIGH  GAIN  DIRECTION 
(x 100 ATTENUATION) 

30 40 50 60 ns 

10 20 30 40 50 60 ns 
Fig. 9 — Measured output pulse shape for the forward high-gain direction of a 
traveling-wave excited laser, and the shape of the pulse traveling in the reverse 
direction where the gain is much less 
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TABLE 2 

COMPARISON OF XENON VS, HYDROGEN AMPLIFIERS 

Wavelength 

Energy Stored (Total) 

Energy Available (0.1 1 bandwidth) 

Gain Coefficient 

Qain Lifetime 

Active Length Available 
For Amplification 

Active Area 

H2 Xe2 

1610 Ä 1690-1760 A 
(Peak at 1730 A 

1 - 2 mj 3 - 9 mj 

0.1 - 0.2 mj ? 

0.18 cm"1 0.25 cm"1 

1 - 3 ns 5 - 10 ns 

100 cm 

0.1 cm 

10 cm 

0.125 cm 

for the same configuration  These chemical lasers may generate 
enough power in an ASE mode to allow hieher harmonic up-conversion 
to follow, giving wavelengths near 200 A or lower (e.g. 3rd, 5th, 
and 7th harmonics of 1070 A = 357, 214, and 154 A, etc.). The 
coherence would be limited, however, as with any ASE system. 

It is difficult to decide at this time which of these very 
different; approaches will be best suited for amplification of an 
injected short pulse coherent beam. Considerable practical experience 
in the swept-gain amplifier has been acquired at NRL and the concept 
of swept gain has vital general importance to short wavelength 
laser generation, particularly since it operates without a resonant 
cavity.  (Indeed, considerable effort is presently being spent in 
extending the device to shorter wavelengths with electron collisxonal 
pumped ion transitions as described in Section llI.D.)   For the 
initial experiments and for an input pulse of several Angstroms width, 
instead of 0.1 A in Table 2 xenon may provide comparable energy 
and also may be easier to synchronize with the injection laser 
initially. Both amplifiers need much experimental investigation to 
characterize their performance. This is to be expected, of course, 
for an advanced concept of this nature, and attempts to increase the 
input power may pay great dividends in increased amplifier performance. 
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III.  ELECTRON COLLISIONAL PUMPING 

Pumping of population inversions in ions by inelastic collisions 
of free electrons in high temperature plasmas is attractive, since 
proven laser transitions can at least in principle be then extrapolated 
to shorter wavelengths along isoelectronic sequences. 

III.A.  NUMERICAL MODELING 

The overall x-ray laser numerical modeling effort during this 
reporting period is included in this section rather than separately as 
in previous reports, since the current results are most appropriate for 
guidance of the electron-collisional pumping experiments. The numerical 
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program under continual development is, however, of sufficient general 
applicability for extension to other scheme.?, as will be described in 
Section III.A.3 be7 -T. 

ill.A.l. 3p->3s LASING WITH CARBON-LIKE IONS 

Development of the analysis and modeling for electron-co]lisional 
pumping of ions along a particular isoelectronic sequence is detailed 
in the three previous reports in this series and in publications   , and 
will not be extensively reviewed here.  The advantages of quasi-cw 
operation as well as an extrapolation from proven near-ultri. iolet laser 
transitions in light elements remain. 

The initial analysis as well as the initial numerical modeling „ 
were performed for lasing on 3p->3& transitions pumped from a ISo?3 ^p 
ground configuration in a 6-eleccion carbon-like ion (such as 0 ) as 
shown in Fig. 10.  Encouragingly large gains were predicted for  rather 
moderate densities (such as typically produced in the l^ discharge laser 
device). With the major intent to pump such ions experimentally in a 
laser-produced plasma with a 3econd synchronized short pulse laser (Fig. 11), 
it became clear that a higher density plasma would be required, since 
inverse bremsstrahlung absorption in relative short lengths occurs only 
for densities approaching the critical value (H.0  cm  for 1 p.ra 
radiation).  For this reason an extension of the analysis and modeling 
to higher densities was undertaken.  During this reporting period, we 
have concentrated on "critical" level densities of 10  and 10 ' cm 
corresponding to the neodymium, ruby, or frequency-doubled pump-laser 
ranges.  This decision followed from the experimental results described 
in Section III.C. below on interfreometric diagnostics of the expanding 
laser evaporated plasma, as well as from space-resolved diagnostics 
from the charge transfer experiment (Section IV), which indicated the 
presence of a very thin (few micrometers) near-critical-density layer 
in which absorption would dominate (possibly from a normal incidence 
second pumping pulse). 

The modeling to date includes electron-collisional as well as 
radiative-decay processes between all nearby levels for carbon-like 
ions for Z=20-45, and indicates peak gain coefficients for Z=25-30 
(700-300 1 laser wavelength range) in the range of 50-300 cm  for 
kinetic temperatures of KT « 500 eV to 5 keV (considered reasonable for 
present and near-future laser heated plasmas).  In this high density 
modeling, electron and ion temperatures are assumed equal due to ex- 
tremely short energy-equipartition times in the plasma. Other processes 
such as ionization and recombination as well as resonance-radiation 
absorption are yet to be included, with some expected effect on the 
results.  The resonance-radiation trapping is expected to increase the 
lower laser state accumulation density and could possibly lead to restric- 
tions on the maximum diameter of the linear plasma, i.e., to be maintained 
nearly optically-thin in the transverse direction. These effects are 
currently being added to the model and the final resulLs presented in 
the next report in this series. 

20 
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Fig. 10 — Simplified energy level diagram for Sp-^Ss lasing in 6-electron 
carbon-like ions showing the most relevant interaction channels so far in- 
cluded within a specific ion.  C, D, and A represent collisional excitation, 
collisional deexcitation, and radiative decay, respectively.  The dashed 
lines represent alternate upper-level depopulation channels. 
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III.A.2.  3s-»2p LASING WITH HELIUM-LIKE IONS 

The 3p-*38 scheme described above is most promising in the hundreds- 
of-Xngstrom range.  For shorter wavelengths, there is a similarly prom- 
ising 3s-»2p singlet transition Jn 2-electron helium-like ions, pumped by 
electron collisions from the Is ground configuration as shown in Fig. 12. 
For ions in the Z=12-25 range, lasing with wavelengths between 12 and 70 A 
could be expected.  Preliminary modeling as described above has also been 
extended, to such ions and indicates maximum gain coefficients in the 
3-15 cm  range for temperatures between 2 and 10 keV.  Again, the addi- 
tional processes described above are being included in the modeling for 
this transitions, and the results will be detailed in the next report. 
It is worth noting that helium-like ions have already been observed in 
laser-produced plasmas for Z as high as 22 and in vacuum spark plasmas 

for Z as high as 29. 

A preliminary analysis indicates that the required pumping power 
densities are not considered to be a problem for these schemes, once the 
ions are created. A portion of the continuing modeling will be devoted 
to predicting the feasibility of direct measurement of inverted-level 
population densities prior to the demonstration of significant net 

amplification. 

III.A.3.  EXTENSION OF MODELING TO OTHER SCHEMES 

The present modeling has more general application than these two 
particular schemes. With the inclusion of additional radiative transfer 
effects it will be convenient to adapt the present numerical program to6 7 

model a resonance radiation absorption pumping scheme recently proposed ' . 
In this scheme, intense resonance line raciation emitted from an ion in 
a plasma is to be absorbed by a second ion, exciting an electron to a 
higher lying level from which lasing can take place to a vacant lower 
level, with subsequent rapid decay to the ground state.  This scheme has 
the attraction of preferential excitation of a particular level and relies 
on the coincidence of matching transition energies in two ions, several 
of which have been identified already. Problems such as maximum collec- 
tion efficiency of the pump radiation and additional effects of collisions 
have not yet been fully addressed and will be included in the numerical 

modeling codes. 

In the following three sections will be described the current 
results and status of the dual-laser plasma-heating experiment, as well 
as plans for investigating the 3p-»3s and eventually 3s-*2p laser transi- 
tions described above in both the laser plasma and transverse electric 

discharge devices. 
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Fig. 12 - Simplified energy level diagram for Ss-^p lasing in 2-electron helium-like 
ions showing the most relevant interaction channels so far included within a specific 
ion.  C, D, and A represent collisional excitation, collisional deexcitation, and radi- 
ative decay, respectively.   The dashed lines represent alternate upper-level depop- 
ulation channels. 
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III.B. SYNCHRONIZED DUAL LASER SYSTEM 

Before proceeding to a description of recent experiments with the 
dual laser/plasma experiment shown in Fig. 11, « description of recent 
progress in development of the laser system is presented. 

The laser facility is now operational, and most of the effort in this 
area has been directed toward application of the system to experiments 
described in other sections of this report. Construction and charac- 
terization has been described in the three earlier semiannual technical 
reports. To summarize briefly:  two Nd:YAG laser oscillators, one mode- 
locked, the other Q-switched,  are synchronized. A single 25-psec pulse 
from the mode-locked oscillator is produced with variable delays and with a 
jitter of -0.1 nsec with respect to the appearance of a rectangular 
segment of the 0-switched pulse of duration from 1 to 10 nsec.  Both 
laser outputs are at the 1.064 pm Nd:YAG wavelength. The 25-psec 
pulse is amplified and divided in a Nd:YAG amplifier chain to produce 
200 mJ pulses separated by a variable delay. A segment of the Q-switched 
pulseqis amplified in a Nd:glass amplifier chain to an output power level 
of 10 W. The two lasers are used either synchronized or individually as 
the experiments require. Laser development performed during this reporting 
period included the final characterization of the single-mode Q-switched 
oscillator and the addition of an isolating Pockels cell at the output of 
the Q-switched amplifier chain. 
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It was necessary to add the Pockels cell for the plasma experiments. 
Without the isolation provided, reflections of the laser pulse returned 
through the amplifiers and damaged the polarizing prism and the Pockels 
cell in the shutter that selected the segment of the Q-switched pulse 
(Fig. 13). Dainags to optical components ceased with the addition of the 
Isolator. Also, secondary pulses on target and anomalously deep holes 
drilled in the target by the laser beam were prevented with the iso- 
lation installed. Voltage is switched to the isolating Pockels cell 
when a laser triggered spark gap is fired by a portion of the beam from 
the Q-switched oscillator (Fig. 13). The isolator shutter stays open 
for 14 nsec, long enough to allow complete transmission of the Q-switched 
pulse segment. Light requires 29 nsec to travel the 4.4-m distance from 
shutter to target and back to the shutter. In that time voltage is again 
removed from the Pockels cell, and reflections are prevented from entering 
the amplifier chain. 

Single-mode operation of the Q-switched oscillator is desired to 
provide well -defined pulses for laser plasma studies and to allow 
maximum amplification while avoiding damage due to excessive instantan- 
eou i intensities. Such single-mode operation was achieved with a short 
build-up time of 125 nsec, which allows synchronization with the pulse 
tr ein of the mode-locked oscillator. Frequency selection was obtained 
with a two-element resonant reflector and a birefringent filter of 
c .leite. The cavity Q was not completely spoiled to allow buildup of 
'juasimonochromatic radiation before the cavity was switched to high Q. 
The birefringent filter discriminates against widely spaced cavity modes, 
and it is tunable to the peak of the Nd:YAG fluorescence by rotation 
of the calcite crystal. The resonant reflector consisted of a flat 457» 
mirror and a 5 cm thick fused silica flat, with ends parallel to within 
3 seconds of arc.  The resonant reflector provides discrimination against 
oscillation on adjacent modes, and its peak reflectivity is tuned to the 
transmission of the filter by fine adjustment of the spacing of the two 
elements. This adjustment is provided by a translation stage driven 
by a differential screw micrometer with resolution of 1/8 wavelength. 
With proper adjustment, single mode operation was obtained and would 
last for typically 10 shots before readjustment was required. 

It is necessary that the resonant cavity be held stable to inter- 
ferometric tolerances to maintain frequency selection characteristics. 
The oscillator is affected by changes in temperature and air pressure. 
Thermal expansion coefficients for common alloys are typically 
20 X 10* ( C)' . To hoid the length of a 1-m bench constant to 1/4 \im 
requires a temperature stability of 0.0013 C. A stability of 1/4 ^m 
in cavity optical length requires that air pressure be constant to 0.7 Torr 
and air temperature be constant to 0.3 C . A sealed, temperature 
controlled enclosure with constant gas density would be required to obtain 
longer-term stability of single-mode performance.  If the Q-switched 
laser is operated independently, a short build-up time will not be re- 
quired for synchronization.  In the case of independent operation it 
would be simpler to use a saturable absorber Q-switch. The long 
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build-up times of thgs^ Q switches greatly reduces the problems of 

frequency selection   . 
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III.C.  LASER/PLASMA EXPERIMENTS 

During this reporting period, the dual-laser system just described 
was used mainly for plasma measurements (the mode-locked laser alone 
was also used for analysis of losses in up-conversion as described in 
Section H.A.). 

One of the proposed methods of achieving short wavelength lasing 
via electron collisional pumping is to make an elongated plasma by 
focusing a pulse from a Q-switched Nd:glass laser with a relatively 
long pulse length onto a slab target; and to subsequently inject a 
second, shorter pulse from a mode-locked laser into the expanding 
plasma as shown in Fig. 11. The role of the second laser pulse is to 
heat the expanding plasma rapidly enough to create a high-temperature 
plasma state which will result in an inverted population in the n=3 
level (Section III.A.). The Q-switched glass laser pulse should be 
powerful enough to produce a sufficient number of the desired ionic 
species of multiply ionized atoms.  Several experiments were performed 
to characterize the expansion of laser-produced plasmas. Pulses of 
5-nsec duration and 4J energy from the Q-switched laser were used to 
produce Mg plasmas which were investigated with VUV spectroscopy. As 
described in the last semiannual report, spectroscopic data were 
obtained showing line radiation arising from such ionic species as Mg X 
and Mg XI in the x-ray region between 7.5 A and 9.5 Ä, from Mg III, 
Mg IV, and possibly a Mg VII 2p3s P - 2p3p D transition near 1625 1. 

This lasing scheme also requires a rather careful selection of the 
time-when, and the location-in the expanding plasma where the second 
laser pulse is injected. This restriction results from a combination 
of a maximum electron density (depending on the element) above which 
the level coupling becomes collision doninated and, perhaps more impor- 
tantly, on a sufficiently high density to absorb the pump radiation 
from the short-pulse laser in a finite plasma length. The last condition 
implies densities approaching the "critical" value as described in 
Section III.A. above. 
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It is therefore essential to have detailed information on the charac- 
teristics of the expanding plasma, including the electron density 
profile as a function of time. Unfortunately, no previous work in this 
direction has been made, particularly for the case of the line focus. 
The purpose of the present study is to obtain such^xperimental data 
with high spatial (~ 10 [in) and temporal (~ 5 X lo"  sec) resolution. 
One way of achieving such a goal is to use a micro-interferometric 
technique which allows one to probe the plasma with spatial resolution 
much smaller than the focal spot size (50 n.m for the7point focus). 
Because of the high streaming velocity (v ~ 3-4 X 10 cm/sec) of the 
expanding plasma, the spatial resolution of the required magnitude can 
only be obtained with probing pulses lasting less than 100 psec. 

The experimental arrangement is shown schematically in Fig. 14 
where the focusing optics for the Q-switched laser beam, the probing 
laser beam, and the interferometer are indicated. A simple Jamin-type 
interferometer is placed inside the targer vacuum chamber, with the 
probing laser beam passing parallel to the target surface and transverse 
to the Q-switch glass laser beam.  The 30 ps, mode-locked Nd:YAG laser 
which is frequency doubled (\  = 0.53 p.m) through a KDP second harmonic 
generating (SHG) crystal is utilized as a probing beam, and the inter- 
ferometric image is photographed through a 10 X telescope on ASA-3000 
speed polaroid film. With the present arrangement, the spatial resolu- 
tion of the interferogram is limited at about 10 ^m by both the length 
of the probing pulse and the imaging optics. The arrangement (see Fig.15) 
for the synchronization of the Q-switched laser and the mode-locked 
laser is described in the previous semiannual reports.  The plasma is 
generated from either a point (« 50 |j,m) or a line focus of the Q-switched 
glass laser at three different pulse lengths of 1.5 ns, 2.5 ns, and 5.5 ns 
and at power levels of about 1 GW. The targets used in the experiment 
are slab targets of aluminum (1 mm, 0.25 mm, and 0.025 mm thick), mag- 

nesium, and polyethylene. 

Fig^ 16 (a and b -- enlarged for detail) show interferograms from 
from a 0.25 mm AX target irradiated with a point focus and a 2.5 ns 
pulse duration. The time evolution of the plasma expansion is obtained 
with separate shots by varying the delay time between the main laser 
pulse and the probing laser pulse. The delay times shown in the figures 
are measured from the 10% point on the rise of the Q-switched laser pulse. 
As can be seen, during the early phase of the expansion (^0.3 ns) the 
plasma is a well-defined hemispherical shell with a diameter roughly the 
same as the focal spot size.  It expands rapidly outward until the 
cessation of the Q-switched laser pulse. The boundary of the opaque 
region corresponds to the region of high electron-density gradiant, 
where the probing laser beam is  deElected out of the telescope due to 
a large refraction in the plasma. After the cessation of the laser 
pulse, the expanding plasma front becomes increasingly diffused and the 
shell (opaque region) flattens and expands parallel to the target sur- 
face. Figs.17 (a, b, and c) show similar interferograms obtained with 
a line focus on a Mg target, where the axial as well as side view of the 
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elongated plasma are recorded. The interferograms taken along the 
axial view have background fringes, allowing time- and space-resolved 
electron density measurements to be made. The electron density of the 
expanding cylindrical plasma is plotted as a function of distance away 
from the target surface at various time delays in Fig. 18. Since the 
plasma is considerably elongated along the line of sight compared with 
its width, a vigorous Abel inversion of the experimental points is not 
required for the present study. As can be seen, the electron density 
gradient of the plasma front is fairly steep at the early stage of the 
expansion, but the front becomes quickly diffused as time elapses, par- 
ticularly after the end of the laser pulse. As mentioned earlier, the 
maximum electron density measurable is limited to value of about 2.5 X 10 
electrons/cm due to the steep electron density gradient at a distance 
about 100 urn from the target. Note that there is nearly a two orders-of- 
magnitude difference in electron density at this location and the critical 
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(~ 107^ cm-O surface. The lower limit of the measurable electron density 
(~ 10 cm; on the other hand is determined by the minimum detectable 
fringe shift (~ 1/4 friige). In Figs. 19 through 21, the location of 
extreme detectable edge of the plasma is plotted as a function of time 
for three different Q-switched pulse leneths^ The electron density at 
this position is roughly constant (~ 10 cmJ). The following conclu- 
sions can be derived from such experimental data: 

1) The acceleration of the plasma takes place at very early times 
(< 200 psec) and within a very short distance from the target («* 50 jim). 

2) The velocity of the iso-density front remains nearly constant 
during the duration of the laser pulse (except in the case of the longest 
pulse duration) and the measured velocity [(3.5 - 4) l(j) cra/|^c] is   3 

apparently independent of the laser power density (10  - 10  watts/cm ), 
the laser pulse length (1.5 - 5.5 ns), and the target material. 

3) In the case of a very thin target (Ai: 250 \xm    and 25 jam thick) 
the iso-density front contracts rapidly towards the target as soon as the 
laser pulse ceases. 

4) In the case of the polyethylene target (~2.5 mm thick) the 
velocity seems to remain constant (~3.5 X 107 cm/sec) until well after 
the laser pulse. 

5) The plasma produced by the line focus remains relatively stable 
and free of macroscopic plasma instabilities during and well after the 
duration of the laser pulse. 
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2. J. F. Reintjes, T. N. Lee, R. C. Eckardt, R. C. Elton, and R. A. 
Andrews, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 20, p. 1336, 1975; also Bull. Am. Phys. 
Soc. 21, 1976 (Proc. APS Topical Conf. Plasma Diagnostics). 

III.D.  PLANS AND ALTERNATIVES 

While it is still premature to attempt to pinpoint either a single 
most promising transition or the best experimental approach and condi- 
tions for electron collisional pumping, a brief summary of current thinking 
is perhaps in order at this point. 

III.D.1.  TRANSITIONS AND OPERATING REGIMES 

i 

The two schemes currently being modeled as described in Section 
III.A. above, namely 3p->3s and 3s-»2p, are representative of typical 
vacuum-UV and soft x-ray possibilities and possess the additional attrac- 
tion of potential quasi-cw operation and extrapolation from existing 
near-UV lasers.  They appear to be appropriate test cases for modeling 
"conventional" electron-collisional pumping at least. The results derived 
to date are probably most reliable for the 3p^3s transition in the vacuum- 
UV region at "moderate" plasma densities (^10  cm" ), where resonance 
trapping and collisional mixing effects can be minimized and, perhaps, an 
enhanced election temperature (compared to ior. ten^ rature) can be main- 
tained for a useful lasing period, yielding even high sain. At higher 
densities, the analysis becomes more complex as such additional effects 
are added and the full impact is not yet known. The most recent modeling 
described above is at very high "critical absorption" densities (^10  cm ), 
and it is possible that some intermediate value will prove to be most 
promising. 

III.D.2.  LASER/TARGET PRODUCED PLASMAS 

From the extensive diagnostic experiments described in Section III.C. 
above, it appears clear that small, cylindrical plasmas created by vapor- 
ization of target material by a focusedhigh-power laser beam are best 
defined at density greater than 10  cm" , a regime where further modeling 
will be necessary to fully access the potential in a freely expanding 
plasma of this sort. It is also clear now that further impulse heating 
would have to be performed near a normal to the target surface 'plane 
rather than transverse (axially) as ig^ica^d in3Fig. 11, since signifi- 
cant absorption only occurs in the 10 -10  cm" density range very 
close to the target surface in a high gradient region.  It would be 
extremely difficult to align and synchronize a narrow beam with a uniform 
layer in such an orthogonal configuration. It is with these thoughts in 
mind that the aMlysia described in Section III.A. above are underway at 
a density of 10  cm" . 
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III.D.3.  TRANSVERSE DISCHARGE DEVICE 

Electrons have a much snorter absorption length than phor.ons1and 
are more attractive for plasma heating at moderate densities (~i0  cm ). 
A transverse excited traveling wave discharge device such as developed 
at NRL for H^lasing operates in this density region over lengths of 1 
meter or more, and should be considered further for electron-pumped ion 
laser development.  An encouraging factor here is a past observation 
of CIV emission at low pressures, probably initiated by surface discharge 
vaporization.  There was alsoofvidence of net gain on the 2p->2s resonance 
lines (near 1500 A) of this C  species.  It is therefore planned for the 
next reporting period to further study ion production in this device, 
with one goal being the achievement of 3p->3s lasing.  Initial studies will 
concentrate on reproducing the C IV results with increased supporting 
diagnostics, on ascertaining the axial distribution of emission, and on 
comparing with other carbon-line emission.  An understanding of the 
mechanism for amplification on the C IV lines observed would be of im- 
mense importance, both for the possibility of isoelectronic extrapola- 
tion of lasing to shorter v/avelengths and for the very fundamental 
process of inverting a resonance transition involving a lower ground 
a täte of an ion. 

III.D.4.  SUMMARY 

In summary, current high density modeling will determine the future 
direction of laser/target plasma experiments for electron-collisionil 
pumping. Reactivation of the transverse discharge device at low pressure 
operation with improved diagnostics will ascertain the desirability of 
proceeding with and expanding future efforts in direct discharge heating 
for this basic pumping scheme. 

REFERENCE 

1.    R.  W.  Waynant, Appl.  Phys.  Letters 22,  41°   (.x973). 

IV.     RESONANT CHARGE TRANSFER PUMPING 

Ion-atom collisions in which the resonant charge transfer process 
predominates Jjia^been discussed in previous reports for this program 
and elsewhere '   '     and particularly promising ion-atom combinations have 
been cited.     The initial experiment to determine enhanced level popula- 
tions of specific  spectral  lines  is diagrammed  in Fig.  22.     The 6 Joule, 
20 nsec laser pulse  is point focused onto the carbon target to obtain 
the maximum laser beam energy density.    Analysis of the laser plasma 
emission as t: expands into a background gas  is primarily done using 
spatially-resolved grazing-incidence spectra. 
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IV.A.  SOFT X-RAY SPECTRA 

Enhanced level populations will be determined by comparing line 
ratios obtained with a background gas to line ratios obtained in a 
vacuum. In order to facilitate this determination, and as a check on the 
reproducibility of the experiment, a plot of photographic density vs. 
distance from target was generated for the CV n P -» 1 S series in vacuum. 
These plots are shown in Fig. 23 (and can be converted to exposure vs. 
distance). The curves will be adjusted as additional vacuum data be- 
come available; however, their basic features are expected to remain 
intact. At distances greater than 0.8 mm, the total line intensity 
ratios scale approximately as expected, particularly for those lines 
associated with transitions originating on levels with principal quantum 
number n s 3. The 2 p -♦ 1 S first resonance line appears to have an 
enhanced emission which may be associated with a correspondingly higher 
oscillator strength compared to the other lines of the series.  In the 
;?gion below 0.8 mm a deviation from the normal intensity probably results 
frou^ reabsorption caused by opacity effects.  These curves are used to 
establish the vacuum line-intensity ratios for comparison with the 
background-gas line-ratios. 

f the laser plasma formed at the surface 
obtained with and without helium back- 

s inconclusive at this point because the 
very weak in the region of interest 

the linear range of the emulsion density- 
Plans are now underway to move the target 
better x-ray collection. Also, laser 
in anticipation of having to take more 

Grazing incidence spectra o 
of a carbon target have now been 
ground gas. The analysis remain 
CV n P -» IS (n=3,4,5) lines are 
(see IV.B. below) and are below 
exposure characteristic curve, 
closer to the entrance slit for 
reproducibility is being checked 
shots per plate exposure. 

IV.B. VISIBLE HELIUM SPECTRA 

In addition to the grazing incidence spectrograph, both prism and 
grating spectrographs were set up to observe the visible region of the 
laser-plasma emission. These were stigmatic instruments whose main 
purpose was to determine the ratio of neutral helium -to -He ion con- 
centration, especially around the plasma density region (^ 10  cm ) 
where charge transfer is expected to be observed.  Extrapolation of 
data from a similar experiment indicates this density region occurs 
around 2 mm from the target surface. An excess of He ions in this 
region would indicate a depletion of carbon ion-neutral helium charge 
transfer reactions, in Fig. 24 portions of the visible spectra obtained 
using a carbon target am  shown with tentative line identifications. The 
top spectrum was taken with a stigmatic prism spectrograph.  Because of 
the limited resolution of the prism instrument at longer wavelengths, a 
portion of the spectrum was observed with a 0.75 m grating spectrograph. 
This spectrograph preduced the middle spectrum of the figure.  In order 
to isolate the Hell 686 A line from nearby carbon emission, the bottom 
spectrum was taken through the grating instrument using a boron-nitride 
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. 

3203 Hell 

Window 

caz 

4686 Hell 

Fig. 24 — Spoctra of the visible/near-UV emission from a laser-target plasma im- 
mersed in a ci0 Torr He background gas.  The top spectrum was taken with a 
quartz prism spectrograph which observes 59 mms of the plasma, both tnrough 
the acrylic plexiglass chamber wall and also through a quartz window.   The 
second and third spectra were taken using a normal incidence grating spectro- 
graph with a linear plate factor of 11 Ä/min.   In the bottom spectrum a boron 
nitride target was used; the top two spectra were taken with carbon targets. 
Emphasized here is the presence of two He+ ion lines (He II) at distances greater 
than 4 mm from the target surface. 
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target. Although preliminary observations indicate a weak He (and strong 
neutral helium) concentratUa begini ing several millimeters away ^om the 
target, and a minimum amount of He4" witnin 5 mm of the target. * inclusive 
determination of the location of He+ions will be^ta^ed,W^^n

Hfr' 
lines are completely identified and analyzed. This identification pro- 
cess is now in progress. Note also in Fig. 24 that many of the neutral 
helium lines (at 4471 Ä, for instance) continue into the continuum sur- 
rounding the target, indicating the strong presence of neutral helium 
throughout the plasma region. 

IV.C.  PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS 

Line identification of the carbon target spectrum, especially the 
impurity line emission, is helpful in obtaining the plasma temperature 
ir spatially resolved regions.  This line analysis is continuing, and 
detemination of several persistent impurity lines in the grazing in- 
cidence spectrum (which have been observed but not identified in other 
experiments) have been made. These ^nes have now ^lden^e^W^ 
3i transitions in a lithium-like Na** impurity ion. They occur in the 
region of the plasma near the target and indicate a plasma temperature 
in that region of around 100 eV, consistent with the appearance of 

..   _ p-*' J— 1-ir.Qo ■in   f-Vio .Qflmp- area. ion lines in the same area. 

A knowledge of thi plasma density in the very dense, near-target 
region would be extremely helpful in several respects. Information on 
the density in this area can be extrapolated to greater distances by 
relative line broadening measurements. Also, the space-resolved soft 
x-ray spectra can yield valuable information on the ""ical density 
layer for the electron-collisional pumping research described in Section 
III above, and possibly for the resonance-line absorption scheme to be 

modeled soon. , 

Two surprising features of the soft x-ray carbon spectra, besides 
the relatively weak 2^1^ CV resonance line in the high density region, 
are the strong satellite lines for C IV and the presence of an intense 
line at the wa-elength for the 2*?-*VS  intercombination line, which is 
not expected to be present at such high densities. A preliminary 
association of this latter line with, instead, a plasma satellite line 
yields a density very close to the critical plasma density expected for 
laser absorption. This is a matter deserving further study, particularly 
if the high-density collisional pumping modeling continues to prove 

optimistic. 

IV.D.  TECHNIQUES 

In the previous semiannual technical report a problem with target 
debris clogging the spectrograph entrance slit, especially with back- 
Rround gas present, was outlined. At that time an apparatus to back 
flush the slit after each shot was being designed. This unit is now 
installed and has successfully eliminated the slit debris problem. 
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Because of some inherited surface damage to the laser rod, the maxiraura 
power of 500 MW could never be realized without further damaging the ruby 
rod. In order to increase the power and simplify the laser damage situation, 
the ruby rod has been replaced with a neodymium glass rod (which requires 
no antireflectance coatings). The Pockels cell crystal suffered from 
similar surface damage and is presently being replaced. 

IV.E.  ANALYSIS 

Stimulated by a recent discussion with Professor  Isl|r from the 
University of Florida following a conference presentation,    the 
charge  exchange cross  section analysis was  reexaamined.     After a recheck 
of the  Zwally-Koopman formulation presently used  for calculating Landau- 
Zener    cross-sections and further communications with Professor Isler, 
calculations were also completed using the Landau-Zener type approach 
preferred by Professor Isler.     Both methods vield  similaj results and 
predict a high cross  section for the He 4  C      -♦ He    + C      resonance 
charge exchange reaction c ^rrently under study.     Afjain,  it should be 
emphasized that the Landau-Zener theory, when applied to our situation, 
is at best inexact because of the approximations made in the derivation. 
The theory should be used only as an indicator of the transition most 
likely to experience the resonance charge transfer effect.    In this rer- 
spect,  the relatively simple experiment serves as a check on  .he applica- 
bility of the theory. 

REFERENCES 

1. R.  C.  Elton,  "Three Quasi-CW Approaches to Short Wavelength Lasers," 
in "Progress in Lasers and Laser Fusion,"  edited by E, Kursunoglu, 
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V.  SUMMARY 

As planned, we have concentrated during this reporting period on 
definitive measurements, at some cost in pump-source development, for an 
interim assessment of the approaches pursued wxth the continued goal of 
identifying a promising approach in FY-77 for r^ncentration of develop- 
mental effort. The most significant advancements during this reporting 
period for the various program areas are as follows: 

NONLINEAR MIXING AND AMPLIFICATION 

1. The emphasis during this reporting period hp.s  been on optimiza- 
tion of the tunable visible emission prior to transfer to the 
vacuum-UV region. The significant progress towards this end in 
the various components involved is in understanding the limitations 
on efficiencies as reported in Section II. Adaptation of the 
H2 laser for integration with the frequency upconverted beam has 
begun. 

ELECTRON-COLLISIONAL PUMPING EXPERIMENT 

2. Extensive interferometric studies have resulted in the first 
detailed density profiles from a laser-evaporated target plasma 
on a 30 ps tim« scale.  Both point and line focus configurations 
were studied. The results indicate a large density gradient 
very close to the target surface for the high densities required 
for absorption of a second pumping laser beam. Also, a deteriora- 
tion of cylindricalsymmetry at expansion distances required for 
densities below 10  cm  is to be expected. The present con- 
clusion is that near-critical density absorption of a normal- 
incidence beam is the more desirable configuration, and modeling 
is proceeding in this direction as summarized below. 

3. Planning of tests at lower densities (consistent with confidence 
in present modeling) were begun, based also upon promising ex- 
perience with a transverse discharge traveling-wave device at 
low pressure operation.  Definitive measurements on this device 
are planned for the next reporting period in this portion of the 
program. 

RESONANT CHARGE TRANSFER EXPERIMENT 

4. A mapping of CV and CVI spectral lines in the soft x-ray region 
as a function of distance from the target has indicated signifi- 
cant reabsorption of the first resonance line in the high-density 
region close to the surface. However, higher series members 
appear to emit in reasonable intensity ratios and should be reliable 
for relative comparisons with helium-background spectra, particu- 
larly^urth^r from the target where the desired densities 
(^ 10  cm ) occur for this process. 
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5. A very preliminary analysis of spectral features in the high- 
density region indicate the possibility of a critical density 
(^ 10  cm ) layer, which would be in support of the electron 
collisional pumping experiment described earlier.  Space- 
resolved visible-spectra have been obtained for He 1 and He II 
lines, from which the ratio of helium atoms to ions can be es- 
timated as a function of distance from the surface. Present 
results do not indicate a high degree of preionization which 
would be detrimental to an efficient carbon-ion/neutral atom 
interaction zone. 

ANALYSIS AND MODELING 

6. Development of a quite general numerical model has continued with 
present emphasis on electron-collisional pumping in the high-dennity 
regime (~ 10  cm ) appropriate for the laser/target plasma ex- 
periment.  Radiative transfer effects are currently being added, 
which will allow convenient application to a new rp>onance- 
absorption pumping scheme of current interest because of its 
inherent selectivity of the upper laser level. 

7. In an attempt towards an increased understanding of the selec- 
tivity of the resonance charge transfer scheme, discussions with 
interested theoreticians have taken place and partial assistance 
has been negotiated with an experienced N.R.L. theoretician for 
the next reporting period. It is expected that such guidance 
can be of significant assistance as the experimental parameters 
are varied in search of resonance effects. 

REVIEW OF X-RAY LASER FIELD 

8. An accomplishment during this reporting period has been the 
completion of a comprehensive review article on the x-ray laser 
research fiel', as of an October 1975 completion date. The 
article has been accepted for publication in Proceedings of the 
IEEE in 1976, and a preprint is included in the Appendix. 

In brief, this reporting period has aeen a definitive study of the 
conditions to be encountered in the laser/target plasma approach, which 
has precipitated a reevaluation of the associated analysis to high densities 
and of the experiment to a normal-incidence pump-pulse mode. Additional 
consideration of electron discharge pumping has resulted also from these 
studies. The charge transfer experiment is now yielding definitive data. 
The nonlinear mixing experiment is ready for conversion to the vacuum-UV 
in the near future with optimum efficiency.  It is anticipated that a 
significant overall narrowing of options will continue towards our mid- 
FY-77 goal. 
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Finally, reprints of publications and presentation abstracts are 
included in the following Appendix, including the comprehensive review 
article described above.  These represent work completed during this 
period and are included to provide further details on various portions 

of the program. 
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Physical Review 
Analytic Subject Index 
Number 35.     Plasmas 

Bulletin Subject Heading 
in which Paper should be 
placed:   32.    Piasnostics 
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Micro-Interferometric Study of Laser-Generated 
Plasmas Using 30 psec Probing Pulses.    J.   F,  REINTJES, 
T.  N.   LEE,   R.  C.  ECKARDT,  R.   C.  ELTON,  and R.  A. 
ANDREWS,  Naval Research Laboratory—We report  on a micro- 
interferometric study of plasmas generated by  2 ns 
pulses  from a Nd:glass Q-switched laser containing 
energies  of  1 J and focused  to intensities of  1012 W/cm. 
The plasmas are probed with a precisely-timed 30  psec 
pulse from a mode-locked Nd:YAG laser,  frequency 
doubled to 0.53 ium.    The use of mode-locked pulses al- 
lows spatial resolution to  10 um at typical plasma ex- 
pansion velocities of  107 cm/sec.    Measurements of 
plasma dimensions,  electron densities and expansion 
velocities  for both  line and point foci are presented as 
a  function of  the  time delay between the mode-locked and 
Q-switched pulses.    Measurements of forward and back- 
ward streaming plasmas  generated from thin targets are 
compared  to determine effects of radiation pressure.on 
plasma expansion. 
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Abstract  Submitted 

for the  17th Division of Plasma  Physics Meeting of  the 

American  Physical  Society 

November  10-14,   1975 

Physical Review 
Analytic  Subject  Index 
Number  35.   Plasmas 

Session Title: 
8.       Plasma Focus 

Bulletin Subject Heading 
in which Paper should be 
placed     Plasma  Focus 

Foraation-Process of Minute Plasmas  In a 
Vacuum Spark.    T.  N,   LEE,  Naval Research Laboratory—The 
vacuum spark discharge produces extremely small 
(10-50 im), high power density  (1015 W/cm2)  plasmas, 
each of which emits a x-ray pulse of a few nanoseconds. 
These plasmas often form a bead-like  (or clustered) 
structure with beads spaced as close as 50 um in dis- 
tance^- and several nanoseconds in time.    Simultaneous 
measurements of the distance  (Ad)  and the time interval 
(At)   of two successive point plasma formations  show a 
relation of Ad/At ~ 10*» cm/sec, which corresponds to 
the velocity of the anode plasma front1.    This  is a 
strong indication that the bead-like feature is not 
related to random break-ups of a pinched plasma column 
due to a sausage type  (m^o)  instability.    According to 
the experimental results obtained,  the plasma con- 
striction takes place in two areps,  i.e., a relatively 
uniform pinch of the plasma coUmn to a diameter of  1 ran 
or less is  followed by a localized micro-pinch within 
a time interval of a few hundred nanoseconds.    Multiple 
micro-pinches are responsible for the observed clustered 
point plasma'structure, 

1T. N.  Lea, Annals of New York Acad,  Sei.   251  112  (1975) 
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Abstract Submitted 

for the 17th Division of Plasma Physics Meeting of the 

American Physical Society 

November 10-14, 1975 

Physical Review 
Analytic Subject Index 
Number 35.  Plasmas 

Bulletin Subject Heading 
in which Paper shoult be 
placed 33. Scattering. Emission, 
and Absorption of Radiation 

Resonance Charge Transfer Effects Between 
Impurity Ions and Neutral Atoms in Plasma Boundary 
Regions. R. H. DIXON, J. L. DeROSA, R. A. ANDREWS, and 
R. C. ELTON, Naval Research l,aboratory--High Temperature 
plasma cooling and/or lowering of plasma heating rates 
caused by processes involving boundary layers impurities 
are of concern for fusion devices. Resonance charge 
transfer between impurity ions of charge z and neutral 
atoms is of particular interest because of the large 
cross-section (~10~16z2 cm2) involved. An experiment is 
described in which -he primary objective is to demon- 
strate a significant effect of the resonance charge 
transfer process ün the populating of certain excited 
states of ions when interacting with particular neutral 
atoms.  Stripped ions of various typical impurity ele- 
ments such as carbon and oxygen, and eventually heavier 
"wall" materials, are generated by a focused laser beam 
and allowed to expand into a neutral gas (such as hydro- 
gen, deuterium or helium). The effect of the charge 
transfer process is expected to be evidenced by enhanced 
line emission in space-resolved grazing incidence 
spectra.  Preliminary results obtained using a laser of 
500 MW peak power focused onto a carbon target surrounded 
by helium at pressures ranging from 1 to 100 Torr will be 
presented. 
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Abstract  Submitted 

American Physical  Society Topical Conference 

On Diagnoatict   Of High Temperature Plasmas 

January  7-9,   1976 

ii 

Physical Review 
Analytic Subject  Index 
Number 35.       Plasnms 

: 

Bulletin Subject Heading 
in which Paper should be 
placed:  32. Diagnostics 

Study of Expansion Characteristics of Laser 
Produced Plasmas Using a Micro-Interferometry^ J p 
REINTJES, T. N. WE,  R. C. ECKABDT, R. C. ELTON, and R. 
A. ANDREWS, Naval Research Laboratory—H-if>b quality in- 
terferograms of lauer produced plasmas with spatial res- 
olution of 15 micrometers are obtained using a rel- 
atively simple Jamin-type interferometer and a precisely- 
timed 30 ps probing laser pulse from a mode-locked 
NdtYAG laser, frequency doubled to 0.53 urn.    The spatial 
resolution attainable with the present arrangement is 
limited by the velocity of the expanding plasma and the 
finite duration of the probing pulse. The plasmas are 
produced by focusing a Nd:glass Q-sv;itched laser pulse 
(0.5 GW, lO^-lOlS watts cm-2) onto slab targets of 
Ht  Mg, and CH2.  Time-dependent behaviors of electron 
density distribution plasma dimension, and expansion 
velocity for both point and line foci are made as a 
function of time delay between the mode-locked and the 
Q-switched laser pulses. The results thus obtained 
with different durations of the heatinr (Q-switched) 
pulse and with the various target materLil are compared. 

*Work supported by DARPA Order \o. 2694. 
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Submitted for 1976 International Quantum Electronics  Conf. 

ABSTRACT 

AN  ELKCTROM-COLUSION'  PUMPED QUASI-CW  SOFT X-RAY  USER USIKG  HEI.Il">t-LIKE   IONS 

L.  J.   Palumbü and R.  C.  Eicon 

Naval Research Laboratory, Washington,  D.  C,   20375 

A  steady-state model of a quasi-c • soft  x-ray  laser  on helium-like 

ions was  usid  to calculate gain vs.   temperature,  density, and element.    Gains 

greater  than  10 era      are estimated  for hot,  dense, moderate-Z  plasmas of 

pellet   fusion plasma characteristics. 
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AN' EU-CTRON-COLLISION  PUHPEÜ QUASI-CW  SOFT  y - RAY   LASER USP.'G  HELILW-LIKE   IONS 

L.   J.   Palutnbo and  R.   C.   Elton 

Naval  Research Laboratory, Washington,  D.  C.   ^O^WS 

A  steady-state analytical plasma model  has been applied to a quasi-cw 

electron-collisional pumping scheme  for  producing soft x-ray  lasing on the 

3s     S -♦  2p    P    transition in helium-like  ions.    The estimates of pump power 

requirements,  gain coefficient, and optimum element  indicate  that  lasing may 

be obtained  in  the    20 -  70 A    region with a gain of    > 10 cm      in moderate-7. 

plasmas  under conditions existing in present and  forthcoming pellet  fusion 

experiments.    The  ls3s    S    upper laser   level  is pumped by electron collisional 

2 1 
excitation  from the     Is      S    ground  level,   lasing takes  place by transitions 

1 12  1 
into     ls2p    P, and  rapid    l82p    p-♦  Is       S decay prevents  self  termination, 

i.   e.,.quasl-cw operation is expected.     The upper  laser  level  is also depop- 

1 
ulated by electron-impact excitation into the nearby  ls3p P term, which 

imposes an upper limit on the electron density for a given element. A pop- 

ulation Inversion is maintained, even though the electror-Impact excitation 

rates from the ground state into both the 3s and 2p levels are comparable, 

because rapid  2p -♦ Is  decay prohibits accumulation In the 2p level while 

the 3s level is not dlpole coupled directly to the ground state. 

The equations for the steady-state population densities, N., and N-, 

of the upper and lower laser levsls are. 

Nl Ne X13 
A32 + VX32 + X34) ' 

N1 Ne X12 * N3(A32 + Ne X32) 

A21 
2 1       1      1  • 

where the subscripts 1 through A refer to the Is  S, ls2p P, ls3s S, and 

ls3p  p levels, respectively. The A's are spontaneous radiative decay rates, 

the X's are electron collisional excitation or deexcltation rate coefficients 
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1..  .1.   Pnlwrabo nnd R.  C,  Elton, QUASI-CW  SOFT X-RAY USER 

and  the S's are  the population densities with Ne being the electron density. 

The deexcitation rate coefficient, X32,  Is computed from X23 by detailed bal- 

ancing.    Required energy  level spacings, etc.  were taken  from published daca 

and scaled appropriately with spectrum number.    The ground state density, N^, 

was  obtained  from N    by BBSuming charge neutrality,   100 %    abundance of 
e 

heliun-like tons, and small fractional populations of excited levels. 

Figure 1 shows some results of gain at two (high) electron densities, 

A gain coefficient, a, of >10 cm'1 is desired because, even with very large 

pump laser systems, it may be difficult to form a plasma of the required temp- 

erature and density with a length of more than a few millimeters. These 

curves are typical of those computed over a wide range of electron density 

and temperature. The curves show an increase in gain with Ne, an optimum Z 

at a given density, a rapid decrease in a for Z larger than this optimum, and 

a Z  ' cutoff below which the computed inversion density is negative. The 
min 

gain scales analytically as ~(Z - I)" ' when collisional processes dominate 

the 3s lS Iftvel depopulation (low Z or closely spaced energy levels) and as 

~(Z - I)"8'5 when the prominent mode of depopulation is by spontaneous 

laser-line emission.  For a given Z, the highest gain is attained when the 

electron temperature is approximately twice the Is ■♦ 3s excitation energy, 

^E ,. This is a consequence of the fact that N X ,, the rate for the 
13 e  *J 

dominant process populating the upper laser level, reaches a peak at kTe « 

2 AE .;  for higher temperatures, this rate falls off slowly and the laser 

pumping rate decreases. An ion temperature less than the electron temperature, 

which mav occur In a transient laser plasma, would Increase the gain in the 

k 
plotted curves by a factor of ClJtJ      due to a reduced Doppler width. 

The production of « plasma with the density and temperature required to 

- 2 
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L.   J.   Palumbo and  R.  C.  Elton, QUASI-CW  SOFT X-RAY LASER  . 

produce  reasonable gains on this transition would require a  pump laser with a 

17 2 
power  density -10      W/cin    over an area  of  largest dimension    > I vm    on a 

cylindrical pellet-like target to avoid temperature decrease by thermal con- 

ductivity.     Such  lasers and targets are currently being developed in the  laser 

fusion programs.    Results from a tnicro-interferometric diagnostic experiment1 

using a  Nd:YAG 30 psec probe laser synchronized with a Nd:glass  2 nsec  plasma 

producing  laser to study the evolution of a high-density critical layer at 
21      -3 

Ne « 10      cm      will be described. 

J.   F.   Relntjes, T.  N.  Lee, R. C. Eckardt,  R.  C.  Elton, and R. A. Andrews 
Bull, Am.  Phys.  Soc., Vol.  20, p.  1336, Oct.   1975. 

.2 
12   14   16   18   2C'   22   24^26 

ATOMIC NUMBER, Z 
FIGURE 1. Oilculated gain for 3a lS -» 2p 1P lasln^ in helium-lik« 
ions plotted vs. atomic number for two electron denai.ies.- For t«ch 
density, electron temperatures were chosen which yielded the highest 
gain and their values in keV are indicated by numbers next to each curve, 

- 3 - 
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Accepted for 1976 International Quantum Electronics Conference, Amsterd^u. 

COMPENSATION OF SELF PHASE MODULATION BY CESIUM VAPOR* 

R. H. Lehaberg, J. Reintjes and R. C. Eckardt 
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C. 20575 

(202) 7OT-2750 

ABSTRACT 

We have observed a significant reduction of Nd:YAG 

laser-generate1 self phase modulation by propagating the output 

pulses through a cesium vapor cell* The limitations of this 

technique are discussed, and a related pulse shaping experiment 

will be described. 

*Work supported by U. S. ERDA and ARPA. 
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COMPr.öATION OF SELF PHASE ADULATION BY CESIUM VAPOR. R. H. Lehmbert et al 

Recently, we reported the observation of self defocusing of mode locked 

l.Co H pulses in cesiu= vapor, and attributed it primarily to the nearby two 

photon resonance with the 5s-7s levels,1 The corresponding negative value of 

n2 was measured at -1.4 X IQ
-30 N, in reasonable agreement with the calculated 

value of -2,o2 X 10 ^  N'. Since the useful output power of large Nd laser 

syste-: is o^lnarily liaited by self focusing and self phase modulatfoa (SPM) , 

the existence of this negative n2 raises the possibility of increasing the 

power by using Cs vapor for compensation.  Here, we report the first observation 

of partial compensation of the SPM generated in a Nd:YAG laser system. 

The laser radiation consisted of single pulses of FWHM duration t = 50 psec 
P        * 

as measured by a 5 j-sec resolution streak camera.   The bandwidths were broadened 

to k-3  cm 1 by SPM in the YAG amplifiers, and the integrated spectra had the 

double-hu=ped appearance (Fig. la, c) expected for a chirp of this magnitude.2 

The collimated beam, with a peak on-axis intensity I - 1.9 GW/cm2, propagated 

through a total path length I =  2C0 cm in Cs vapor.  Its diameter was relatively 

large (1 en)   in order to avoid whole-beam self defocusing effects.1 The integrated 

spectra of the input and output pulses were recorded by directing a portion of tie 

center of each beam through a 1-a grating spectrograph onto an image converter 

ca-era operating in the streak mode adjusted for a 1 nsec resolution and 10 nssc/c= 

sweep rate,  A 12.5 nsec pulse separation allowed the input and output spectra 

to be compared on the sa=e film (e,g. Fig. 1).  The spectral resolution is 

In Fig. 1c, the phase modulated spectrum of the incident pulse gives a 

naxirum chirp width of ^ -4.5 cm"1, which corresponds to a peak on-axis 

phase shift 3 = 2-TC AV^/2.36 - 8.5,  In the output pulse, the double-huap 

L   ; . 
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C0>[?ENSATION OF SELF PHASE ADULATION BY CESIÜM VAPOR, R. H, Lehmberg, et al 
(202) 767-2730 

has disappeared, and Av has been reduced to 2.7 cm l; hence, Bo  *• 5.5. 

The phase reduction B   - B =" -3.2 is in reasonable agreement -^ith the 

value AB = ÖT^ngl^Ac " -^3  calculated froa ng = - lA X 10 ^ N measured 

previously. 

The asymmetry in these spectra arises from asymmetry in the laser pulse 

shape.  Since the pulse changes shape within the laser, the output intensity 

variation - dl/dt does not correspond exactly to the instantaneous chirp 

frequency.  Moreover, some beam degradation due to small scale self focusing 

was evident in the more intense pulses.  It is therefore unlikely that the 

SPM can be completely cancelled by a single Cs cell at the output, i.e., one 

should compensate after each amplifier stage before self focusing and pulseshape 

changes become appreciable,3 

Additional experiments are in preparation to do the initial pulse chirping 

with CS rather than in the amplifiers.  This will allow better control of 

small scale self fccusing and will ensure that the pulseshape remains the 

same in the chirping and compensating elements; hence, a nearly complete 

phase compensation should be attainable,  In a second experiment, the negative 

SPM due to the cesium cell alone will bs used to study pulse squaring effects 

in a grating pair. 

REFEROCES 

1. R. H. Lehmberg, J. Reintjes, and R. C. Eckardt, Appl. Phys. Lett, gjj., 

37l»- (1971+); Phys, Rev. A (March 197°). 

2. R. C, Eckardt, C. H. Lee, and J. N, Bradford, Opto-electronics 6, 

67 (197^). 

3. R, H. Lehmberg, J. Reintjes, and R. C. Eckardt, NRL Memo Rpt, 3130 

(Sept 1975) P. 25-30. 
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COMPOSATICN OF SELF PHASE JOTDULATION BY CESIUM VAPOR,   R.  H,  Lehmberg,  et al 
(202)  T67-2T3Ö 

FIGURE  CAPTIONS 

FIGURE 1    Integrated spectra of pulsesat the Cs cell input (lower traces) 

and output   (upper traces):   (a)     eapty cell;   (b)  N = 3.7 X ID18 caT3 

with a small double pulse   (I < . 15 GW/cm2)  which remains essentially 

time-bandwidth limited;   (c)    N = 3.7 X 1016 cm"3,  showing a reductioa 

of  the SPM bandwidth of a pulse of intensity 1.° GW/cm2, 
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Reprinted from:   PROGRESS IN LASERS AND LASER FUSION 
Edited by B. Kursunoglu, A. Perlmutter and S. M. Widmayer 

Book available from: Plenum Publishing Corporation 
227 West 17th Street, New York, New York 10011 

THREE   QUASI-CW  APPROACHES   TO   SHORT  WAVELENGTH   LASERS* 

R.   C.   Elton 

Naval Research Laboratory 

Washington, D. C. 20375 

ABSTRACT 

Three approaches towards achieving extended-period 

quasi-cw amplification by stimulated emission in the 

vacuum-UV and x-ray spectral regions are discussed, in 

a somewhat logical progression towards shorter wave- 

lengths, increased complexity, and demands.  Extrapo- 

lation of visible and near-UV tuned-cavity cw lasers 

using higher density plasma media is first discussed for 

the near-to-mid VUV region.  Further extension to the 

soft x-ray region is described, using preferential res- 

onance charge transfer pumping.  This and related in- 

tense incoherent x-ray source development could ulti- 

mately lead to successful quasi-cw Ka inversions, as 

is discussed.  Experiments underway to test the first 

two schemes are described. 

*Supported in part by the Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency, DARPA Order 26914 
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118 R. C. ELTON 

l. INTRODUCTION 

The basic problems that hamper a rapid extension of 

lasers into the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) and x-ray 

spectral regions can be summarized with a few simple 

relations.  Since high reflectance cavities do not 

appear to be realistic for wavelengths shorter than 

- 1000 X, significant gain must be achieved in a single 

pass; this immediately implies an increase by orders- 

of-magnitude in the inverted state density required for 

a givcxi net gain at a particular wavelength.  Hence, at 

truly short wavelengths we are usually speaking of am- 

plified spontaneous emission (ASE) devices, which alone 

represent more of an amplifier than a tuned oscillator 

producing highly coherent radiation.  In fact, the de- 

vices developed will probably prove most useful, at 

least for the near term, as amplifiers for coherent VUV 

radiation produced by frequency multiplication from the 

IR and visible regions. 

For an amplifying medium of length L, the ASE gain 

is given by 1/1     = exp (aL), where a is the gain coef- 

ficient.  The product aL is often written as 

X2A 
aL = 

u.e 

UIT
2
A\) 

5u N (1) 

\ e, 

where g , g« and N N» refer to the statistical 
"u* äl    "u 

weights and population densities of the upper and lower 

laser states, respectively, &v refers to the line width 

in frequency urits, and X refers to the wavelength of 

the laser transition.  With the transition probability 
_2 

A » for spontaneous emission scaling as fX  , and for 
u-t 
larger inversion {i.e., Nu>>N£), Eq. (l) can be written 

as a proportionality: 
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Reprinted from:   PROGRESS IN LASERSAND LASER FUSION 

Edited by B. Kursunoglu, A. Perlmutter and S. M. Widmayer 
Book available from: Plenum Publishing Corporation 
227 West 17th Street, New York, New York 10011 

SOFT X-RAY LASERS VIA ELECTR0N-C0LLISIONAL PUMPING» 

R. A. Andrews 

Naval Research Laboratory- 

Washington, D. C.  20375 

I. INTRODUCTION 

One possible technique for obtaining gain in the 

soft x-ray region of the spectrum is to use electron- 

collisional pumping of an appropriate ion species. This 

can be done in a manner analogous to known ion lasers 

which operate in the visible portion of the spectrum. 

The differences being:l) more highly ionized ions are 

used to obtain shorter wavelength transitions, 2) the 

pumping electrons are at a higher temperature to popu- 

lace the more energetic transitions, and 3) the life- 

times are shorter which implies higher pump intensity 

per unit area (P/a = v ).  In the case of shorter wave- 

length transitions one can project known laser transi- 

tions isoelectronically to higher Z ions and hence 

shorter wavelengths or investigate unique ionic electron 

configurations that are not observed in neutral or 

weakly ionized species.  This technique works well for 

*This work was partially supported by the Defense Ad- 
vanced Research Projects Agency, ARPA Order 269*t. 
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236 R. A. ANDREWS 

electronic configurations with relatively few electrons. 

With many-electron systems, level crossings and other 

anomalous effects with increasing Z limit the range 

over which a group of levels which are a viable laser 

scheme can be isoelectronically projected to higher Z. 

A further problem with short wavelength lasers is that 

the techniques available for generating significant 

amounts of energy with very short risetimes are limited. 
— 7 

Discharges are limited to about 10   sec.  Mode-locked 
-11 

lasers, however, can be used down Co the 10    see 

range with significant amounts of energy.  Short wave- 

length requirements lead to many other problems for the 

attainment of an inversion and net positive gain.  Sev- 

eral of these are discussed in this paper along with a 

particular approach to the short wavelength laser prob- 

lem. 

A particularly promising concept for an electron- 

collisional pumped laser is the use of a picosecond 

laser pulse to heat the electrons in a cold plasma 

which has a large fractional population of the laser ion 
1 2 

species. '   Tha initial plasma can be created by a 

variety of techniques.  However, if one is seriously 

considering highly ionized species then a laser pro- 

duced plasma offers distinct advantages since large 

amounts of energy can be deposited in small volumes in 

short times.  This initial plasma would typically be 

generated with a line focus laser to create a plasma/ 

laser media with a large aspect ratio and hence maximum 

gain length.  Thus plasma must be allowed to expand, 

cool, and develop a maximum fractional population of a 

particular laser ion species.  Cooling is important since 

the laser line is Doppler broadened and Boltzmann popu- 

lation of low lying levels may ruin a possible inversion. 

4 ■4 
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HIGH-DENSITY IONIZATION WITH AN INTENSE 
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Tong Nyong Lee 
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Repr Int ed from 
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Volum« 351, Pages 112-I3S 
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HIGH-DENSrTY IONIZATION WITH AN INTENSE 
LINEAR FOCUS DISCHARGE 

Tong Nyong Lcc 

Optical Sciences Division 
Naval Research Laboratory 

Washington. D.C. 20375 

INTRODUCTION 

A low-pressure linear discharge (or vacuum spark) produces one or more 
minute (or point) plasmas i'ess than SO um in size with the electron kinetic tem- 
perature as high as kT, ■ 10 keV. Such point plasmas emit short bursts of 
intense x-radiation which consists of continuum as well as line radiation arising 
from highly stripped ligh-Z atoms. In the highly constricted plasma region, the 
current density reaches a value of lO10 amps •cm-2. However, the physical pro- 
cesses involved in the formation of such a plasma entity are not well understood.2'4 

The plasma dynamics involved in the discharge is complex and is hard to correlate 
with the onset of the x-ray bursts. 

In the present study, some of the experimental results obtained with the device 
are described in oroer to improve the understanding of the phenomena. Me?"^ > 
ments include plasma diagnostics made with fast photography, pinhole x-ray 
photography, and x-ray spectroscopy in the photon energy range of 6-35C keV. 

Although there are large differences in scsie operating parameters (mainly in 
operating vollage), this low-pressure linear discharge device is believed to have 
some similarities with the vacuum diodes that have been studied5-* intensively in 
recent years for the purpose of plasma heating as well as for ion acceleration. This 
paper therefore may also be relevant to the basic problems involved in under- 
standing vacuum diode operation. 

The experimental device4 used in the present study is a very simple apparatus 
with a total capacitive storage energy of less than 3.6 kJ. A schematic diagram of 
the discharge device is shown in FIGURE 1. It consists of a pair of electrodes; a 
cathode of 3 cm diameter and a 0.7-cm diameter bullet shaped anode, are sepa- 
rated by a gap of 0.6-1.0 cm. The two electrodes are isolated by a Pyrex* glass tube 
of 10 cm diameter, which also serves as a vacuum chamber. The positive electrode 
is connected directly to the high voltage terminal of a 28 nF capacitor charged to 
16 kV, and the cathode is connected to the ground terminal through a pair of 
current-return copper straps placed outside the glass tube. 1 he discharge chamber 
is evacuated to a pressure of ID"6 torr. The discharge is >,iitiated by injecting a 
pulsed laser beam (ruby laser of 100 MW, 20 ns) foe sed onto the anode tip 
through an axial hole in the cathode (grazing the cathode hole edge). The laser 
beam serves as a fast-acting injection of vapor into the electrode gap by slight 
evaporation of both electrode materials, and has no effect on the plasma heating. 
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Quasi-stationary population inversion on Ka transitions 

R. C. Elton 

In a search I'jr an x-ray laser capable of operating in a quasi cw mode, a suggested Kn-innershell scheme is 
examined using recently calculated rates. This scheme involves the decay of a K' -shell vacancy followed by 
a more rapid (for certain elements) L-vacancy decay, which maintains the inversion. The present analysis 
indicates that the scheme is only marginally feasible unless a depletion of resonant absorbers is accom- 
plished through line shifts associated with multiple ionization following JC-vacancy production. Tht 
pumping requirements for overcoming photoionization lo'.ues in the beam and the associated gain condi- 
tions are estimated for three elemerits, namely silicon, calcium, and copper, and it is concluded ii.ai pho- 
toionization pumping in a selective energy band is required, with emission approaching the blackbody 
level. A multiline heavy-ion plasma source is suggested. 

; 

^ 

I.    Introduction and Background 

For x-ray lasing, Ku-typi transitions would seem 
to be a first choice, both because of the inherent 
short wavelengths and the large transition probabili- 
tiei (which imply increased gain). However, with the 
rapid A'-vacancy decay rate is associated a short 
(fomtoseconii1 for penetrating x rays) equilibration 
period r, during which iasing is completed for a sim- 
ple self-terminating transient inversion scheme.2 

With coherence lengths CT ~ 10~5 cm, conventional 
cavity operation becomes impractical (even if cavities 
could be constructed to withstand x-ray laser intensi- 
ties), and traveling-wave operation would be tedious. 
Sufficient pumping for significant single-pass Iasing 
(amplified spontaneous emission) is also a formidable 
task during such a short Iasing period. 

An alternative to the short-pulse self-terminating 
laser approach is to somehow create a stationary (or 
at least quasi-stationary) population inversion by eli- 
minating final laser states, which are potential ab- 
sorbers, more rapidly than they are created. For 
Kii-innershell transitions, this translates to depleting 
the density of atoms (or ions) with a particular l.- 
shell vacancy more rapidly than they are created by 
Iasing trnnsitions from K-vacnncy atoms. (It is not 
necessiiry that the /. shell be filled, since isolate spec- 
tral lines are produced for each of the series of possi- 
ble L-vncancy configurations as discussed below.) A 
particular /,-vacancy state may be depleted by either 
addin)! .ir removing an electron to the L shell, but 

The Huiimr is «nh iht U.S. Naval Research Laboratory, Wash- 
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again it must take place at a very rapid rate and pref- 
erably without external stimulus. Stankevich3 in 
1970 first suggested that this be accomplished by 
electron cascading from outer shells through rapid 
Auger as well as radiative transitions and suggested 
that this combined specific rate exceeds that for K 
vacancy depletion. This particular scheme depends 
strongly on a sufficient density of outer-shell elec- 
trons, i.e., is classified as an innershell4 transition 
scheme. Although the description of the model 
Stankevich used is sketchy, it is possible to recon- 
struct5 approximately his results, which were based 
upon K-vacancy depletion rates from experimentally 
obtained if-level widths,6 proportioned7 as 2:1 for 
Ka\ and Kai lines, and L-vacancy depletion rates es- 
timated from the difference - between the A'-level 
widths and measured A'-line widths.6 Some of these 
numerical data are included in Table I, and the ratio 
RL/RK of L- and K-vacancy depletion rates is plotted 
in Fig. 1 vs atrmic number Z. In equilibrium, A/ZAA- 

= NzRi, where N-i and N3 are, respectively, the 
upper and lower laser state densities,2 populated 
originally by purr ping from state 1. Therefore the 
Ordinate in Fig. 1 corrpsponds to the population den- 
sity ratio, and inversion is achieved when N2/N3 > 
gs/gSh where the statistical weight ratio ^2/^3 '«• 1 for 
the KadKI-u) line and 0.5 for the KaifJ&ini line. 
(Stan'-avich apparently assumed gi/gs = 1 fc • both 
lines ; Thus, for the data available to Stankevich, 
net quasi-stationary inversion appears possible for 
the Z = 20-45 range. 

II.    Present Analyses 

A.    Total Rate Model with Hecent Data 

When a similar analysis is carried out5 with the 
more recent calculations of Auger and radiative rates 
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X-ray emission from laser-produced magnesium plasmas 
INI oo nnd D. J. Nagdl 

.\j*ui KfvMrvh iiihoruiury, Washtngion. D. C 20i7i 
(Rivnirtl t April 1975) 

ChiinKterivlio Of «-ray emiuion produced by focusing a 0.5-CiW laser lo about 10" W/cm! on magnesium 
nnl.il largcU were measured. Appro»imalely 0.01% of the incident laser energy of 10 J was etnilled in a 
I lusa I I'WIIM) pulse of x rays with photon energy in the range 1.3-1.8 keV. 

FAi'S mmibeiv. ?: 23.P, 07.8}., 42.60.Q, 84.60.R 

INTRODUCTION 

Reliable easy-to-maintain lasers with powers up to 
about i GW are becoming increasingly available. When 
focused, such lasers produce power densitiea in the 
10"—lO'^-W/cm2 range. Plasmas produced from solid 
targets irradiated with such power densities typically 
have peak electron temperatures near 100 eV (~ 10' K). 
Thus they are convenient laboratory sources "V1 vacuum 
ultraviolet and soft x radiation. There are a cumber ot 
plasma light sources, for example, S-plnch machines, 
which are capable of producing plasmas hotter than 
10* K. Such plasma» are Urge in volume but the elec- 
tron density is smaller by many orders of magnitude 
than the density of laser-procrced plasmas. In addition, 
the low-density plasma machine» use gases for heating 
and, therefore, are limited to elements which occur In 
gasaa or can be made in convenient gaseous compounds. 
Advantages of laser plasmas over discharge sources 
vÄcluclng vacuum and sliding sparks) are as follows: (1) 
spectra of all elements can be excited, (11) the spectra 
::?3 relatively free ot imparity lines, (ill) the number of 
ionlzatlon stages contributing to a spectrum is small and 
somewhat controllable, and (Iv) the size of the radiating 
plasma is small enough so that entrance slits may be 
eliminated for x-ray spectroscopy in some cases. Hence 
laser plasmas are useful to generate data for interpreta- 
tion of spectra from other sources. Their radiation Is 
also convenient for testing and calibration of spectra* 
graphs and detectors. 

The physics and diagnostics of high-temperature laser 
plasmas are presently receiving Intense study. Central 
problems Include coupling of User energy Into the tor- 
get pUsma, and the division of that energy Into thermal 
conduction losses, pUsma expansion, and radUüon. 
PUsma temperatures and densities are desired as a 
function of User pulse, focusing, and target parameters. 
In this regard, several studies at User powert slmlUr 
to those in this work have already bee i made. In particu- 
lar, Stumpf el et d.1 used a grazing-itcldence mono- 
chromator to do time-dependent studies M radUtlon 
down to 35 A from Mg pUsmas generated by a 0. 5-GW 
laser. They found lonlzatlon suges through MgX and 
suggested that He-like MgXI ions should exist In plas- 
mas produced by few-Joule ~20-nf>ec User pulses. 
Recently, Peacock et al* made a spectroscoplc study 
of the satellite lines near the resonance lines of He-like 
Mg Ions in pUsmas produced using a Nd User at about 
1 GW. Donaldson e( at.9 did a comprehensive study of 
lighter-atom pUsmas which were generated with User 
sowers up to 2 GW. 

In this work,4 we investigated several characteristics 
of the plasma x-ray emission produced by focusing a 
0. 5-GW (18-nsec FWHM) ruby User beam (0.69 urn) 
onto Mg targets, namely, the x-ray yield as a function 
of the lens-target distance, the time histories and 
correlation between User and x-ray signals, the x-ray 
conversion efficiency, x-ray pinhole photographs, and 
the xi-ray spectrum in the 7-10-A region. Nommiformity 
n'. the User power distribution Is evidenced by postshot 
microscopy of th» targets. Comparisons of the present 
vesults with x-ray emission produced by 1-nsec Nd 
User pulses (1.06 (im) of similar energy are made. 

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

The experimer' .. arrangement Is shown schematically 
in Fig. 1. A Korad K2 ruby User system consisting of 
a Q-switched oscillator produced pulses with energies 
up to 10 J. The beam divergence was 8 mrad. A beam 
splitter and an S-l response photodlode were used to 
monitor the laser pulse signal shape and the power. The 
User beam (3. 5 cm in diameter) was focused by a 5- 
cm-diam 20-cm focal length lens which was mounted on 
a micrometer translation stage outside of a vacuum 
window. Flat Mg targets, polished with abrasive paper, 
were pUced at 45° to the incident beam in a 3x lO"' Torr 
vacuum. A silicon p-i-n x-ray detector located at about 
60s to the beam (15° from the target normal) and 10 cm 
from the focus, and covered with a light-tight 25-Mm 
beryllium window, was used to monitor x-ray pulses. 
Prior to empUcement of the spectrometer shown in 
Fig. 1, an x-ray camera with a 25-Mm pinhole 2 cm 
from the focus viewed the pUsma 90* to the beam and 
46"' to the target normal. It yielded 2>- magnification. 
The simple slitless x-ray spectrometer at 90° to the 

uttum 

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of uxpariro'/ntalarnigement. 
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Quasi-stationary population inversion on Ka transitions 

R. C. Elton 

In a search for an x-ray laser capable of operating in a quasi-cw mode, a suggested A'o-inncrshell scheme is 
examined using recently calculated rates. This scheme involves the decay of a K-shell vacancy followed by 
a more rapid (for certain elements) L-vacancy decay, which maintains the inversion. The present analysis 
indicates that the scheme is only marginally feasible unless a depletion of resonant absorbers is accom- 
plished through line shifts associated with multiple ionization following K-vacancy production. The 
pumping requirements for overcoming photoionization lossej in the beam and the associated gain condi- 
tions are estimated for three elements, namely silicon, calcium, and copper, and it is concluded that pho- 
toionization pumping in a selective energy band is required, with emission approaching the blackbody 
level. A multiline heavy-ion plasma source is suggested. 

I.    Introduction and Background 

For x-ray lasing, Ka-typ& transitions would seem 
to be a first choice, both because of the inherent 
short wavelengths and the large transition probabili- 
ties (which imply- increased gain). However, with the 
rapid /f-vacancy decay rate is associated a short 
(femtosecond1 for penetrating x rays) equilibration 
period T, during which lasing is completed for a sim- 
ple self-terminating transient inversion scheme.2 

With coherence lengths CT ~ 10-5 cm, conventional 
cavity operation becomes impractical (even if cavities 
could be constructed to withstand x-ray laser intensi- 
ties), and tiaveling-wave operation would be tedious. 
Sufficient pumping for significant single-pass lasing 
(amplified spontaneous emission) is also a formidable 
task during such a short lasing period. 

An alternative to the short-pulse self-terminating 
laser approach is to somehow create a stationary (or 
at least quasi-stationary) population inversion by eli- 
minating final laser states, which are potential ab- 
sorbers, more rapidly than they are created. For 
Ka innershell transitions, this translates to depleting 
the density of atoms (or ions) with a particular L- 
shell vacancy more rapidly than they are created by 
lasing transitions from K-vacancy atoms. (It is not 
necessary that the L shell be filled, since isolate spec- 
tral lines are produced for each of the series of possi- 
ble L-vacancy configurations as discussed below.) A 
particular L-vacancy state may be depWed by either 
adding or removing an electron to the L shell, but 
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again it must take place at a very rapid rate and pref- 
erably without external stimulus. Stankevich3 in 
1970 first suggested that this be accomplished by 
electron cascading from outer shells through rapid 
Auger as well as radiative transitions and suggested 
that this combined specific rate exceeds that for K- 
vacancy depletion. Tnis particular scheme depends 
strongly on a sufficient density of outer-shell elec- 
trons, i.e., is classified as an innershell4 transition 
scheme. Although the description of the model 
Stankevich used is sketchy, it in rossible to recon- 
struct5 approximately his results, which were based 
upon K-vacancy depletion rates from experimentally 
obtained K-level widths,0 proportioned7 as 2:1 for 
Koti and Kaz lines, and L-vacancy depletion rates es- 
timated from the difference between the K-level 
widths and measured /f-line widths.6 Some of these 
numerical data are included in Table I, and the ratio 
R/./RK of L- and K-vacancy depletion rates is plotted 
in Fig. 1 vs atomic number Z. In equilibrium, N'^RK 
= NzRi, where N? and A^ are, respectively, the 
upper and lower laser state densities,2 populated 
originally by pumping from state 1. Therefore the 
ordinate in Fig. 1 corresponds to the population den- 
sity ratio, and inversion is achieved when N2/N3 > 
82/gn, where the statistical weight ratio §2/^3 is 1 for 
the KarfKLu) line and 0.5 for the KarfKLm) line. 
(Stankevich apparently assumed g.2/83 = 1 for both 
lines.) Thus, for the data available to Stankevich, 
net quasi-stationary inversion appears possible for 
the Z = 20-45 range. 

II.    Present Analyses 

A.    Total Rate Model with Recant Data 

When a similar analysis is carried out5 with the 
more recent calculations of Auger and radiative  ates 
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Table I.   Selected Aton.:: .totes Used (in lO"1 atu-')"1 

■ 

Z = 22 30 38 47 

Stankevii h3 

1. K-lsvel width« (A.'rate)' ;i.io 5.80 11.7 26.0 
2. A'-line widths'» 

A'.., (X-im) 5.71 10.1 18.6 35.6 
A>« (A'-/,,,) 7.90 12.0 19.0 36.0 

3. Wevel widths1 (A rate)'1 

tl.l 2.61 4.30 6.90 9.60 
in 4.80 6.20 7.30 10.0 

Present unalysis 

4. A' rate« 
X ray 0.89 3.41 10.2 24.45 
Auger 2.f,3 3.14 4.00 4.42 
Total 2.64 6.54 14.2 28.87 

5.  /. rate1-'' 
/-,„ 0.886 2.95 3.92 6.36 
IAI 0.886 2.87 5.27 9.60 

6. Total (A'-line width) 
A'ai (A'-Ani) 3.52 9.49 18.1 36.2 
Koa {K-Lu) 3.53 9.41 19.5 38.4 

" 1 atu = 2.42 X 10-" sec. 
Miate (alu.-') = (4.14 X 
' How 2 less row 1. 
4 Cost«r-Kronig added  to 

rate ineluded. 

lO"1) X width (eV). 

Lit, subtracted from Am; x-ray 

shown also in Table I, the prospect for quasi-station- 
ary inversion appears considerably more marginal, 
/f-shell rates have been calculated by McGuire,8 

Walters and Bhalla,9 and Scofield10'11 (radiative 
only) in the 1970-197 * period and are in close mutual 
agreement for prese.it purposes. McGuire12 in 1971 
also calculated L-bhell radiative, Auger, and Coster- 
Kronig rates, from which are obtained total effective 
L subshell vacancy depletion rates by increasing the 
LII rate and decreasing th« Lm rate according to the 
tabulated Coater-Kronig rates. It is interesting to 
note (Table I) that the total line widths obtained 
from these calculated rates agree reasonably well at 
high Z wli-h the widths published by Blokhin and Sa- 
chenko6 and used by Stankevich; however, the rela- 
tive rates are different, and L depletion is not as 
rapid as ciginally supposed.3 A KaJKa^ transition 
rate ratio of 2:1 is again assuael The result is a 
maximum population density inversion of about 30% 
in the Z = 30-35 u^ion, as shown also in Fig. 1. 
Thus, even with the mrst recen« data, quasi-station- 
ary inversion using tot»' decay rates remains a possi- 
bility, but with a more lit ited degree of inversion. 

B. F .. .al Rate Model wiu Urc Shifting 

It may only be necessary for the L-hole depletion 
rate to exceed the radiative x-ray rate for /if-vacancy 
decay,13'14 which for low-Z elements is much less 
than the total rate used above. To better under- 
stand this model, a total binding-energy level15 di- 
agram for copper is shown in Fig. 2, with various sin- 
gle and multiple shell vacancies designated by capital 
letters (e.g., K, L, M, KL, LL, etc.) and vacancy tran- 

APPUED OPTICS / Vol. 14, No. 9 / September 197S 

sitions by if—L etc. As indicated, the scheme 
evolves from creating K vacancies by pumping (P) in 
neutral copper, but is equally relevant beginning with 
a particular ion species (providing an excessive de- 
crease in the L—M2 Auger rate does not occur with 
depletion cf M electrons). Also the diagram is rele- 
vant to other materials with some attention to the 
relative importance of x-ray (X) and Auger (F) rates. 
The L state and some of the LM2 states shown are 
potential reabsorbers of the tf—L laser radiation. 
The newer idea here is that las^r absorption by mul- 
tiple-L-vacancy states (e.g., LL) and certain LM2 

states may take place at a shifted wavelength (indi- 
cated by X - 6X in Fig. 2) and therefore may not con- 
tribute to resonance-absorption losses in the laser 
beam. Indeed it has been recently shown both theo- 
retically16 and experimentally17 that /Mine shifts 
due to multinle-L vacancies exceed the line widths. 
If we then I'mit laser rr^onance absorption to L 
states and onl. consider .-ray decay of the K vacan- 
cy, a high degree of inversion is reached for both Kai 
and Ka2 transition^ and for Z as low as 13, ai shown 
in Fig. 3. In this figure, the low-Z cutoffs are due for 
«2 to a lack of M electrons and for «, to a lack of ?d 
M-shell electrons to fill 2pm (Lm) holes, (Data for 
Mi-*Lm, I transitions, are not available.) The high 
degree of inversion in the Z = 20 range makes this 
model particularly attractive as far as pumping re- 
quirements are concerned. It should be noted that 
this line shift modification will not appreciably ex- 
tend the high-Z, short-wavelength limit; however, it 
could make measurements at longer wavelengths 
(low-Z) considerably easier. 

There are some potential problems associated with 

—- STANKE^iCH 

 PRESENT ANALYSIS 

Fig. 1. Ratio of rates RJRK for total transitions out of L- and 
A-vacancy stales, respectively, va atomic number Z. This ratio is 
equivalent to ^'j/Na in Eq. (2) for equilibrium conditions reached 
after long tin.es in cw operation. Values exceeding unity =nd one- 
half indicate gain for the Kai and Kai lines, respectively. The 
model here assumes all A-vacancy decay transitions produce po- 
tential absorbers for laser radiation. Present analysis is based on 
recent data8-12; an attempt to reproluce the results of Stankevich3 

is shown dashed. Both A-t,, and A-/,,,,, a, and a, respective 
transitions are shown. 
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Cu Cu" W Cu5* Cu4* 

Fig. 2.    Vacancy diagram according to binding energies  '£& for 
copper.   K, L, and M designate shell vacancies.   P, X, end I' ara 
the rates for pumping, x-ray, {emission or absorption (dashed)} 

and Auger transitions, respectively. 

the shifted-line model. Double L vacancies will cas- 
cade to M* states as indicated in Kig. 2 at a rapid 
rate, just as do single L vacancies, leading to de- 
creased line shifts. The (sparse) data16 available on 
line shifts with multipla M vacancies indicate that an 
emission-absorption line overlap fortunately is not 
expected if only natural (x ray plus Auger) broaden- 
ing is important and if Mi and Mn vacancies are 
present; an overlap for higher M-shell vacancies ap- 
pears to be unavoidable. For light elements up 
through Z = 20, only Mi- and Mu-shell electrons 
exist. (Auger loss of iV electrons has a low probabili- 
ty).12 For Z larger than 20, further cascading may 
transfer Mj, M;; vacancies to Mm, MiV, Mv states 
(by radiative and Coster-Kronig transitions), where 
the lino shift is negligible. Rate data are available18 

for including this effect, but the complexity is beyond 
this analysis. 

A further complication in the line-shift scheme is 
electron-ion recombination (r in Fig. 2). As Stank- 
evich points out,3 recombination must proceed at a 
sufficient rate to inhibit overdepletion of amplifying 
atoms. This implicitly places an upper limit on the 
plasma temperature. However, a recombination rate 
exceeding the K- and L-vacancy depletion rates will 
also produce LL-*L recombination transitions fol- 
lowing K-'LL Auger transitions and again provide 
absorbers; we are then back to the less promising 
conditions in Fig. 1. For true cw operation, such a 
high recombination rate is required. However, as we 
show below, inversions of ~1% are required to 
achieve net gain. Thus, perhaps a lower recoi^bina- 
tion rate is possible, permitting a gradual depleMo'i 

of atom density through . jnizat'on (with an accom- 
panying increase in pump-power requirements) in 
order to achieve some deg,-ee of stationary inversion 
for a limited time (hence quasi-stationary inversion), 
hopefully long enough to have multiple transverses in 
a resonant cavity or to permit reasonable pump-pulse 
risetimus. This will perhaps be a delicate balance to 
achieve and clearly requires e rather sophisticated 
numerical model for further analysis. For example, 
electron collisional ionization, as well as photoioniza- 
tion, of outer electrons should be included (i in Fig. 
2). Also, the adverse effect on gain due to line shifts 
associated with multiple vacancy production accom- 
panying radiative decay (radiative-Auger effect) 
should be included.11'19 The basic information for 
such an analysis is generally available, and the 
payoff, i.e., quasi-stationary population inversion, is 
potentially high. Further advantages of the line 
shift model will be indicated in the pump require- 
ment estimations that follow, particularly for low-Z 
elements. 

III.    Pumping Requirements 

A. General Requirements 

Of next concern is the pumping entrgy required to 
achieve significant net gain, since photoionization of 
outer electrons by the laser beam will add to the nor- 
mal line-absorption losses. Also, Auger decay (domi- 
nant for light elements) tends to deplete at a rapid 
rate the if-vacancy upper-laser states created. Both 
processes imply large pumping powers to maintain 
inversion. These are problems common to all inner- 
shell x-ray laser schemes (except alkalis without 
Auger losses for ra = 2 vacancies) and also result in 
low system efficiency; on the other hand one is not 
overly concerned at present about efficiency if a 
quasi-cw mode is achievable with available pumping 

Fig. 3. Ratio of rates RLIRK—L for total transitions out of a L- 
vacancy state and radiative decay out of a K-vacancy state vs 
atomic number Z. This ratio is equivalent to Nj/Na in Eq. (2) for 
equilibrium conditions reached after long times in cw operation. 
Values exceeding unity and one-half indicate gain for the Ken and 
Kai lines, respectively. The model used assumes only radiative 
transitions produce absorbers, with Auger transitions generating 
shifted ion lines. Both K ~L\i and K-'Z-m, «a and ai respective 

transitions are shown. 
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powers. (It should be remembered that, were it not 
for the potential of quasi-stationary inversion, Ka- 
innershell pumping would not be a serious candidate 
for x-ray lasing because of these losses.) 

The restrictions, set by the requirement that net 
stimulated emission exceed photoionization losses in 
the medium are derived from ~2X the minimum 
threshold condition, i.e., 

4ir'&f M£)] Zxp 
To" (1) 

where the left side is the net gain factor due to stimu- 
lated emission2 and the right side represents pho- 
toionization losses on the original states of density 
ATi, with subscripts as defined above. The transition 
probability A is different from the x-ray rate X that 
is averaged over all terms. The parameter X is the 
laser wavelength, Av is the line width in frequency 
unas, x is the solid absorptjon coefficient,20 and p is 
thf; density of (solid) absorber. The factor *p/1023 is 
the Ka photoionization cross section. The bracketed 
factor is the inversion density 

■»■©( )-M%)- (2) 

where T indicates the degree of inversion and is eval- 
uated in steady state by assuming Na/N? to be given 
by the ratio of if- to 7 -vacancy depletion rates shown 
in Figs. 1 and 3. In a more complete time dependent 
model, T represents the stationary inversion 
achieved following the transient e^roach to equilib- 
rium.2 

For a first evaluation of Eq. (1), the product \2A 
may be approximated by 0.2 (cgs) and 2^» by the 
Auger rate, which does not vary rapidly with Z and is 
about 200 aUr! or 8 X 1014 sec"1. Thus, a first cut 
yields a raMo Afa/JV] which is required to be greater 
than 10"' to lO-3 depending on the absorption cross 
section K und the degree of inversion (T) achieved. If 
the line width exceeds the natural width assumed 
(see below), even more invc rsion will be required. 

Some lelaxation of this -.quirement on inversion 
density could be achieved with multiple ionization, 
i.e., removal of some absorbing valance electrons! 
This could be an added advantage in the line shift 
model above if these valence electrons are in Mm 
shells or higher. However, ionization of electrons 
from lower shells will decrease the L-vacancy deple- 
tion rate and affect the degree of inversion achieved. 
A proper balance could come from a detailed numeri- 
cal analysis. 

A desired ratio N2/N1 * 1% may be considered to 
be acnieved by electron collisions in a plasma, parti- 
cle (electron) beam bombardment of a target, or by 
photon bombardment of a target. Only the' latter 
appears at all feasible,5 since excessive plasma densi- 
ties (>1026 cm-v are required for either ionization21 

or dielectronic capture1' electron-collisicnal pumping 
schemes; and a required electron beam current of 
~10H A/cm2 is gre tly in excess (~108X) ofthat cur- 
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rently available in unfocused beams. Also, in both of 
these cases the rate for ionization from outershells 
exceeds that for the K innershell by orders of magni- 
tude, so that efficient collisional innershell pumping 
ieems most unpromising. 

B. Photon Beams 

For photon pumping, preferential innershell ion- 
ization can be achieved with a source tuned to emit 
predominantly in the K-absorption region, so that 
ouk>rshell photoionization is reduced.1 The pump- 
ing rate P is given by N^c, where N, is the x-ray 
photon density, and o* is the K-sheU photoioniza- 
tion cross section. In this particular c&se, it is possi- 
ble to obtain this threshold value indepundent of ab- 
solute cross section, since photoionization losses are 
balanced against photoionization pumping. In equi- 
librium, A^/iV, = p/(r + X), and Eq. (1) becomes 

2n TN, (r Txy 2a': A', (3) 

where 2*^ = V + X i% assumed for natural line 
broadening (see below tor validation of this assump- 
tion). With X2A * 0.2 agrln and a*/^,* 8 near the 
K-absorption edge,20 th.. equired photon density is 
Af, > 57r(r + X)2/2To cm--1. 

Calculations are carried out for three cases, namely 
silicon, calcium, and copper, using published values8" 

in Eq. (3) for the total decay rate T + X (since 
Km imd Ka2 transitions must be pumped), values 
for T from Eq. (2), and the results plotted in Fig. 3, 
i.e., assuming the line shift mode of operation is pos- 
sible. The results are listed in Table H, where for 
copper the results without the line shift advantage 
are also included in parentheses by calculating T 
from the data in Fig. 2. The photon densities N, de- 
rived are converted to pump source radiances F by 
multiplying by c(3/ie/\), where the latter factor rep- 
resents the approximate pumping photon energy. 
Up to this point, the density of the laser medium has 
not entered. 

The gain aL achievable with a chosen length L 
may be found from using the gain coefficient a given 
by the right .aide of Eq. (3), i.e., 

With fi (see Table II) calculated from Ref. 23 at a 
pumping photon energy of 1.25 times the Ka photon 
energy, and at wiming N, = 1023 cm"3, the gain is cal- 
culated for a le ; ;th of 300 um, which is 10X a reason- 
able 30-Mm focal width (w). The results for the three 
cases are listed in Table II. For all three cases, the 
mean free path of a pumping x-ray photon, given by 
(Nitfi) \ is much less than the length, so that 
transverse (or oblique traveling wave) pumping is re- 
quired, and the area is given by Lu; = 9 X lO'^ cm2. 
With this area and providing for a 10% efficiency of 
power conversion from the original pumping source 
to x rays of the proper energy, the pump power P re- 
quired is derived and listed.   Also indicated is the 
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Table II,   Ka Pumping Requirement. 

10-" X 
X (C + A.) 10-»N. lO-'F 10M-*, ;',TW)« kTBB

h (Xjjyu 
Al<)in (A) (sec"') T             (cm-') (TW/cm') (cm») aL IO-'W) (keV) (Ä) 

„Si 7.1 8.7 Ü.I)                2 4.8 <i 70 4 o.a s 
MCa ;i.4 ll Ü.8                 4 21 4 :i0 i) 0.7 4 
„Cu l.B 21 ().(i               20 230 2 18 20Ü 1.2 2 

(0.2)           (60) (700) (600) (10) (1.6) 

( ) Refers to no line-shift case. 
- For 10% conversion efficiency. 
' Using 1% of total blaekbody spectrum. 

ccresponding pump energy E required for a 10-psec 
wide puls«, e.g., for a laser-heated-target x-ray 
source. 

From Table II we may conclude that, with the ad- 
vantage gained from line shifting, high net gain (~70) 
is available in silicon with a reasonable pump, e.g., 40 
J in a 10-psec pulse. Since it is unlikely that the 
vapor density can be maintained at 1023 cm-1 (solid), 
the high gain is a safety factor, i.e., with a medium 
density as low is 7 X 1021 cm-3, a gain of «L = 5 is 
still possible, ^or shorter wavelengths the pumping 
energy increases t'- >.g., 2 kJ for copper, which is still 
within the realm of reality. 

The assumed conversion (from pumping source to 
x-ray photons) efficiency of 10% is probably high, 
since the pump source must be converted into a 
somewhat narrow band of x-ray photons toward the 
high energy side of the K-absorption edge; at lower 
photon energies excessive outershell ionization will 
occur. If indeed the conversion could take place in 
the medium itself or in the immediate area and/or if 
a properly tuned pumping source is available, this ef- 
ficiency might be realistic. An initially attractive 
possibility is radiation resulting from radiative re- 
combination of electrons into Is orbitals of hydro- 
genic and/or heliumlike ions of the lasing element in 
a surrounding blanket of high density plasma. As 
the inverse process of photoionization, the recombi- 
nation spectral i ■">rgv ducribution complements the 
absorption process i.e., there is preferential recombi 
nation emission at energies above the K-ahsorptio i 
edge. Taking the sil: on example,5 the recombina • 
tion emission for a 1-cm thick blanket can be calcu- 
lated,24 and it is iound that a charged particle density 
of approximatily 1023 cm"3 is required, which is 
technically (Jifficult to achieve. Broadband 
bretns^'o.hlung emission is hundreds of times 
lov,- r.si 

This difficulty with insufficient recombination r». 
dial . at reasonable plasma densities is associated 
with low emisr'-'.v. Blaekbody radiation at a suffi- 
ciently high temperature is often considered as a lim- 
iting case (as for sodium in the VUV, for example26). 
Included in Table I are the blaekbody te^riperatures 
kTuB >-< i' V required to produce the required x ra- 
diance with 1% utilization of the total blaekbody 
emission. Also listed are the peak wavelengths (from 
Wien's law) for these temperatures.   The results are 

very reasonable regarding both plasma temperature 
and the matching of the peak of the emission with 
the absorption band. The problem is how to create 
such a blat kbody source, since continuum emission is 
down by several orders of magnitude at reasonable 
densities. A possibility is a multiline source created 
in a heavy element, where the individual broadened 
lines have blended emissions approaching the contin- 
uous blaekbody limit. This saturation is not unusual 
for intense VUV lines, and, with a careful selection of 
material, some tuning should be possible. For exam- 
ple, uranium has L and M atom and ion emission 
lines near 1 Ä and 4 Ä, respectively, and some work 
has already been performed on uraniuKi discharges 
for intense pseudocontinuum sources in the VUV re- 
gion. 

IV.    Line Broadening 

Whenever a plasma is created in the laser medium, 
either intentionally to achieve a high density for 
pumping purposes or unavoidably due to intense ion- 
ization pumping with Auger processes contributing to 
the free electron production, the effect on the line 
width must be considered, since the gain varies in- 
versely with line width.2 Enhanced broadening (over 
the natural broadening assumed above) may exist 
due to random Doppler shifts and to charged particle 
interactions (Stark broadening). Both are consid- 
ered here for radiation in the Ka spectral regions for 
various elements. The results are not only relevant 
to Ka innershell lines but to resonance lines of hel- 
iumlike and hydrogenic ions; in fact. Stark broaden- 
ing rates are taken for Ly-a lines for convenience and 
availability. 

An estimate of the Doppler width AXD is obtained 
from21: 

AXD/A =5= /\vD/v = 7.7 x lO-^frTVM)"2, (5) 

where kTi, the ion kinetic temperature, is in eV and ß 
is the atomic mass number of the element. 
Assuming as an approximation that kTi = hv/4 (i> the 
Ka-laser frequency) in an equilibrium plasma and X 
= X (Lyman-a), AXD ean be evaluated as a function 
of laser wavelength X. The result is plotted in Fig. 4. 

Stark widths for Ka transitions may be estimat- 
ed26,27 with sufficient accuracy for present purposes, 
from the lesser26 of the widths given by formulas for 
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Pig. 4. Estimates of line widths for Ka type transitions vs wave- 
length A [with natural (AXjv), Doppler (dAD), and Stark (A\s) ef- 
fects included). The decrease in natural broadening with ioniza- 
tion is indicated by circles for neon; and hydrogenic and helium- 

like ionic species are included. 

the quasi-static linear Stark effect (Holtsmark theo- 
ry) and for the electron impact broadening. The for- 
mer is given approximately for Lyman-a transitions 
by 

AA„ 
uc   in Z,    "   ' (6) 

where Z,- is the ion charge and Zp the average per- 
turber charge of density Np. For a single-ion plasma 
where Zp = Z,- this becomes 

" I7C    III     ' 

for the (lesser) electron-perturber limit, 
tron impact broadening27 is found from 

AX, « 
SII'X' 

\mZjv,' 

m 

The elec- 

(8) 

where the factor n2{n2 - 3) ln(<max/€min) has been ap- 
proximated numerically by n4 for I,yman-a transi- 
tions. Also, ve may be replaced by the mean thermal 
velocity for the electrons at the phuma kinetic tem- 
perature derived above, i.e., kv/t. The resulting 
Lyman-a [n = 2) Stark widths AA ^ are plotted in Fig. 
4 as a function of wavelength for three electron densi- 
ty values. The magnitudes of these two Stark broad- 
ening processes are approximately the same for pres- 
ent conditions. There is, for some schemes, an ad- 
vantage in increasing the electron temperature pref- 
erentially over the ion temperature for increased 
electron collisional pumping without additional Dop- 
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pier broadening. This will have the effect of de- 
creasing the (Lorentz) width through ue in Eq. (8). 

From Fig. 4 a comparison is now possible between 
plasma line widths (Doppler and Stark) for Ka tran- 
sitions and natural widths A\{=K

2
AU/2TC) deter- 

mined from Au = V + X, V being the Auger rate and 
X the x-ray decay rate. The Auger data used here 
are mostly for single K vacancies in neutral atoms; 
for one case, namely neon (X = 14.6 Ä), the reduction 
in natural width with multiple ionization is indicat- 
ed.28 Also shown for general interest are the natural 
widths A\N (AU/ = A, the transition probability) for 
helium-like and hydrogenic species, where the latter 
is a straight line since Ly-a wavelengths were used, 
i.e., A a: \-2 and AX/v a: \2A. 

From Fig. 4 it is clear that Doppler broadening is 
not significantly larger than innershell natural broad- 
ening at a low degree of ionization. Also, Lyman-a 
type (n = 2) Stark broadening even at solid densities 
(~1023 cm-3) is not dominant for wavelengths short- 
er than 4 Ä. Therefore, line broadening alone does 
not preclude a unified plasma approach to x-ray las- 
ing on Ka transitions. The significant reduction in 
line width shown and the avoidance of photoioniza- 
tion losses offered by hydrogenic and heliumlike ions 
could only be realized in a relatively tenuous, ex- 
panded, low temperature plasma with frozen-in ioi.s 
of these types, where quaci-cw operation according co 
the present scheme is not possible. 

V.    Summary 

Quasi-stationary population inversion appears to 
be possible, even with the most recent calculations of 
Auger rates, for eiei.ents with Z less than 40. It ap- 
pears that the line shift with multiple ionization will 
help in maintaining inversion; however, the need for 
a more complete numerical rate-equation analysis is 
clearly indicated. Assuming quasi-cw operation is 
feasible, the pump power requirements necessary to 
overcome photoionization losses and at the same 
time achieve useful gain do not appear to be com- 
pletely unreasonable, particularly when blackbody 
x-ray emission is considered as a pumping source. It 
is suggested that partial blackbody radiation in the 
selected wavelength band required for innershell 
photoionization pumping be acquired with intense 
multiline radiation from heavy atoms und ions. 
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ABSTRACT 

The achievement  of  significant  amplified  spontaneous  emission 
at  short v/aveler.gths  requites  either very high densit'.   3  or very- 
long lengths.    The  former approach appears more  promisi. g at 
present  for concentrating  the  large  pumping power  required,   and 
plasma media are anticipated under  such conditions.     Most  often 
lasing  times are  short and extension with r.etaatable  states  does 
not appear  possible at   the high  density required  and  with com- 
peting dipole transitions.     Focused high power   laser beams  offer 
the most  promising  source of  concentrated pump energy at  present. 
An  inversion scheme  of high pump  probability  for  short wave- 
length  lasing  involving resonance  charge transfer  of an electron 
from a  neutral atom  to an  ion has  been  identified,  and an exper- 
iment designed  to  test  this  scheme  is  described.     Initial   space- 
resolved  spectra are  presented,  as   is  the distribution of  the 
measured  photographic  spectral   line  density with distance  from 
the  surface of a  laser heated  carbon  target as  obtained with a 
space-resolved grazing-incidence  spectrograph.    Early results 
indicate    optically  thick resonance  lines extending  to approx- 
imately 0. 8IIKI from  the  target.     Charge  transfer  pumping  is  expected 
at   distances J* 2 ram.     No definitive  data are  so  far  available 
with a neutral gas  background. 

INTRODUCTION 

It   is  the  primary  intention  in  this  paper  to  present  some 
recent  spactroscopic  results  from helium-like and hydrogenic 

'•'"Support-■•■711";--.:c  by   the Defense Advance Research  Project Agency, 
DAKPA Order  2üi!4. 

TPaper  presented at  the 4th International Conference on  Beam Foil 
Spectroscopy, Gatlinburg,  Tenn.,   September 1975   (proceedings  to be 
published). 
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carbon ions obtained in a laser-produced plasma. The experiment is 
being conducted to investigate a potentially promising approach to 
achieving laser action at very short wavelengths, namely resonance 
charge transfer of electrons from a neutral atom into excited 
states of a highly-stripped ion. Although a number of articles 
have recently been written on the subject of short wavelength 
lasers and a comprehensive review article is in preparation, it is 
appropriate to include some brief introductory remarks in this 
paper to accent those areas of particular interest to beam foil 
spectroscopists and other specialists at this conference. 

At present the existence of undisputed vacuum ultraviolet 
lasing has been achieved for wavelengths as short a«» 1098 A with 
power levels varying from 10 kW to 500 MW, mostly with molecular 
transitions. Frequency multiplication of a coherent infrared 
laser beam has been successfully extended to wavelengths as short 
as 887 I. At shorter wavelengths small degrees of population in- 
version have been reported for hydrogenic ion lines following 
recombination, but so far no undisputed clams of measured net 
amplification are available. 

The difficulties encountered in extending lasing to wavelengths 
shorter than 1000 k  and into the x-ray region can easily be seen 
from simple scaling laws.2 The problems begin with a lack of 
efficient resonanting cavities so that a measurable gain given by 
exp (cvL) for an amplifying length L is only achieved for a positive 
gain coefficient a  exceeding unity. For Doppler broadened spectral 
lines the linear gain coefficient arD scales as 

*r>*f   ^^fi) Nu h 
(i) 

where v represents the mean velocity of the lasant ion; N0, Nu, and 
Njj, represent the population densities of the initial state and 
the upper and lower laser states, respectively; g^ and g^ are the 
appropriate statistical weights; AUJj is the transition probability 
for the laser transition; and X is the wavelength of the lasing 
transition. Positive values of »D are required for net gain. 
Written in this form, it is obvious that the achievement of 
population inversion is possible as indicated in the last factor 
(shown in braces) irregardless of the absolute value of the gain 
coefficient; thus the early reports of evidence of population in- 
version without measurable gain. A high gain coefficient at short 
wavelengths therefore depends primarily on the first factor (in- 
dicate in brackets) in Eq. (1). This factor may be written as 

(2) 
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where P/aL is the pump power density for a cross-sectional area a 
and "ength L of laservolume, and hc/Xou represents the puxnpxng 
energy. When Xou is assumed equal to 10 X and ^ is set equal 
to 5 absolute values for F/aL becomt* approximately 10  W/cm tor 
a wavelength X = 100 Ä, and it is clear that this power density 
scales as X"4. The bracketed factor in Eq. (2) can also be 

written as 

N N lop 

where rou(X) 

ou 
(3) 

is the rate coefficient for pumping from some initial 
state oUto upper state laser u, and N is the density of pumping 
particles or photons. The rate coefficient rou depends upon the 
particular pumping atomic process and varies with wavelength 
according to the particular cross section as well as the conditions 
of the pumping source. Independent oc the wavelength dependence 
of rnil,the density product N0 N varies as X for a fixed value 
of ou  It is desirable to keep^these densities low, both to avoid 
addi?ional collisional effects and also to permit higher gain 
coefficients achievable at increased densities. Therefore, a 
pumping process with a rate coefficient rou bearing a strong in- 
verse dependence on wavelength and a large absolute cross section 
is most desirable. Ftom this point of view, the most promising 
process identified so far for pumping at short wavelengths is 
resonance charge transfer of an electron from a neutral atom to 
an ion in a collision, where the cross section^ is given approx- 
imatelv by lO"16 rta 2 cm2 and the rate coefficient r  is given 
approximately by 1096 X-5M, which la several orders of magnitude 
laSerlJan other known pumping processes.2 With this process a 
gain coefficient cvD - 5 is predicted at a density of 10^ cm  and 
a wavelength as shSrt as 8 L Further details of this scaling for 
other processes is published elsewhere. > 

In addition to considerations of the pulse power and the 
lasant density requirements, the time available for lasing is also 
a serious consideration at short wavelengths; since for many 
processes it is expected to be as short as the lifetime of the upper 
laser state which scales as X"2 and varies from 10"^ sec. at 
1000 A to lO'15 sec. in the x-ray region. Thus, there is also a 
search for cw or quasi-cw laser schemes with extended lasing times. 
It is natural, particularly for participants at this conference, 
to think first of metastable states for this purpose. The above 
relations show that both the gain coefficient and the pump power 
density are proportional to the product of a density and the 
upper to lower state transition probability. Thus, proportionally 
higher densities are required for the low probability of metastable 
states, for a given gain coefficient, and collisional effects begin 
to dominate over radiative effects.  (However, it is to be noted 
that the pump power density is independent of the lasant density or 
the transition probability for a fixed gain coefficient.) Also it 
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has so far not been possible to identify  a transition from a 
metastable state that is not in direct competition with a dipole 
transition to the same lower state, which will rapidly destroy 
population inversion and thereby negate any advantage of the long- 
lived metastable state.  Therefore, the only proposal 
published^ for the use of metastable states in short wavelength 
lasing is for the storage of electrons in the 2^S metastable 
state of helium-like ions for subsequent rapid transfer (pumping) 
to the 21P state, followed by lasing on the 2lp-> l^S resonance 
transition. 

RESONANCE CHARGE TRANSFER EXPERIMENT 

The high pumping flux required in small volumes and(most 
often)the short pump pulse risetime required demand the use of 
plasmas as a lasant and focused laser beams as a pumping source for 
the shorter wavelength regions. A typical plasma approach is the 
resonance charge transfer pump scheme, as originally proposed-* 
by Vinogradov and Sobel'man and illustrated schematically in 
Fig. 1 for a particular ion atom combination, namely C5+ and 
helium, which has been shown by a simple Landau-Zener theorjAt^ 
for exothermic reactions to have a large cross section for the 
particular plasma temperatures expected in the presence of these 
ions. The n = 3 states of the helium-like ions formed are expected 

C5**   He —   C4*+ He%AE exo 

£,<() 

o-rct-KTV 

xrzsoi 

-■■ 

! 

1; 

1 
Fig.   1-- 
Schematic diagram of the exothermic resonance charge transfer re- 
action leading to population inversion between n=3 and n=2 levels in 

ET C^" helium-like ions following collisions with helium atoms, 
represents the binding energy. 
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9   1 
to be preferentially populated at a high rate from the la'    S 
ground state of neutral helium atoms  in collisions, with subse- 
quent lasing between n=3 and n=2 states and rapid lower n=2 
l?ser state depletion, with inversion obtained as  long as the 
initial  ions an   maintained at a   sufficient density.    An experi- 
ment designed to test this  scheme  is  flhowf  schematically in 
Fig.   2    where a  laser beam is  focused onto a carbon  slab target 
before'the entrance slit of a grazing incidence spectrograph cap- 
able of recordirg the resonance  series  of hydrogenic and helium- 
like carbon lines in the soft x-ray spectral region.    The slot 
shown between the entrance slit and the grating in Fig.  2 provides 
spatial resolution of the emission from the plasma-   plume produced, 
as  indicated along the length of the spectral lines recorded. 
The neutral-atom background, namely helium in the present case, 
is not  indicated in Fig.   2.    The experiment  is also shown in  the 
photograph in Fig.  3 where the Incite chamber holding the rotatable 
disk carbon target is fhown attached to the entrance of the 
grazing incidaace spectrograph.    A ruby laser capable of delivering 
6 J,  20 ns FWHM pulses  to a 500 jjm focal  spot  is  shown mounted 
above the spectrograph. 

LASER BEAM 

LENS 

■ 

Fig.   2 — 
Schematic diagram of the resonance charge transfer experiment,   in- 
cluding the grazing incidence vacuum spectrograph.    The orthogonal 
slot  shown provides spatial resolution along the direction of 
plasma expansion from the target surface, as traced in Fig.   5. 
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Fig. 3 

Photograph of the resonance charge transfer experiment showing 
the lucite target chamber attached to the grazing incidence 
spectrograph and the laser in current use. 

The initial results that can be reported at present are for 
expansion into vacuum, which provides a reference spectrum, as 
shown in Fig. 4. This is a second order spectrum of hydrogenic 
and helium-like resonance lines, with the true wavelength indicated 
in A units and the distance from the target surface indicated in 
millimeters. The weaker lines indicated in this spectrum have been 
identified as other second order lines, known satellite lines, 
or in a few cases impurity lines.  Significant Stark broadening of 
the spectral lines can be observed in the high electron density 
region near the target surface, and is an indicator of the electron 
density. At present, microdensitometer scans along the wavelength 
axis at various distances from the target surface are being 
compared  with similar spectra obtained in the presence of helium 
background gas, in a search for evidence of enhanced population of 
specific levels as indicated by the resonance line emission from 
these levels. While the data for such comparisons is at present 
sparce and inconclusive, it is possible to report on the variation 
of the photographic densities with distance from the target sur- 
face for various spectral lines important to this experiment. The 
results are plotted in Fig. 5 for a vacuum expansion, where an 
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Fig.  4-- 
Spatially resolved CV and CVI grazing incidence spectrum using a 
490 fun slot as shown in Fig. 2.  No background gas was present. 

instrumental resolution in distance of 1 mm is expected at the plasma. 

INITIAL RESULTS 

The preliminary results obtained comparing spectra with and 
without the neutral helium atmosphere are to date inconclusive 
and will not be discussed here.  Under vacuum conditions, both 
the line (Fig. 5) and the continuum emission are observed to 
initially increase with distance from the target surface. This 
is consistent with a rising temperature and the formation during 
the rising laser pulse of an expanding high density critical 
absorption layer for the laser radiation. Association of the 
increasing continuum emission with density through bremsStrahlung 
and recombination processes is consistent with the increasing 
Stark broadening'in the same region, as observed in the spectrum 
of Fig. 4. 

Compared in Fig. 5 are the photographic densities (with the 
continuum background subtracted) of the resonance series lines^ 
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Fig. 5-- 

Photographic density versus distance from target from space- 
resolved grazing incidence spectrum for the C^ (CV) resonance 
series. 

from the helium-like C^+ ions in vacuum (CV reference spectrum). 
While these densities have so far not been converted to exposures, 
it is clear that at distances greater than 0,8 mm the total line 
intensity ratios scale approximately as expected, particularly 
for those lines associated with transitions originating on 
levels with principal quantum number n ^ 3.  It is this "outer" 
region Q*  2 mm), where the density dicreases7 to ^ ID18 cm"3 

that is of interest to the present carbon-ion/helium-atom 
resonance charge transfer experiment.  The 21p-» l1^ first resonance 
line appears to have an enhanced emission which may be associated 
with a considerably higher uscillator strength compared to the 
other lines in the series, as evidenced from data available 
for neutral helium". 

Cloie to the target surface, the relative line emissions are 
more neirly equal, for some of the series members. This can 
most likely be attributed to opacity effects10 in the higher 
density region, with perhaps the emission of lines of varying 
strength from separate layers. Near 0.5 mm f'\e  first series 
member shows a distinct dip in emission which is also evi ont on 
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the second member of  the series.    This also is most  likely 
associated with increased opacity for these stronger members of the 
series      Indeed,   the  first member may be suppressed in tne closest 
regions by reabsorption in cooler outer layers  of  the plasma  plume. 
Aeain    it  is  fortunate  that the resonance charge  transfer  effects 
sought will bee one most evident at greater distances where  it 
appears that reabsorption is  less severe a  problem. 
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ABSTRACT 

Wo outline .i complete  Llio.oi-y of the nonlinear susceptibility 

of cesium around l.OßlA, and present the first measurements of the 

negative nonlinear refractive index n„  primarily responsible for the 

self defocusin;; that is observed.  For linearly polarized light, our 

measured valus of iig is -(Ul- ± 0.2.)  X lo'30  N esu, where N is the 

atomic denelty.  This is in reasonable agreement with our calculated 

value of - 2,6? X 10   N.  The main portion of n0 comes f.roM a two- 

photon resonance between the 6s, and 7s levels, and an additional 

negative term arises from induced population changes between 6s and 

6p.  For circular polarization, iv, arises mainly from the induced 

population changes, giving the measured and calculated values of 

-(U.26 * 0.03) X I0"yc' N.and - 0,52!) X lc"i0 N, vespectively.  In 

our e::perineal:ü, where the 55 psec pulses were shorter than the 

6s-6p inverse linowidth, the nonlinear susceptibility depends mainly 

on the irstant.nnopus. intensity; however, for longer pulses, one would 

obtain additional contributionr; proportional to time integrals over 

the intensity.  Since the useful output power from large Nd laser 

systems is limited by self focusing due to the laser glass, our 

results suggest the possibility of increasing this power by using 

Cs vapor for compensation. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, a number of authors have observed self-focu,;lng, 

self-dofocusing," and othor related effects'"' due to a resonant 

enhancement of tho o ltd n>iilc .nonlinear susceptibility in atomic sapors. 

These effects arlKo Hrom nptically Induced pjpulation changes associated 
1-3,0-7 4 

with single photon   or two photon absorption. 

.Recently, we reported the observation of solf-defocusing of modo 

lo-.Ued l.()6 \i  pulses in cesium vapor/1 For linearly polarized light, we 

-f.ributed this primarily to a two photon resonant enhancement of the third 

order nonlinear susceptibility.:j This contribution leads to an Intensity 

depondutit refractive index 6n-  (t) ~ n2 I(t) ~ l(t) / (w^-Zw) ,  where n2 

is the nonlinear refractive index, and U) and u)  are, respectively, the 

optical frequency and the near resonant atomic frequency.  In cesium vapor 

around X - 1,06 11, ?.u) Uns slightly above the 6s-7s frequency;, hence, 

n0 <0,
;Jnd at pressures of a few Torr, its magnitude is comparable to that 

of laser glass.''  Siuce the useful output power from large Nd laser systems 

is ordinarily limited by self focusing in the glass amplifiers, the 

existence of 9 negative n« at I.06 p. raises the possibility of increasing 

this power by using Cs vapor for compensation. 

The nonlinear behavior of Cs is complicated somewhat by additional 

self defocusing contriluitions arising primarily from pulse induced 

population changes in the 6s and 6p levels.  For pulsewidths t short in 

comparison to the 6s-6p dephasing time !""_, this rffect remains intensity 

dependent,1'ü and for linearly polarized light, its coutribution to n? 
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is rolativüly small; however, as a result oC atomic colllsi.onal relaxation. 

It can also contribute terms proportional to time integrated intensities, 
11 

and these "Inertlal" terms can easily predominate'if t » T^.,  The result 

is then similar to tharmal defocusing. 

In this paper, we outline a complete theory of the third order non- 

linear refractive index 'n^^t), and relate this to earlier theoretical 

work,11'15'15 We then describe the first measurements of n2 in Cs vapor at 

1.064 W under conditions where the instantaneous terms are expected to 

predominate, and compare these results to the theory. 

Assuming only that t  is short in comparison to .the atomic radiative 

lifetimes, and that m  and 2u) lie outside the atomic line profiles, we show 

that ßn  (t) can alv;ays be. expressed as the sum of instantaneous and 

Inertlal contributions.  The inertlal terms derived here include the eff-ects of 

excited state colllsional mixing (e.g., among the 6p sublevels) in addition to 

atomic phase relaxation.  Specializing to a three level model applicable to Cs 

around 1.06 M.,8 we then derive simple approximate expressions for the two photon 

and induced population terms described above.  We show. In particular, that the 

6s-7s two photon term disappears If the light is circularly polarized. 

The measurements of n« were carried out by observing the self defocusing 

of linearly and circularly polarized mode-locked pulses in a cesium cell. We 

also measured the insertion loss of the cesium at different peak in'.ensltles, 

and found a broad minimum (< 5^ absorption) centered around 5 GW/crT,  The 

measured values of .v, are -(lA ± 0.2) X lo";lu N esu for linear polarization and 

-(0.26 ± 0.(n) X lv':'u  N esu for circular polarization, in reasonable agreement 

with the calculated values of -2.62 X lo",0N and-0.^25 X lu"30 N, respectively. 
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II.  THEORY 

A.  Basic Equations 

The lowest order lumlinear refractive properties of an Isotropie 

medium can be found from the polarization 

P0)(t) = nZttjB it) 
□ ,ß ßa aß 

Induced by  the optical   1:1c.Id 

1 (t) = %Hw.t) e"ilut + ¥ H-*,t) a***:. 

Here, N is th?. atomic dcvislty, Ü„ - er  are the atomic dipole matrix 
' ■" ßa   ßa r 

elements between states ia)  and | ß), P ^  (t) are the corresponding third 

order density matrix elements, ^XuJ.t) = £(-u),t)   is the slowly varying 

optical field amplitude, and e is a unit vector defining the optical 

polarization state.  The density matrix elements are obtained by solving 

the Boltzmann equations 

(n) 
P   (t) = -(i/ft) I>ü)P

(n) (t) (1/1) [VCO.P^ i) (t) 
(n) 

+|p   (t) 

for n = 1, 2, :>,   subject to the condition P   ~ 1.  Here, 
UÜ 

a . . a;.,ß 

|ü > is the ground state, ft«)-, is the energy'.difference between |a ) and 
/ \   \        ecu 
(n) 

U ) , and ip       (') (H describes the atomic relaxation,  if we write 
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P „   (t)  in terms  of  its  slowly varying amplitudes oQ^tai.t) =[ cr^^(-U),t)] aß ^yoi c^3 Pc        ' 

Pi?^) -  ^(^   (u, t)   e-
iuJt  -l.ioO)(-tü(t)  e

+1U)t +:3:ni  harmonic  te 
afl aß a3 

rms, (5) 

then  the nonlinear coiuribution to  the refractive  index of an Isotropie 

medium  is 

,(3), rO) 6n^/(t) - 2n N^   ^L^i ^,t)/H^,t) 

The following two simplifications are assumed to be valid thrjughout 

the remainder of this paper:  (i) One can ignore all longitudinal relaxation 

processes, except Cor collisional mixing among the excited levels, and (ii) 

the atomic and laser linewidths are negligible in comparison to the detuning 

frequencies | u)  - !u| ;iad | u)  - 2(u| that arise in the expression for 6n^  (t). 

(6) 

Condition (i), which is generally necessary to avoid optical pumping effects, 

requires that the laser juil rfcv.'.dth t be short in comparison to the radiative 

lifetimes of the exciiuul states. Condition (ii) is well satisfied for cesium 

vapor around l.o6 p, with N S U) cm  and laser linewidths up to several 

angstroms. 

The resulting solution of Eqs (l)-(6), which is outlined in the 

appendix, yields the expression 

6n(5)(t) = 6n'(t) + 6n"(t) 

= n0<E?(t)>"+2nNE   )C,fl [qfl(t)  - a   (t)J   . 

In 6n (t), the nonlinoar refractive index is 

.113 

(7a) 

(7b) 
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•E 
.u      e.lL e«-. JJ,      e*- (J. 

A Z_^        'l("l      -Ut) 
a 

Q
ß
EE 

e*. 
Pia       go 

a 

e-u    B • it 
Sa       go 

ao 

fi(ui    -'lA v no v ao    / 

I A l •", I ^.. 12' e-u,      ■ e"-^ 
t-        a" .|.     _  "0 

a      'i'"(ui   -u))'T       Tr (u)   -hi))^ v ao    ' v ao   "^ 

aud the bracket  ( )  denotos an average over an optical cycle [i.e.,    . 

<E-(t)>  = £K(«),.t)|2].     In On"   (t), 

e-p. 
Sä. i^-^l2 

^        v aß v aß    ' 

is a linear susceptibility, the quantities a (t) are solutions of the rate 

equations 

^-«^(O^W^CO-S/E^t)) 

subject to the initial conditions q_(-m) = 0, the driving terms are 
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r      Is  the homogeneous  relaxation rate of P^Ct),  and W      is   the ß -Q 
no a0 P" 

collisional mixing rate,  uhich satisfies  the conditions 

-ft«    /kT 
W      ~ W „e      aß pa      aß 

w   H V w „ >' 2rr( a     £_i    aß ao 
Q 

where W =0 if a or ^ atp. zero.  From Eqs. (11), (12) ,(1315) and the initial 

condition y-») -= 0, we obtain the useful identity 

a 
^  r- 

'j      instantaneous  term 6n'(t)   is e:quivalent to the results obtained from 
irt-is „ 

the usual  third order perturbation theory,    while  6n  (t)  arises  from a 

change in the total susceptibility as a result of incoherent population of 

the excited  levels.    According to Eq,   (A8 ),   the total population change 

a'cMÜ   t)  bonsistn  of an instantaneous   (coherent)  portion plus the  inertial 
aa      ' 
(incoherent)  portion tr (t)   that arises  from atomic relaxation.     The coherent 

contributions,  which win hu explained  in torms of GtischUowaky's adiabatic 

following model,1''Jare included in expression  (8).     Butylkin,  ct.al. 1:lha've 

derived results similar  to ours, but their interpretation is different. 

(I'.'a: 

(12b) 

(15a) 

(13b) 

d'O 
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In their formalism,  out q.((t) would represent  the  total population change, 

while  the coherent population  terms would be  included  adhoc by  inserting 

Stark shift  terms  in i\\o off-diagonal density matrix equations. 

For short pulses  (i.<;. ,   r    t, << 1),   the inertial  terms are negligible, 

-jnd Eq.   (7)  reduces  to 

tn0)W - 6n'(t) = n2 <E2> 

At the opposite extreme, I' t » 1, and 
, C(o p    ! 

5n(::>)(t) - 6n"(t). 

The expression for 5n (t) can be simplified in the second case by noting that 

collisional mixing occurs only among the sublevels of each ui manifold. 

Since the mixing rates W are usually comparable to T .17 these sublevels 
P,' . aß 

are completely thermallzed if T t    »  1. 
ao p 

(1:3) 

(16) 
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B.  Three Level Model 

'1'hc theory presented so far is applicable to all atomic vapors under 

suitable conditions.  For cesium vapor around l.oG  II, one can obtain a 

useful and instructive approximation to this theory by examining the lower 

lyiivg energy levels, shown in Fig. I;10 Around l.üß (J-, 6n^^ appears to be 

determined mainly by the \Cs  > = |o>, 16p > s | 1 ;. and |fs ) s |2 ) levels 

because of the nearby one and two photon resonances with 6p and 7s, 

respectively (i.e., ^](, - U) « ^ +u), and | u)^, - 2U)| « to').     To a 

first approximation, wo can therefore ignore all other levels and all non- 

(yj) 
resonant contributions Un ruiw/(t). We will also ignore the L-S splitting 

of the 6p level, and approximate 6p by the degenerate magnetic substates 

U ), !b >, |c) representing m = +1, 0, -1, respectively.  This appears 

to be reasonable at 1,06'+ v.,  where (U)„ - iiJ)/2nc = 21^9 cm"L and the L-S 

splitting is only ii'i'i cm'1.  The error that this causes in the evaluation 

of n2 is small in comparison to that caused by the neglect of higher energy 

states and nonrasonont contributions. 

For linearly polari.-.o.d light, we choose e = z; hence, the only non- 

vanishing matrix elementt; of interest are z-\K     B IJ,,„ = u,« and 
.bo   10   10 

" ~*  -      * 2 ^2b  ^Pl = ^Pl"  UslnG ,-'ie simplifications described above, one can 

approximate Eqs (7)-(l0) by 

6n^>(t) - .^(r (t),    i- ^—^ [qo(t)  - qb(t)]  + ~£~ %in   , 
10 21 

whore 

n2      n2Ü  " nL0 
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and qo(t) and qb(t) arc solutions pf Eqs (11).  The term q?(t) has not been 

included in (17) because it is fourth.order in E(t), and is therefore 

negligible unless "^-^r la comparable to the atomic linewidth.  Such terms 

were discussed by Butylkin, ct. al.^ and have recently been observed in 

potassium vapor.4 

The neglect of l.-S .splitting allows one to obtain simple expressions 

for qo(t) and qb(t) with only two relaxation constants.  By symmetry 

considerations, it follows that V      = T  at f = W      w = W - W = IT   A ao   bo   co  Jlü' a  wb - c - w. and 

% " -W för a '"^ oclual t0 a- b or c-     Equations (11) then reduce to 

% <E2> 

(18b 

(Wa, 

«, 
% *" -(3/2)Wqb " K + <rio - **> F(^V m     ' (19b; 

where the identity qo + qa + %  +.qc ",ü [ßq (&))  has been used to obtain 

(19b). Solving for qo(t) and qb(t)) and substituting them into (17), 

obtain the result 

we 

fin^dr) -n,, (E^t» IC, f <E3(t,)>dt' 

'■/ 

H. u.   c-0/-)W(t-t')/,,-,.^sVlt/ (r(t'»dt' 

H-cY e-(3/2)w(t-t')dt/j  {EHtll))dtl,   i 
•ft« — 

(SO) 
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and 

C-. *. -^l\()(n10  -  'VP 

2lT N^to 
"21       ^O»^-"')*^-*) 

(21a) 

(21b) 

(21c) 

(22) 

As we  indicated  in the preceeding subsectioti,   the  integral  terms arise  from 

incoherent redistribution of  the fas  and op populations,  and'will  predominate 

if r1nt   » 1. 10 p 

For pulsewidths comparable to or less than the athmtc relaxation times 

FjA and W  , the most important contribution to 6n  ', t) is the two photon 

term n^ defined by Eqs (18), as we will show at the mid of Lhis section. This 

term is positive in most substances around 1.06 V-,  and is partially responsible 

for the self focusing observed in materials such as laser'glass,3^ In Cs vapor 

around l.Qo H, however, n20 is large and negative due to the strung resonant 

enhancement by the two photon denominator ((»),>.-2U))/2TTC = -26.1 cm 
20 

The instantaneous portion of 6n  (t). can be interpreted physically 

by rewriting expression (18b) In the form 

'SS 

m4A 
Ä. (u) -2u))(<Uli-u)) xf»:fi-w    . Ufe-U) SÜ 

( 
1 

TTNH' 

- T&7 
lu 

10 

■2^ 

10 21 
^ 

^( 
10 •21 

m^m ) 

The first (and largest) pair of terms arise directly from the two photon 

(23) 
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"polarlMtlon" a®(Qty; wiiich drives ^  '» and o^\u>).   r ■>. second  pair 

arise from the coherent redistribution of  the 6s and 6p populations,   as 

described by adiabat.ic  following  theory.1'!5 We have recently shown  that  the 

combined coherent, and   IncgUeroftJC  population terms  in a two level  system (i.e., 

in the absence of ti      cud W)  can be described by a generalized  adiabattc 

following approximation that  takes, account of the phase relaxation I"    .Zu 

For circularly polarized   light, we choose e = r"  s 2"'-(x + iy) ;   hence, 

oH—' •  * 
the only nonvanlshiny matrix elements of interest are r .M. •- |i.  = p., 

n"!» "^ w au    J-U    L\J 
and r ''^c = ^SI ~ ^V'] * TIK!

 n^g^itudes of l^ and M1—. are equal to those in 

the linearly polarized case. Using the same approximations and proceedure as 

above, we again obtain Rq (20),   but the constants n2 and €„ are now defined by 

n,-, l10 

C2 '   <rio'^nio  + ^«2.1 

The n^ term does not appear in this; case because the corresponding virtual 

transition 6s -> 6p - 7s requires zero net angular momentum transfer from 

the light to the atom, whereas two photons of circularly polarized light 

must transfer AJ = tö.?1 (Two photon contributions do arise from the n2D 

levels, but they have not been included in this simple approximation.) 

From Eq (2k)  and definitions (l8a,b) , we see that tig reduces to the expression, 

derived by. Grischkowsky, 1,5as one would expect in this case. 

To evaluate n.-v,  n1() and n2L, we used matrix elements obtained from 

the total os'-Si - 6p"'P^ a  and 6p2Pi s - 7s2Si line strengths calculated by 

Heav«ns,a? and took the energy of 6p to be US1*-? cm'^-Cthe weighted average 

of 6p''P^.and ßp^P^.). The magnitudes of the matrix ele.nents are (in. atomic 
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units) |ii|0) -- •,.](-■. aud ii.^J = 2.^2,, yiving the results n^l  -2.36 x lu':v N. 

nlu "(i.v;5 X 10"^ N iind n21 = -().2!;6,x 10■;u' N esu for X - l.oCh   \i.   The 

resulting values of n.,  obtained from Eqs (18) and (2k)   for linear and circular 

polarization. respcctivu]y, are shown in column C of Table 1, In column D, we 

show the values of ^ calculated from the exact expression [Eq (8)], taking 

account of the contributions from non resonant terms and higher lying states 

(up to 8s, op, and 6'd), and including the effects of L-S splitting.. The 

magnitudes of the matrix elements were again calculated fron Heavens' data,22 

while the signs were taken from Table .1 of Miles and Harris.22 

In the case of linear polarization, the good agreement between columns 

C and D justifies our simple three level model. The small discrepency arises 

primarily from the contribution of the 7p levels in the exact expression. For 

circular polarization, the discrepency is significantly larger, and stems 

primarily from the two phction 6s-5d and 6s-6f contributions that were not 

included in the three level i.iodel. 
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III.  EXPERIMENT 

In order co mqasurc n^,, we studied tbe self-defocusing of mode locked 

Nd.YAC pulses In a 100 im Jong cesium vapor cell. , The measurements were made at 

several densities between N - 0.03 x 1017 or.'3 and 0.32 x 10 17 cm'3 with linearly 

polarized pulses aud at 0,32 x Kr17 cm"' urtth circular polarization.  The density 

was controlled hy adjusting the temperaturo of a cesium reaervoir (26o ;505ÜC), 

while the main cell wa.) held at Wc in order to minimize linear absorption 

from Cs dimers.?" For N  0.52 x 1017 cm"3, the 6s-6p transverse relaxation time 

j, is approximately 8(j p.^ot:. 

The input radiation consisted of single pulses of FWHM (intensity) duration 

C = 55 psec, as determined by measurements with a 5 psec resolution streak 

camera. Since 1'^ > 2 tp at all Cs pressures, the instantaneous terms are 

expected to predominate in Eqs. (7) and (;0;; hence,    expression (15) should be 

a good approximation, at least for the linearly polarized pulses. The input beam, 

Which was well collimated (radius of curvature p ~ 20 m), had'the form of an 

Airy profile truncated at the. first minimum, with a 1/e intensity raiius of 

ao = 0.58 rum. The pulse energy entering the ce .1 was measured with a calorimeter, 

alnd was monitored with a calibrated photodiode. For the linear polarization case, 

simultaneous energy measurements Were made at the output to determine the transmission 

•of the cesium, which is plotted vs input pulse energy in Fig. 2. 

The energy profile at the output of the cell was recorded by imaging the exit 

window onto a silicon photodiode array of 25 p, resolution. Figure 5a shows typical 

oscilloscope tracea of these output profiles for the case N -..52 x 1017 cm"'3. 

At low intensities, the beam profile was identical to that obtained with linear 

propagation in an empty cell. At intermediate intensities, the beam size Increased, 

but its smooth charactoiiatic shape was retained. At the highest intensities 
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iiKod, fm-tlicr increase ia heam size was observed, accompanied by beam distortion 

and Lhe appearance of ring structure near the axis.  This behavior is similar 

to t' at observed in the s^ll  defocuslng experiments of Grischkowsky and Armstrong.' 

All of the data that was used in determining n2 was taken at the intermediate 

intensitities («"6 CW/cmz) whore the beam distortion and cesium insertion loss 

were negligible. 

In analyzing Lhe d«t», the output profile of the beam was calculated fro(n 

a solution of the wave e<?(iation in the paraxial ray approximation.  Using Eq. (15), 

along with a constant shape assumption,12and approximating the shape of the input 

beam with a Gaussian distribution, we obtain for the intensity profile at.the 

end of the cell 

I(v,f) - rP(t)/na2(t)J  exp C-r2/a2(t)]. (^) 

Here P(t) is the input beam power and a(t) is-a time dependent radius given 

by12 

ap(t) - a* 1(1 + z/po)
2 + [1 - P(t)/Pc] (WSm

2)2}, (2?) 

where z is the length of the Cs cell, ao and Po are the input radius and beam 

curvature, respectively, and P^ s \2c/32tf*n2 <0.     The energy profile was then 

obtained by numerically integrating expression (26) over the pulse duration. 

For each data point, imtdsurad values of ao, >o and P(t) were used .and the value 

of iL  was chogen to.giv the. best theoretical fit to the measured energy dis- 
Cm 

tribution of the hal.r-,rr:.i'imim points.     Tills procedure  is justified by  the good 

overall agreonient  between  the. calculated and experimental  profiles,   as  illustrated 

by  the examples shown in Fig.  5b. 
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iV.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The result« of our n2 measurements for linearly and circularly polarized 

light are shown as n Um.ium  of density in Fig. 4, and are compared with the 

theory in Table 1.  The first column of Table 1 gives the experimental values of 

n2/K obtained using Eqfl. (15). (26) and (27), as described above.  Column B 

gives adjusted experimental values which approximately account for the contribution 

of the integral terms in Eq. (20), as we will discuss below.  Columns C and D 

give the approximate aud exact calculated values of ftj/N that were discussed 

in Sec. Ill, and the tasl column gives the value obtained from the susceptibility 

calculations of Miles .Hid Harris.23 

In using Eq. (15) to analyze the data, we have, in effect, treated the small 

integral terms of 6„^>(t) PEq. (20)] as instantaneous, and lumped them into an 

effective contribution to the measured value of ^     One can estimate the relative 

importance of these integral terms by averaging their contribution to ftn^t) 

■>ver the incident intensity, and comparing this to a similar average of the 

instantaneous portion; i,e., we consider the quantity 

11 = j     [«n<3)(t)  - n2  (E8(t))] <#(t)>dt//   n2<E
2(t))2dt, (28) 

using Eq. (20) r.nd the exact values of nj from column D.  The corrected values of 

ij, would then be nppvo.lmatoly (I +T|)-i times the numbers shown in column A. 

Assuming that T^ ^60 ps.c.'^nd that W *>  T^, "we obtain Tl(li„ear) -O.Gfl 

and Tl(circular) -0.3« by numerical integration of Eq. (28).  Integral terms thus 

con.ribute little in the eise of linear polarization, but they result in a 

significant correction for circular polarization, where |^| is relatively small. 
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Tlie experimental and Lhooretical values of n^  (columns B and D) are in 

reasonable agreement, cüiisidcrlng that one is comparing ab-initio calculations 

with absolute measurämonts. Since the oscillator strengths corresponding to our 

matrix elements are proh'biy too large by a fac r of about 5^,  the numbers in 

columns C and D could be overestimated by as much as IOC; hence., the actual 

discrepancy between theory and measurements is probably smaller than indicated in 

Table 1. The remaining discrepancy appears to arise from systemmatic errors in 

the values of the concentration N or the pulse power P(t). N was obtained from 

vapor pressure tabLps2*and the measured temperatures of the bulb and cell. As 

other authors have noted,5 the accuracy of this proceedure is limitedi  In 

the ratio n2(linear)/n2(circular) the factor N cancels, and the agreement 

between theory and measurements is within 8^.  [i.e., the ratio is 5.'t- from 

folumn B, and 5.0 from c.ohimn D.l 

Although the cesium insertion loss was negligible for the pulses used in the 

n. measurements, its existence at higher and lower intensities (Fig. 2.) may have 

a bearing on the possible, applications of the negative iv,, and requires some 

tutthc» comment.  The attenuation at low intensities appears to arise from 

cesium dimcrs, whose absorption band extends from the vicinity of the D lines to 

about 1.12 |i., 2'' Using a cross section of approximately o^ •• k  x 10 '■ cut/ 

and concentration" 

N    --; y.& * 10"23N2e 
5200 /T(0K) 

(29) 

we obtain the absorption coefficient NDaD    i 0.01? at T = '+6oüC and N <=> 0.-}2 x lo1" cm" 

The Small  signal  transmission for a 100 era path  length is then approximately 18^. 

If N is actually smaller by a factor of about  two,  as we suggested above,   then 

the transmission would be approximately 6rA.     The increase in transmission with 

intensity up  to about y od/cm2  is apparently due  to either bleaching or hole 
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burning effects in the dimers. Evidence for l:his'is shown in Fig. 2, where one 

pair of points corrc:i|llmds to a double pulse with a 5 hscc separation. The 

first pulse, whose enorgjr density was 200 mJ/cm2, wr? virtually unattenuated. 

It apparently bleached ou.l the dimers, however, because the second pulse, 

whose density was fc) rnj/cn,2 (indicated by the cross), had significantly higher 

transmission than other pulses of comparable magnitude. 

One is tempted to ascribe the losses at high intensities to two photon 

absorption or na.lti photon ionUation; however, the theoretical cross sections 

for these processes do not support such explanations. The two photon  cross section 

*  (1,06H), which ia duo primarily to the <Ss-7s contribution, is approximately 

3.3  X 10   NI,*a where   intensitv I is measured in W/cmP. For N = 0.32 X U»1'7 ctn'-3 

and incident intensity I  J X 1010, the maximum absorption coefficient is 

^\l.06^  -ID"« an"1. The three photon absorption is also negligible. One can 

estimate the four photon ionization cross section from calculations carried out by 

Morton2» for A r J.Ö590 *. Morton's results correspond to a cross section 

^'V.O^) -3.7 X 10-4» !». 23however) thi8 number .s strongly ^^^ ^ , 

nearly exact resonance between 3* and the 6c levels around 28529.7 cm'1. The 

detuning "is only - 1 cm'1, whereas for l.Oß^, it is 13k  cm"1; hence, ^(l.^) 

^     ^'^^^       c;-J- x -WJ  I , giving a maximum absorption coefficient 

of I.Ö X JO"* cm'1 for H  0.52 X 1017 en,"". With beam spreading (and thus- lowering 

of the intensities and cross sections), the absorption over 100 cm is negligible. 

The flattening of the high power pulses, aS  shown in Fig. 3a, suggasts that 

dimor absorption could also be rcsponsihle for the attenuation at these as well 

os at  the lower powers. To see this, we assume .for the moment that the constant 

shape approxinntion remains valid, even when the beam spreading is large. If this 

were valid [and F(t) » *.], then Eq («7) would reduce to a2(t) ~ (X2/2na )«P(t)/p . 

hence, the on-axis intensity 1(0) <*  c?,«- /X-^o '-   u    .  > . 
' K  '       («^Z*«) P^/tT would remain independent 

of the total power PC*). However,, because., tl.e flattening does occur and 
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becomes more prominent as P(t) increases, it is evident that the intensity 1(0,t) 

can actually dfiCXfiaau. as l'(t) increases.  The central portion of the beam may 

therefore become more susceptible to dimer absorption under these conditions. 

In later publication.-., we will report on additional defocusing measurements 

using longer pulses to observe the integral terms, and on investigations of the 

higher power transmission under conditions where beam flattening is negligible 

Wo will also report on both theoretical and experimental studies of the application 

of cesium vapor for compensation of self focusing and self phase modulation in 

high power laser systems. 
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APPENDIX 

To obtain the soluclon of Eqs   0), we use  the harmoni 

0f W^'  as  ln EQ-   (r):'   i-6-. 

c expansions 

^^PK cxß ^e-^-Hla^^.t)^ 

+ third harmonic   terms, 

,('0) V(t)       ^^"-^    ^W)   e-2iUJt   l-|ocg)(-2,u>t)e
2^( 

where the amplitudes .o^) (nX,) =[ a£> (.n'  t) ]* vary in times on ^ order 

of the pulsewidth  tp.  Substituting Eqs (Al) into (3) [and droppi, 

label for brevity], one obtains 

(Ala) 

(Alb) 

(Ale) 

ropping the  time 

.0) 
jO), 

aß'   a/3 

i«(-'■«)S*.ag> (20)}  + 2ie(a02.t(2).(o), 

f(2), 
qß 

% (2(U) + ^^afl - ^ - ^) a^(2a,) = ie(«)?.lg)(u,). 

(Aga) 

(Alb) 

^(o)-^^- ir^a^o,) 
00'    cj/3 

= 4lE<-u))e ^^(a«)  +^ie(«))g.^)(-u))    <«     /o 
OP Ctß    ^      ' '     rrrt • aß aß (AL'c) 

ca (0)  -i-w/p   (o)  -F  Wo o<2>(0) 
J  ace rr   ßa ßfl ^ ^ 0/a ^^ 

= Re[ie(-u)r-'8,:i>(u))] 
an 
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r(0, 
f(i) 

"oß  (U,)   + i(l\-ß * ^ - ira0) ^^-) - (i/*)^-VV> " ^o). 

wlirre 

aild 'oß'  Wa' V(''U'e  thC pliaSe relaxatlon and collisional mixing rates 

described  in the  text. 

With  the exception of (ASd),  all  of  the equations   (A2)  have the general 

form 

ä(t) + (i n ' o a(t) = R(t      ,     |n| » r, 

With  the  formal  solutJou for a(-<»>)   - R  (-co)   = Q 9Q 

-co 

L ( in + r )   -f^T 
m~o dt 

For example, (A2e) yields the result 

,(1) 
m+l 

"P /3o       ao7        aB*-/   i(u)„-u))  +r      J V^ • 

(A2e 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(A5) 

(A6) 

Since f) represents quantities such as UJ      2 U), (u   ± u) or u)   ±2«), but  | (1/R) dR/dtt 

is  on the order of  the  laser    linewidth,   postulate  (ii)   leads  to the condition 

i (1/R( dR/dt|   « 0;  hence,   it is necessary to retain only the lowest order  terms 

of  (A5)  and  (Aß). 
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Equation (A?d) my be rewritten by substituting (A3) and expansion (A6), 

Uotaining only the .or,,  .„.d first derivative tenns of (A6) , and noting that 

^  ~ rnr,.   "nc  obtain.« 

,(2), 
".V (0. t) + ic,-('' (u. t) - V w     «(2) (0 t) 

^J^o - V^ lö^fey "TC^STJ^ «(-.o^Kt) 
6" II 

+ [      m g.i 
C2/V 

^V^W3   (%-^r^,,J£<-(U't> MlükÖ) 
qß        ßa^ at c.   c. 

5 (V6aO) Rß ^co^2^» +^(E2(t))/dt], ßOt   GO     ß ' po 

where <Ea(t)> - ^On.,:)^, Rg is defined by Eq_ (9c) ) and ^^   ^ ^ 

been used to justify the neglect of rß0 in the denominator of RQ. Although 

the .ero derivative tern, is the largest contribution to (Aß), it is evident 

that the corresponding tern, F^t) > in (A7b) may be coraparable to or less 

than the first derivative contribution id<E
H(t))/dt.  This results from the 

fact that the largest portions of the zero derivative terms In (A7a) cancel 

when they combine, with their complex conjugates.  If we define- 

the variable c^(t) by the relation 

^«'V    }Z%x-*a0)*J*^)+*u), 

then Eq; (A7b) loads immediately to Eqs(U) and (12). 

The near cancellaLion of the zero derivative terms occurs only in the 

evaluation of Eq (A2d).  In the solution of Eqs (ASa-c) and (A2e), on. can 
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thorofovü use postulnto (li) to omit all but the zcroth term of (A5), and to 

ignore all I"  factors.  The resulting solutions 

^(-i'.Dg^Wt) + 2&(U).t)g-5^
;0).t) 

aO)(H)it) ;. ^IT^i (AOa) 

o^)(2lu,t) aß (u -2u) 
aß 

(A9b) 

,0v      £(-<", t)?*^^«,*) +'R(«.t)e'tfia(-u),t) 
ü{(2)(0it)s L !gfi: 

2u) 
aß 

aß 
5^ 0,   (A9c) 

a^Kt) 
&(u'.t)Ae-lIafl(8MO-6aQ) 

v aß 

(AOd) 

along with the instantaneous portion of (Aß), are equivalent to those obtait.-d 

from ordinary perturbation theory.13 ui Combining these results with expression 

(A5), one obtains Eqa CD - (10) after some tedious but straightforward algebra. 

■ 
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TABLE 1 

up 
Y X 10ülJ (esu) 

EXPERDENTAL 

(A)                            (B) 

THEOREIICAL 

(C)                (D) 

MILES & HARRIS 

(E) 

t -1.5 ± O.d?             -l.k ± 0.2 -2,70 -2.62 -0.66 

c -0.55 ± O.ü'l-     |     -0.26 ± 0.03 

, i         , 

-0.555 -O.525 

1 

(A) Experimental values obtained from analysis of data that ignores the integral 

terms of Equation (20). 

(B) Experimental values including an adjustment to approximately account for the 

integral terms. 

(C) Theoretical calculation using the near-resonant three level approximation 

[Eqs. (18) and (2h)i. 

(D) Theoretical calculation.Including antiresonant terms, higher excited states, 

and L-S splitting [ Eq. (8)]. 

(E) Tlworetical calcilAtlon of Ref. 23. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

FIGURE 1     EnerRy level diagram of Cs, showing the three levels |6s) s.|0>, 

l6p) r-: | 1) and |7s)s 12) primarily responsible for self 

defocusing at l,06h\i.     The dotted lines show the position of the 

. laser fundamental at l.06k\>.  and its two-photon leve] at .552^.. 

FIGURE 2     Cesium transmission vs pulse flux (and peak intensity) for 

linearly polarized light and atomic density 0,32 X 10-  cm s. 

FIGURE 5     Spatial profiles of the pulse at the exit window of the Cs cell. 

a. Oscilloscope traces of pholodiode array measurement at low, 

intermediate, and high intensity. 

b. Comparison between theoretical profiles (solid lines) and 

measured profiles (dotted lines) at intermediate pulse 

energins. 

FIGURE k Effective nonlinear refractive index n- vs atomic density N for 

linearly and circularly polarized light at l.06h\i. 
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A SINGLE MODE Nd;YAG Q-SWITCHED OSCILUTOR WITH   SHORT BUIIBOT TUE* 

R. C.  Eckardt and J,  F. Retntjes 

Naval Rasaarch Laboratory 

Washington, D. C.      20375 

ABSTRACT 

A »Ingle longitudinal rnd tianavaraa mod« 
Nd:YAG lajer :• daacrlbad.    The unique feature of 
this laser Is    he rapid build up time of tha out- 
put pulse whlcl   appear» 125 naac after application 
of either an optical or electronic trigger pulse,, 
with a Jitter of + 10 nsec.    Tha output la further 
shuttered to a rectangular puls« of from 1 to 
10 nsec duration.    Single mode operation la ob- 
talned with a two element resonant reflector and 
a blrefrlngant Lyot filter of calelte.    To further 
aid In frequency selection, the cavity Q Is not 
completely spoiled to allow buildup of quaal- 
monochromatlc radiation before the cavity la 
switched to high Q.    Probleos of frequency selec- 
tion and cavity stability ara discussed. 

Single node operation of high power Q-swltched 
lasers Is usually obtained with long buildup tine« 
and many cavity transits which allow small dif- 
ferences in reflectivity of the cavity mirrors to 
yield a single dominant mode.     Saturabls absorbers 
are nomally used for Q-swltehing in these lasers 
because they provide the required buildup time 
during the relatively slow bleaching process (1,2). 
Saturable ebaorbers, however, have the dis- 
advantage of being paaalva devlcea and cannot be 
externally triggered.    Jitter in the appearance of 
the output pulse in such lasers are typically of 
the order of + 10 jisec. 

In cany applications however a more rapid 
buildup tine,  coupled with the ability to synchro- 
nize    the output pulse to other optical signals, 
is desirable.    In such cases Fockels cell Q- 
swltching can give the needed time reference for 
synchronization, but the rapid buildup time does 
not in general allow sufficient wavelength 
dlscrimlration for single frequency operation. 
Here we diacuss a Fockels cell Q-swltched Nd:YAG 
laser operated under conditions which simu- 
ltaneously allow rapid pulse buildup and oscilla- 
tion on a single longitudinal mode.    Q—twitching la 
triggered either electrically or optically.    The 
»Ingle mode output pulse appears  125 nsec after 

application of the trigger pulse with a Jflter of 
+ 10 nsec. 

In our application, the Q-swltched pulse is 
synchronised with the peak of a mode-locked pulae 
train generated in a separate lacar (3).    In thta 
two laser system (Fig.   1.)   the Q-switched laser 
is triggered on the leading edge of the mode-locked 
pulse train, and the 125 nsec delay places the Q- 
switehed pulse coincident with the peak of the 
mode-locked pulse train.    Laser triggered spark 
gaps ara the used to drive Fockels cells that 
shutter out a single mode-locked pulse and a 
rectangular segment of the Q-awitchsd pulse of 1 
to 10 nsec duration.    The two pulses are syn- 
chronised with a jitter of + .1 nsec.     Single 
mode operation of the Q-swltched oscillator is 
required to allow maximum amplification while 
avoiding damage due to excessive instantaneous 
intensities and to provide a well defined pulse for 
laser matter interaction studies. 

The single node Q-swltched oscillator is shown 
schematically in Fig.  2.    A 3 inch long,  1/4 inch 
diameter, Brewster-Brewster Nd:YAG laser rod is 
pumped with a  linear flashlamp in a single elllose 
pump cavity.    The flashlamp    radiation has 125 ysec 
full width at half maximum.    Single pass gains of 
16 db can be obtained in the laser rod at the full 
pump energy of 30 J.    The resonant cavity is 
formed by a 4.7 n radlu»-of-curvature 997. re- 
flectivity mirror and a two element resonant re- 
flector.    A circular aperture of .25 cm diameter 
provides transverse mode selection.    A calelte 
polarising prisn and a KD*F Fockels cell are used 
for Q-switching.    The same prism is also used jith 
a calelte slab to form a Lyot filter. 

Frequency selection is provided by the 
resonant reflector which provides discrimination 
against oscillation on adjacent cavity modes and 
tha Lyot filter which discriminates against more 
widely spaced modes.    The resonant reflector con- 
sists of a flat 457. dielectric mirror and a 5 cm 
thick fused silica flat with ends parallel to 
3 seconds of arc.    The mirror is placed 10.8 en 
from the nearest surface of the flat.    Fine ad- 
justment of this spacing la provided by a trans- 
lation ataga driven by a differential screw 
micrometer with a resolution of 1/8 wavelength. 
The resonant reflector elements and 997. mirror 
are aligned interferometrieally with a collimated 
He-Ne laser  (Fig.  2.).    Tha calelte slab is 2.1 cm 
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thLr.y. litA is  arranged Co operate as » high order 
reCdrJacion plate with It« optic axil oriented 
perpdtidlcular to the direction o£ pnpagatlon and 
at an angle of 45° to the polarlratlo.i vector 
transnltted by the polarizing prism. 

For propagation perpendicular to the optic 
axis, the nraber of waves of retardation la 
N-L(n0-n )A where L 1« the length of the crystal, 
n0 the ordinary Index, ne the extraordinary Index, 
and ). Is the wavelength In free apace. With the 
calclte crystal placed between parallel polarizers, 
only Integer orders of retardation will be can- 
pletely transmitted. In our laser oscillator, 
light passes through the calclte twice before it 
again passes through the polarizing prism; there- 
fore we have an effective crystal length of 2L. 
The filter transmission for this configuration is 

given by 

T - cos2 Uxh  (no - V*} 

For 
are 

a crystal length of 2.1 cm transmission peak« 
,« spaced by 1.66X10-4 |t (Fig. 3.). One of the 

transmission maxima of the Lyot filter ia tuned 
to the peak of the Nd:YAG fluorescence with small 
rotations about an axis parallel to the optic axis 
by finding the minimum threshold for free running 
laser oscillations. At the spectral position of 
the adjacent maxima the single pass gain in the 
laser rod is reduced to approximately .9 of it» 
peak value. 

The calclte blrefringent filter offer« advan- 
tages over a thin parallel resonant reflector 
element. The modulation of the Lyot filter i« 
canplate with tran»ml»«ion going to zero at each 
minlnum. Also the position of the transmission 
peaks can be tuned by a small rotation about the 
optic axis or about an axis perptudicular to both 
the optic axis and the direction propagation. The 
change in the order of retardation for a double 
pass through the crystal is given by 

AN 2Ut2       /jL JL\ 

' \2ne     '    M 
where i  is the angle of rotation. And the inter- 
action of the Lyot filter is Independent of spac- 
ing, but with a resonant reflector it is necessary 
to hold spacing constant to interferometric 
tolerances. 

A simple two element resonant reflector is 
required for further frequency selection. The 
adjacent longitudinal cavity nodes for this laaer 
are spaced by iX - 6.57 X W-'ti.    This spacing is 
much too fine to be resolved by the transmission 
bands of the Lyot filter. The reflectivity of the 
two elenent resonant reflector is given by 

r +^~ 
1  l-rlr2 

exp(ifi) 

exp(iS) 

Here ^ and t. are the complex amplitude re- 
flection and transmission coefficient» for a di- 

electric slab Crl In this  case the fused silica 
flat.    The amplitude reflection coefficient for the 
mirror is r,, and    9 ■ AwtA where jt is the spacing 
of the mirror and flat. 

The combination of 5 cm fused silica flat and 
457. mirror have peak reflectivity of 67Z (Fig. 4,). 
Reflectivity at the «djacent longitudinal nodes is 
reduced to .91 of this value.    The next 577. re- 
flection peak is spaced by    1.64 X 10_5(j.    Moving 
this distance from the peak of the Lyot filter re- 
duces its transmission to .91 of that peak value. 
In operation of the laser it is necessary to tune 
a reflection peak of the resonant reflector £o 
coincide with both the maximum transmission of the 
Lyot filter and the peak of the rod fluorescence. 
This is done by translating the mirror until sat- 
isfactory laser operation i» obtained. 

To obtain further frequency election the cavity 
Q is not completely spoiled to allow the buildup 
of low level quasi-monochromatic oscillation» be- 
fore q-switching.    A buildup time of 125 nsec iti 
a cavity of optical length 86.2 cm only allow» 
22 round trip transit».    Reduction in round trip 
gain for secondary mode» to  .9 times that of the 
dominant mode is not sufficient to provide »ingle 
mode operation when theae modes of oscillation 
buildup from the same initial  intensity level». 
Under that condition the intensity of the ,22. .10 secondary modes would only be reduced to .9 
of the intensity of the dominant mode.    To obtain 
a low level buildup the Vockel» cell  1» operated 
at a voltage 500 V less thati the 3500 V quarter 
wave voltage.    Flashlamp energy is increased 2 
or 3 J above the threshold for relaxation 
oscillations with constant unswitched Pockels cell 
voltage (Fig. 5.).    Below this  pumping energy 
buildup tine is increased and the laser output 
shows spiking.    Above this energy the jitter in 
buildup time Increases.    The spiking character in 
the output is also observed when the Foekel» 
cell voltage Is increased. 

Laser output was monitored with a 5 psec 
resolution streak camera and a  .5 nsec rlsetime 
photodiode oscilloscope combination.    With proper 
adjustment of the resonant reflector,  single mode 
laser operation was obtained  (Fig.  6.).    Single 
mode operation would last for typically 10 «hot« 
before readjustcent of the resonant reflector was 
required.    Single transverse mode operation wa» 
obtained routinely.    Transverse intensity dis- 
tribution wa» monitored with a 512 element silicon 
photodiode array (Fig.  7.).    Gaussian like dis- 
tributions of .19 en FHHM were observed at a 
distance of 240 en from the output mirror. 

It is necessary that the resonant cavity be 
held stable to interferometric tolerances to main- 
tain the frequency selection characteristic».    The 
laser wa» enclosed in a box open at the ends to 
shield from air current» in the laboratory room. 
Even though the laser was assembled on a large 
steel beam mounted on massive concrete pedestals it 
was necessary to nove a water coolir acros» the 
room to avoid vibration coupling.    Repetition rate 
had to be slowed to one shot  in 15 second» to 
allow the laser rod to stabilize.    The laaer i» 
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•till susceptible to changu In temperature and air 
prftsvure.. Ihercial expansion coefficient! for 
coianon »lloys are typically 20X10"6 (C0)"1. To 
hold the length of a la bench constant to 1/4 u 
requires tenperature stability of .0013oC . Using 
formulas given In the AIP Handbook (5) It la 
found that 1/4 u stability In cavity optical length 
requires air pressure constant to 0.7 um Hg and 
air tenperature constant to 0.3eC . A sealed 
temperature controlled enclosure with constant gas 
density would be required to obtain longer term 
stability of the single mode performance. 

The shore buildup time and single mode char- 
acter of this laser have proved useful In laser 
matter Interaction studies. For example Inter- 
ferooatrlc studies of the time evolution of laser 
created plasmas can be made quite easily with 
the dual laser system described above. In such 
a situation, a plasma Is generated from a 
suitable target with a 2,5 nsec segment of the 
Q-swltched pulse amplified to an energy of U. 
The plasma Is probed from the side with a single 
picosecond pulse from the mode locked laser 
which has been frequency doubled to ,53 (i, A 
typical Interferogram obtained fron a 1 mil thick 
Ai target la shown In Fig, 8, with the picosecond 
pulse probing the plasma 3 naec after the start 
of the Q-swltched pulse. 
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I.     INTRODUCTION 

Having been dormant for the first ten years of laser research, the 

development of short vavelength lasers emitting in the vacuum region 

at wavelengths shorter than 2000 k has advanced rapidly during the last 

five years.    A number of cew devices useful as both oscillators and amplifiers 

have been developed and are finding early application as diagnostic probes for 

materials studies.     In addition, techniques    have been developed for utilizing 

non-linear optical properties of materials to generate laser harmonic frequencies 

and to mix and add together several lower laser frequencies  to produce tun- 

able, coherent emission in the spectral region below 2000 k.    These 

advan-ea have produced the momentum for research to develop still shorter 

wavelength x-ray lasers. 

Perhaps the most important forerunner of the direct amplifying, self- 

contained lasers to be developed was the molecular nitrogen discharge laser 

of Heard  [1]. This  laser,    which emits at 3371 k from molecular 

electronic levels, spurred the development of the fast pumping technology 

required for shorter wavelength lasers, as well as pointing out the utility 

of molecular electronic  levels for ultraviolet (uv)  lasers.    This laser has 

been developed considerably by Leonard [2],   , Gerry  [3],   ,  Shlpman,  [4], and 

numerous others.    It is now one of the most Important lasers  in the near 

uv and is used extensively as an exciter for dye lasers.     French.reports 

claim 50 MW peak power from such N«  lasers  [5].        In addition,  there has 
1 , 
At wavelengths shorter than 2000 A, oxygen and nitrogen in the atmosphere 

absorb radiation strongly and vacuum (or helium-purged) paths must be pro- 
vliT'id to propagate the radiation. 
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been success in pumping Nj with electron beams  [6],   [7]. 

Earlier development of nitrogen lasers led directly to the realization 

of the first vacuum ultraviolet  (vuv)  laser from molecular hydrogen.    The 

concept of a hydrogen laser was advanced by Bazhulin, Knyazev and Petrash  [8] 

in 1965, but the actual realization of the laser awaited application by Shipman [4] 

of fast pulsed technology to the nitrogen laser.    Using the flat plate Blumlein 

discharge system, both Hodgson  [9] and Waynant et. al  [10],   [11]  produced 

lasing on the Lyman band (B1^ - X1^) of hydrogen.      Further work produced 

laser emission from the isotoplc molecules, D2 and EO, and also from para-H2 

[12],   [13].    Hodgson also was able to produce stimulated emission on the fourth 

positive band of CO  (A1!! - xV") giving lines In the 1800 - 2000 k region  [14]. 

Continued development of the Shipman technology enabled Kaynant to 

generate lasing on the 1160 A spectral region on the Werner band transitions 

(C1!!    - xV") from H-   [15].    Hodgson and Dreyfus switched to a high current 

electron beam to generate lasing in N2  [61,  In the Hj, Lyman band  [16]  and 

also the Werner band of H-  [17].    Considerable theoretical  [18]-[22] and 

experimental [23],   [24] work has been done on the H2 laser.    In recent reviews 

of the H, laser  [25],   [26], advances a.n& limitations are detailed for both 

atmospheric pressure and repetitively discharged operation. 

The Soviet scientists were also responsible for another theoretical 

prediction of a somewhat different vacuum ultraviolet laser.    In 1968 

Molchanov, Poluektov and Popov proposed that sjlld crystals of the rare 

20ne line reported in hydrogen experiments at 1600.44 1   [9],   [13] has not been observed 
by other investigators and may be an impurity line. 
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gases could be made to läse [27] .  Basov and co-workers conducted a number 

of '«xperlments using the liquid form of the rare gases, principally xenon, 

[28]-[33] and report characteristics consistent with stimulated emission. 

Koehler and associates [34]-[35]  used high current electron beams and high 

pressure gaseous xenon to form excited xenon molecules (Xe*) called exclmers, 

Lasing was observed at ~ 1720 Ä from these exclmers.  Extensive theoretical 

studies [36]-[43] and considerable experimental work [44]-[53] has been devoted to 

xenon, as reviewed by Rhodes [54]. Other exclmers, e.g., Kr- and Ar-i have been 

made to läse in the 1260 - 1460 Ä region [34],[35], [39], [55]-[57]. These lasers 

appear to have a large potential for both high power and high efficiency. 

A. Material Limitations 

1) Optical Characteristics; Besides the difficulties of achieving high 

gain at short wavelengths (which will be; explained in Section II), a major 

impediment for vacuum-uv and x-ray lasers has been a lack of suitable materials 

for both high transmission windows and efficient reflectors for resonantors, 

both of traditional high priority in laser research. The field of optics in 

the vacuum ultraviolet has been surveyed and reviewed recently quite excellently 

by Hunter [58] and also previously by Tousey [59] and Samson [60],  Figure 1 

from [58] shows the temperature dependence of the short wavelength transmission 

limit of various vacuum ultraviolet window materials. The cutoff wavelength 

of all materials drops with temperature, but no material has a cutoff below 

1000 Ä (Li.').  Below 1000 A the only possibility of building a Fabry-Perot 

mirrored cavity requires that a hole for output coupling be cut in the minor. 

To do this would require sophisticated differential vacuum pumping and gas 
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handling. 

For :eflectlon, no material Is better than aluminum for wavelengths 

longer than 1000 A.  In order to use this high reflectance the oxide film 

which normally develops on its surface must be prevented. This is done by 

overcoating with magnesium fluoride or lithium fluoride films of precisely 

controlled thickness.  Since the overcoating material cuts off at short wave- 

lengths, the reflectance of aluminum cannot be used below 1000 A.  Below 

1000 A no material has very high reflectance. Platinum is usually used, but 

in some wavelength regions such materials as iridium, osmium, rhenium and 

tungsten may have higher reflectance. The reflectance of these materials is 

given by Hunter as a function of wavelength [58].. 

Already difficulties have been found in using resonators with the rare 

gas molecular lasers. Aluminum coatings are rapidly damaged [45], [61] when used 

as resonators for high power xenon lasers and presently limit the output 

2 
intensity to about 1 MM/cm .  Intensity inside the resonator is several 

times higher. The primary reason for this limitation is the power absorbed 

in the aluninum. The same interband levels responsible for absorption in 

aluminum are present in other prospective reflector materials. Multilayer 

dielectric mirrors are a possible choice, but they are difficult to make, would 

likely still have considerable absorption, and would not be available below 

1000 A. 

2) Crystal Resonators; 

a) Bragg Reflection;  Below 1000 A resonant cavities with high 

reflectance are difficult to build for the reasons given above, but at very 
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short wavelengths of about 10 A or less it becomes possible to use Bragg re- 

flection from the crystal planes of solids. Several papers have presented 

possible x-ray resonators which would be suitable - theoretically at least - 

for an x-ray laser. The puckered ring design of Bond, Duguay, and Rentzepis 

[62] is shown in Fig. 2. This design allows the resonator to be tuned to 

the laser transition. The losses at each crystal reflection are less than 5%, 

but these losses multiply as crystal elements are added and so does the dif- 

ficulty of alignment. Single crystals with   alignments carefully fabricated 

might be used as resonators. Such resonators, as proposed by Deslattes [63], 

are shown in Fig. 3. Cotterill [64] proposes a resonator built using pairs 

of parallel crystal planes as shown in Fig. 4. In this design the polarization 

losses are less than the puckered ring, but alignment is likely to be pos.sible 

only if they are cut from a single crystal.  Kolpakov, et al. [65] consider 

the proposed resonators and add the idea of using a Borrmann crystal to insert 

and extract energy from the cavity. They also suggest that active substances, 

presumably capable of stimulated emission, might be incorporated in the 

Borrmann crystal. 

In spite of the theoretical work done already on x-ray resonators, they 

remain an extremely difficult problem. To align and use them in an x-ray 

laser will certainly be prohibitively difficult in the early stages of laser 

development. 

b) Distributed Feedback;  Some of the problems of alignment at- 

tributed to the previously mentioned resonators may be eliminated if a distributed 

feedback method, already successful with dye lasers and semiconductor lasers [66 1- 
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[711   in the infrared and visible,  can be extended to the x-ray region.     In these 

devices  the feedback mechanism is distributed through the lasing medium. 

Feedback is provided by Bragg scattering from a periodic variation of the re- 

fractive index of the gain medium or of the gain Itself.    Kogelnik and Shank 

[ 66]  solve  for the threshold conditions and give results for the case of  large 

gain factors.   Chinn and Kelley also analyze distributed feedback lasers   [72], 

Several distributed feedback lasers have been built using dyes   [66]-[68] 

and later the principle was transferred to semiconductor lasers   [70], [71]. 

Because of the extremely difficult problem of x-ray resonators, distributed 

feedback has been suggested as an alternative     [73]-[75].    Fisher  [73]  gives 

numerous crystals that have the proper lattice spacing to satisfy the re- 

quirements for distributed feedback for oxygen Ka emission.    In addition, 

the statement is made that standing waves may arise to avoid highly absorbing 

atoms present in the crystal.    This is an interesting poasibllity    which 

further suggests that traveling-waves might experience alternating sites of 

attenuation and amplification,  contradicting the thought that traveling-wave 

excitation  (See Sect ion IV.J) would be necessary in order to overcome the short 

gain lengths dictated by the short excited-state lifetime of x-ray transitions. 

The pumping requirements remain difficult to meet even if distributed feedback 

can be employed.    In addition,  the  large power densities required for pumping 

x-ray lasers may cause expansion, distortion, or even destruction of the 

periodic structure. Careful integration of pumping techniques and resonant 

structure design will be necessary to achieve a workable short wavelength 

laser employing distributed feedback. 
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B.    Amplified Spontareous Emission 

The now-Cradltlonal idea of a  laser consisting of an active medium pumped 

in some manner to produce an inverted population between two states, and 

Inserted between mirrors which form an optical resonant cavity, was formulated 

by Schawlow and Townes   [76] and reinforced by early successful  lasers.    The 

discovery  [77] of intense emission from systems without optical cavities 

(of Immense importance for lasers operated in the "vacuum" region) at first 

led to considerable semantic confusion which developed in conjunction with the 

term "superradiance"  coined by Dicke  [78],   [79]  In a hypothesis coucerning 

the addition of the spontaneous emission from quantum radiators excited in a 

coherent fashion.    This   confusion was partially side-stepped by substitution 

of the term'feuperfluoreaoeicd' which more nearly associated the enhanced emission 

with directed fluorescence.    Fortunately,  these semantic difficulties were 

cleared up by Allen and Pt-ters   [80] who went on to present a series of papers 

[81]-[85]  to clarify and make respectable the high gain mlrrorless systems which 

they appropriately termed amplified spontaneous emission  (ASE)  systems.    Since 

ASE systems will be of major importance in vacuum ultraviolet and x-ray lasers, 

it is appropriate to treat them ih;some,detail. 

1)    Threshold;    By following the argumentF of Peters and Allen  [81], 

using nomenclature  [86]   to be used extensively in Section II and in the three-level 

model in Fig. 5, a threshold condition can be derived starting with basic principles. 

Consider a pumped ensemble of excited radiators of length, L,  cross sectional 

area,, a, and inversion density, AN a  [N2 - (gg/g,) N3],for statistical weights 

g^ and gy    A quantity of photons n  of frequency v passing  through the cross 
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sectional area will Induce njAN/a atoms per unit volume per second to emit at 

that  location.    The resonance induced emission cross section is denoted by 

a.    But an/a = Bp(v), where 

Sithv (1) 

is the Einstein coefficient, and 

p(v) 
nhv 
acAv,, (2) 

is the radiation density. Here Av is the width of the Doppler broadened 

transition and T2 a (R23 + R2 )' ip the natural lifetime of state 2. 

Solving for a we obtain 

8it\) AVJJTJ 
(3) 

The equation for the rate of change of the number of photons,  6n, due 

to stimulated emission in the volume. La, in time, 6t, is given by 

6n    =    Lmnfit  . (4) 

If the threshold condition for ASE is defined as the condition when a 

spontaneously emitted photon at one end of the column (x=0) just induces another 

photon at the other end (x = L), then n6t = 1 and 6n = 1 in equation (4). 
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This yields the rel. r.lon for the critical Inversion density to reach 

threshold  [equivalent to unity gain coefficient »;    see also equation  (7)1 

8"%T2 
2 

LX * 
(5) 

where 0 is the branchiig ratio,   i.e.    ^/(RJÄS* 
= T

2
/T

23-' Alternatively«   for 

a given inversion density equation (5) will give the critical length Lc required 

to reach threshold, 

L      - c 

8rtAV2 

NX20 

(6) 

Allen and Peters verify their theoretical results by comparison with 

a series of experiments which they carry out and with the data of others. 

In a later paper [82] they connect their theory with the semi-classical laser 

theory of Stenholm and Lamb [87]. The relationship between the critical 

length L , for ASE and the minimum length, 1^, of active discharge at which 

mirrored laser action takes place is I^/L^ = 0.716^, where 6^ is the fractional 

loss per pass In the laser resonator. To test this experimentally the 3.39 tm 

transition in He-Ne was used, since it would operate both as a laser and a 

source of ASE [82]. A 125 cm long He-Ne discharge tube W» pia<ed between 

3m radius of curvature concave mirrors with mean reflectance, R = 0.98. The 

gas was. uniformly excited and it was possible to vary the length by removing 

or adding rf electrodes. Figure 6 shows the resulting variation of output 

Intensity with length for both modes of operation, and particularly 
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demonstrates the threshold for ASE. 

2)    Intensity and Saturation;    The success of this approach served to 

spur further Investigation    by Allen and Peters  [82] who solved rate equations 

for the populations  of two levels   (from „ re8ervöir ^^^ and the photon 

transport.    Care was taken to Include only the radiation that fell Into the 

position-dependent solid angle.    The solutions of the rate equations were 

used for predicting the intensity as a function of length for a constant 

inversion density and to fit the 3371 1 data of Leonard  [ 2 ]  for ^ as a test 

case, 

3)    -^ DlverBe"ce ^d Spatial Cphergnce,    The general Impression of 

ASE beam divergence is that it is controlled by the geometry of the gain 

region and would be simply d/L or possibly.d/(L-Lc).,    Peters and Allen 

point out   [84],   [851  that each contribution must, however, be weighted by the 

amount of amplification path through which It passes.    When numerical methods 

are used to weight each element geometrically,  the theory fits the divergence data 

very well.    The results show quite convincingly that the simple d/L ratio is 

not correct and that the "ASE-geometric theory" of Allen and Peters is necessary. 

On the question of spatial coherence, Allen and Peters offer the experi- 

mental measurements of fringe visibility versus length.    The measurements 

were made U8lng the 6l4o k pulaed neon la8er ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ 

Increases with gain length. 

4)    Spectral Distribute;    The spectral distribution (line-width)   in 

ASE systems has been somewhat confusing.    Early predictions produced a dependency 

that goes as Av/% - 1/(*L)*, i.e.. enhanced narrowlng at high galn#    ^ 
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and Peters have developed a theory in which the linewidth is a rather complicated 

function of length [8*1. They contrast their results with those of Yariv and 

Leite [88] for He-Ne and N, lasers as shown in Fig. 7. The theory predicts 

a sharp dip in Av just above L followed by additional broadening as length is 

increased. The minimum shown is due to competition between narrowing associated 

with increasing gain and broadening accompanying an increased range of fre- 

quencies. The existence of such a sharp minimum could be used as an indicator 

of stimulated emission. As yet no definitive measurements have been made to 

resolve the details of the theoretical predictions of Allen and Peters. 

It is also important to realize that there are limits to the application 

of the present ASE theory to likely x-ray and vacuum ultraviolet lasers. These 

devices nny be pulsed systems employing traveling-wave excitation. Also, the 

coupling of ASE amplifiers with a coherent beam produced, for example, by 

nonlinear mixing with harmonic frequencies may introduce new problems [89]. As 

yet the theory of ASL has not been extended to cover these cases. In addition, 

further information may be obtained from more formal and rigorous theoretical 

techniques such as the semi-classical laser theory of Lamb [90].  It appears 

that this work is in progress by Lamb [91] and by Hopf [92]. 
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I!.     BASIC  PHYSICS  PROBLEMS 

Besides  the materials problems described above,  the basic physical 

considerations pertinent to all the general schemes and the specific models 

tend to demand the very most that the current state-of-the-art can attain In 

pump power.    To produce gain, high inversion densities are called-for and, 

for most models, very rapidly-rising pump pulses are required to achieve 

inversion and gain prior to equilibration.    These problems will be anal>ied 

in this section in a rather general and scalable fashion, with several examples 

from recently suggested schemes. 

A.    Wavelength Dependence of Gain 

Continuing from Eqs.   (3)-(6),  the net gain achieved in a single pass through a 

medium of length, L,is given by    exp(aL),    with the small-signal gain coefficient, 

3 
o1, defined by 

X2A23 
a=aAN23=   i^T   |AN23' (V) 

where the subscripts again refer to the three state system shown in Fig.  5 with 

pumping from energy state  1 to 2 and lasing from 2 to 3, at rates R12, R^, 

etc., using nomenclature consistent with reference  [86].    These "states" are 

not restricted to one atom or ion,  i.e., transition 1 to 2 could be by ionization 

or recombination,  for example,, providing replenishment of state 1 is present 

as indicated by R ..    The parameters X, Av, and A23 are the wavelength  [93],   line- 

width in frequency units, and transition probability,  respectively.    The 

A numerical factor of 1/4«   Is sometimes used Instead of l/8jt; the factor- 
oi-v.ll difference is    small. 
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factor 5 varies  from unity for a Lorentzian line profile to  (jtln2)    for a 
4 

Gaussian-shaped Doppler broadened line.    The net  inversion density , ^93'   ^ 

again  [N,, -   (g2/g3)N3], with g2 and g3 the respective statistical weights, and 

is approximated by N_ when a  large inversion is achieved.    The product 
2 

X A«, " 0.67(g_/g2)f_2 numerically  [95], where f32 is  the absorption oacillator 

strength.    This relation removes the explicit wavelength dependence in 

equation (7),   since f«- is nearly constant along isoelectronic sequences  (and 

approaches unity for intense lines).    However,   the wavelength enters implicitly 

in the inversion density (Section ILB) and also in the expression chosen for 

the line width Av=(vA)AX or =   (c/X2) AX. 

Estimations of the line width,AX, as a function of wavelength are sum- 

marized in Fig.  8,  reproduced from [96] where the appropriate equations and 

detailed references are given.    A Lyman-n model is used.    The Uoppler width, 

AX , is dependent upon the particle thermal velocity and is associated with a kinetic 

temperature of W = hc/4X   (plasma model).    The natural viidth,AX,Includes 

both radiative and Auger decay.    A reduction associated with Auger decay for 

outer-electron stripping is indicated for neon Ions.    The limits    for 1 

1- and 2-electron ions are shown, although these limits are probably not 

realistically reached compared to L.« Doppler broadening present when such ions 

are created at high temperatures.    The importance of Stark broadening  [97] 

due to charged particles Increases rapidly with density for a specific wave- 

length, as indicated.     In addition to producing a decline in ^ain at high 

densities,  the onset of significant Stark broadening is associated with an 

approach of colllsionai  (statistical) equilibrium without population Inversion, 

as discussed  In Sect'.on ILB.   Fortunately,  significant gain can be anticipated 

There Is  one suggestion for lasing without population inversion  [94], based 
on Doppler  recoil line shifts. 
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at densities below the Stark regions with the choice of efficient pumping 

schemes.    However,   it  is diffir-It to conceive of reducing the  linewidth 

significantly below the Doppler value, A\)D « vA, where v is the mean particle 

velocity. 

The inversion density, AN23 <* N2, in (7) must be maintained against a 

depopulation rate  Cor   level 2 at  least as great as A23,  i.e., N2 < N^R^/A^), 

where R _ is the pumping rate, and again A23 « X    .    Thus,   from these general 

arguments it can be seen that the gain factor depends on a number of parameters, 

but scales approximately as \   .    This will be restated from the rump require- 

ment viewpoint in the following section, where it is seen that pump power density 

-4 
scales more strongly with wavelength, approximately as \ 

B.    Pumping Requirements 

From the arguments of the previous section, the high-inversion gain 

formula for Doppler broadened lines may be approximated for non-cavity operation 

by 

4«2 

0.67 f 32(g3/82) X N1 Tl2, (8) 

where Av    Is replaced by  (v A) with v.  the mean velocity for the amplifying 

particles and TU « RiVSs»  the niaximl,ln <R2n = 0^ de8ree of P1™?11^ for level 

2.    Recalling that the inversion factor (l-g^/g,^)  in the gain formula was 

assumed to be unity,   it is worth '.loting that high inversion ratios N2/N3 are 

possible and observable  [98],   [991    independent of the absolute values of 

density,»., degree of pumping T^, and gain.    In fact, preliminary experiments 
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towards development of population inversion are sometimes better performed 

under optically thin conditions at  lower densities. 

On the other hand,  the significant gain ultimately sought at short wave- 

lengths must be accompanied by high densities, N.,and/or large fractional 

pumping,!].    This is conveniently illustrated with equation (8)  for the case of 

a  laser-produced plasma medium, chosen since at present lasers offer the highest 

available concentration of pump power.    Taking oI.=5 as desirable  (unity at 

"threshold"  for ASE ), L=l cm,    ^ = 10    cm/sec and f^g./g,) * 0.5 for a 

strong line. 

^  N1 T12 > 10 18 
(9) 

results  for X  in A and Nj in cm"  .    Thus a 17. inversion at 1 A requires a 

20      -3 
density of N^ ^10      cm    .    This argument Involves a rather arbitrary value 

for the degree of inversion and does not indicate specific pump requirements  to 

achieve a high inversion density,AN23,at a particular wavelength.    By replacing 

Nj Tlj by NjRj^/Ajß in the gain formula and defining p12 B N^      and P      a p     (hc/X   ) 

as the volumetric pump rate and pump power, respectively, m   may be rewritten as 

A 2 
An v. 

'12 (10) 

1-r with r the reflectivity, where reflecting cavities exist. 

6 
Corresponds  to sustained inversion for 30 ps,  or self-terminating  lasing at 

X > 300 A.    Shorter wavelengths require reduced  lengths or traveling-wave 
synchronized pumping. 
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and  for the pump wavelength X w X/10, 
P 

% *   ■A^n2     X_   P12. 

40jt he   v^ 

(U) 

-3     -4 
These relations demonstrate the strong \      and X  wavelength dependence of 

the volumetric pumping parameters for a fixed gain coefficienti w, |1U0]. 
u 

With o* =5 and v=10 cm/sec again, minimum values of p „ and P  are calculated 

and tabulated in Table I for several wavelengths. Note that a closely related 

2 
parameter of importance is the pump irradiance, P „L  (W/cm ), which is fixed 

by the gain product^ »L, and equivalent to P - in Table I for a laser-produced 

plasma length L=l cm. 

TABLE I 

Volumetric Pumping Requirements 

X[A]: 10 100 1000 2000 

r -3   -li P12 [cm -sec  ] 

P12 [W-cm" ] 

10 
33 

10 19 

10 
30 

10 
15 

10 
27 

10 
11 

10 

10 

24 
10 

10 

23 

1) Wavelength Scaling; The volumetric reaction rate, p.-, can be expressed 

as N (a v ) where the subscript p denotes the pumping particle (or photon), 

a  ,the reaction cross section, and (a  v ), the rate coefficient, averaged 
P P P 

statistically over the distribution of velocities, v . Estimates of the 
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magnitude of reaction rates for some rather general pumping schemes scaled with 

wavelength are listed in Table II  (collisional ionization is omitted, as  it 

favors cuter electron removal). 

TABLE    II 

Pumping Rate Coefficient Magnitudes Scaled 

i.e., X ?» 15 A 

d v = I07 cm/sec, a  = 10"  2 , z the net ion charge 
P 

e v =• 108 cm/sec, a  >= 10"  '• , « the net ion charge 
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PROCESS <a v 
P 

> 
P 

3 
(cm    se< r1) 

Photolonlzation  ( 96],   [ICJ 10' 
12 X 

Electron Collisional Excitation  [103] 

Plasma 10' 
13 x3/2 

Beams 10' 
13 

X 

Dielectronic Capture   [102] 10" 
•13 x3/2 

Collisional Recombinationb,C  [103] 10* 
■13 x5/4 

Resonance Charge Transfer 

Plasma*1   [100] 10 
-6 cm 

Ion Beams6  (104] 10 
-5 x-1 

a
Wavelength >   in Ängstrom units 

h                                                          21      -3 
"Electron density N    = N    = i0     ian 

e        p 

'Vlust exceed radiative recombination [103] for which (a v 
D > ~ ^ 
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The rates shown are derived from relations In the indicated references. For 

photoicnization, a peak cross section «Z- was assumed (Z the nuclear charge), 

multiplied by c, and divided by 100 for ~ 1% absorption in the pumping band. 

14   -1 
For dielectronic capture, an autoionization (Auger) rate of 10  sec  was 

used in the detailed balancing formulism. In addition, various approximations 

were necessary in relating the rate coefficients solely to wavelength, with 

the emphasis on short wavelengths and a plasma medium.  Specifically, the laser 

wavelength was taken as X = 1216/z in Ängstrom units from Lytnan-o scaling, 

where z is the ion charge. The ionization potential was assumed to be 1.3 

times the excitation energy, with the latter taken to be 3 times the plasma 

electron temperature and also related to wavelength directly by hc/X. 

Returning to Table II, it is first noted that most rate coefficients 

tend to scale downward with shorter wavelength, which is detrimental for 

achieving high gain; only the resonance charge transfer process scales in 

an advantageous manner. A geometric-mean particle density, (NjN ) , can be 

derived for each of these schemes, using equation (10) and assuming a=5 cm 

and v =107 cm/sec for plasmas, 108 cm/sec for ion beams, and c for relativistlc- 

electron and photon beams. This parameter, plotted in Fig. 9 is particularly 

meaningful for plasma pumping schemes, and the reliability of the order of 

magnitude estimates in Table II is improved by the 0.5 power.  From Fig. 9 

it is seen that the density requirements are comparable between pumping schemes 

in the vacuum-uv (X > 100 k)  within an order-of-magnitude. Electron-collisional 

excitation is somewhat favored and the magnitude at 1000 A agrees with the H2 

discharge laser conditions [ 11]; thus the interest in extending proven electron 
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collislonally excited ultraviolet Ion laser transitions Into the vacuum-iiv 

region tiosl- The resonance charge transfer process with its anticipated 

(Section III) large cross section appears most favorable for extrapolation to 

the x-ray region.  It requires reasonable densities and gives a wide latitude 

for increasing the gain coefficient and reducing high density absorption. 

Collisional recombination excit.ition processes limit laser wavelengths to 

> 15 A for N = 1021 cm" . This particular limit is found by requiring the 

collisional recombination rate coefficient(~10"  X ' ) to exceed the rate 

-11 -% 
coefficient for radiative recombination into lower states (~ 10   X ) 

(See Table II). This wavelength limit also happens to correspond to the 

21  -3 
assumed density of 10  cm , which is an upper limit for present laser- 

produced plasmas. 

Also indicated in Fig. 9 is the region in which plasma Stark-effect 

line broadening becomes Important.  Since Stark widths scale approximately 

as charged particle density in plasmas, the gain factor in the Stark region 

will tend to scale with N, Instead of N.N . Approaching the region of Stark 
1 1 p 

broadening importance also Implies increased collisional effects on the lasing 

levels.  Indeed, a check of several promising schemes indicates that the 

dominance of Stark broadening is correlated with an approach to collisional 

equilibrium with non-inverted statistical population distributions [106]. 

Thus, densities significantly exceeding the "Stark line" in Fig. 9 would not 

be particularly advantageous for achieving high gain, and the higher-density 

approaches depicted (e.g., collisional recombination) are the most limited. 

2) Pump Power Limitations; The estimates plotted \.n  Fig. 9 are continued 
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(except for collislonal  recombination)  to short wavelengths and to densities 

21      -3 
exceeding those expected  from present  laser-produced plasmas   (~ 10      cm 

[1C7],   [108]),   in anticipation of eventual inertial compression as planned for 

laser-pellet  fusion.     Such compression would also aid in meeting the volumetric 

pump power requirements   indicated above.    The dashed portions  of the lines  in 

Fig.  9 indicate those regions where present technology cannot meet the density 

requirements.     If,   for example, even 10 percent of the power from a 1 TH 

-3      3 
laser could be utilized  for  pumping in a volume, of 10      cm    (1 cm length, 

400 ym diameter) ,  the power density of 10     W/cm    would place a  lower limit 

of about   ~13 k on the achievable wavelength. 

Vacuum spark discharges are known to produce very hot, dense plasmas 

15 3 
in small regions   [109].   Such discharges may radiate as much as  10      W/cm 

of x-rays in a 100 ym spherical plasma  [ 110] where a gain factor of 

cy=500 cm      is required due  to the small dimension.    Significant amplification 

according to Fig.  9 would only occur at wavelengths  longer than 700 A, and 

21      -3 with the high densities   (~ 10      cm    )  typical for such a device,  collisional 

domination without inversion Is likely at such long wavelengths.    Thus,  this 

relatively simple and convenient source may be more useful for determining 

promising population inversion methods at low gain,  short wavelength, and under 

optically thin conditions,   for application to extended laser-heated plasmas 

of similar environment. 

Electron beams of power comparable to lasers exist at present; however, 

the focusing volume achievable so far would be approximately 300 times  larger  [111] 

(for a cylindrical geometry)  so that a short wavelength limit of ~ 50 A  is 
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expected for this mode of pumping with present technology, as indicated in 

Fig. 9. 

2) Additional Considerations: 

a)  Reduced Gain Factor; High density limitations can be reduced 

with a lower gain coefficient,o-, providing the net gain determined by exp(oL) 

for a specified degree of amplification is maintained through a correspondingly 

Increased length,!,and eventually traveling-wave pumping for short wavelength 

and self-terminating transitions.  (An exception to this reduced density option 

is the colllsinal recombination scheme where the high electron densities are 

also required to overcome competitive radiative recombination into lower 

levels.) Here the pump irradiance,!^?.^»remains the same and must be distributed 

over a larger volume, which could present a technical problem for laser pumping 

schemes. However, other extended pumping sources have been suggested, such 

as traveling-wave transverse electron beams (Section IV) and swept ion beams. 

For example, by the scaling in Fig. 9, as well as from (10), »=0.1 can be 

achieved at a wavelength of 300 A with (^N )* ~ 1016 cm-3 obtained in a near- 
J. p 

,22 10 solid target of density Nj = 10      cm      ard N    - 101U cm    .    The latter may be 

obtained from a swept       25 keV,    20 mA  ion 

beam focused to a 0.2 cm radius in a resonance charge transfer reaction  (see 

Section III.B). Equation  (11)  restricts  the volume for a beam of this power 

such that a maximum depth of the order of 10 pm must be tnalntalned.    While 

beam currents  In the hundreds of mA are suggested  [112],  state-of-the-art 

Ion-beam technology appears to limit this approach to the hundreds-of- 

Angstrom region. 
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b) Competitive Decay from State 2:  So far it has been assumed that 

the upper laser state (designated 2 in Fig. 5) decays only through the laser 

transition to state 3, i.e., alternate decay rates R2n are much less than A23. 

With this assumption, t-he pump requirements are independent of line strength 

(i.e., weak lines are accompanied by an increased pump-state density) and a 

number of other, often weak, transitions appear to be attractive candidates 

for lasing at short wavelengths. With R«  included, the degree of pumping, 

T] in (7) becomes R ./(A.g+R, ) and the volumetric pumping parameters, p12 

k 
and P.- as well as the mean density (N.N ) ,scale up by the ratio 

Li.3 I    p 

(A-o+R, )/A23, where the line strength again enters through A23 for R2n large. 

One class of schemes for which R2 can be important is when alternate 

spontaneous decay occurs in an isolated atom or ion. An example is an inner- 

shell lasing transition (Section III) for which autoionization (Auger) decay 

is also possible, and highly probable for low-Z elements. Another example 

would be second-order double electron transitions, where one electron 

decays in a radiative transition and another changes state so that a shifted 

line occurs, with reduced reabsorptlon.  In this case R. represents the 

"normal" decay mode with a rate much higher (typically ~ 100 times) than A23. 

Another class of schemes applies when R. is a colllslonal-depopulatlon rste. 

Again, collislonal depopulation is expected to be generally Important in the 

high density "Stark region" indicated in Fig. 9, where R2n represents transitions 

between states 2 and 3. Collislonal depopulation to other bound states, with 

rapid decay, or to other ionic species through lonlzatlon or recombination 

can also be Important starting at lower densities, particularly for weak 
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lines and those originating on metastable upper states  (see below).    Obviously, 

each case must be treated Independently, and knowledge of rates  for many 

Important colllslonal transitions  Is either very limited or non-existent. 

C.    Duration of the Inversion 

1)    Transient  to CW       Extremes;    Using the nomenclature  in Fig. 5, a 

population inversion can be maintained between energy states 2 and 3 as  long 

as the rate R_    of depletion of state 3 to some other state m exceeds the 

rate R„- at which it is  filled, with adequate m-> 1 replenishment of the initial 

state 1.    However,   if R,    =0 (e.g., with 3 a ground state),  population Inversion 

ceases in an equilibration interval.    These extremes and the Intermediates 

have been deduced analytically  [86 ]  for this three-state model for a pump 

pulse with both a short  risetime t    « T,  [T    s (R     + R    )"  ,  the lifetime 

of state 2), as well as  for a linear-ramp rising pump pulse,  i.e., Rio = R^2t• 

With the inversion density in (7) written with a separate factor   T.(t),  i.e.. 

AN23 « N1TR12/(R23 + R2n) = N1 R,2 T2 T , (12) 

the time dependence of the inversion density is calculated and the results 

are shown in Fig.   10 versus t/T    for the fast rising pirnv pulse case.    Positive 

T implies gain, negative values imply net loss.    The parameter Gsg R    /g (R   +R23) 

is a modified statistical weight ratio.    For R.    small, and g2=g,, G ft- 1 and the 

Inversion tlm^ t. w T23»   ^'e-t inverslor. ceases  in about the radiative lifetime 

of the upper laser level, as expected.    A selection of g,, > g« states could 

extend this time somewhat and also raise the degree of inversion.    However, 
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decreasing G by increasing R, does not extend the inversion time appreciably, 

since T decreases proportionally. An equivalent parameter T(T2/t) for the 

linear-ramp pumping case yields similar results. These R3m = 0 examples re- 

present the self-terminating mode of pre-equilibrium population inversion. 

Included  in Fig. 10 is the G=0 limit which is also equivalent to the 

case when R„ becomes very large, i.e., the continuous inversion cw-mode. 
3m 

Here the time dependent factor,T(t), becomes unity and the inversion density 

is given by tLR.-Tn, the coronal-equilibrium value. With high inversion, 

AN  approaches N and AK^/K   w Ri2T2 H ^ siVeS the fractiorial P^P^S for 

the laser medium (Section II.B). This cw-mode obviously is the most desirable 

situation. An intermediate mode of operation is for ^ta 2 t0  be flnite wtth 

values greater or less than unity corresponding to sustained or terminated 

gain, respectively. The time dependent factor for the fast rising pump 

pulse case is plotted for G = 1 in Fig.11 and illustrates the approaches to 

partial equilibrium inversion densities for the intermediate Rßjj,"1^ case8' 

Such curves can be used to determine the approximate inversion densities 

(see Section m.C, for example). 

The detailed analytical formulas leading to these graphs can be found 

in reference [ 86 ]. They are necessarily approximüte, but of general usetulness 

for preliminary analyses. Numerical modeling for specific pump modes and atomic 

models is essential, particularly for the quasl-cw schemes where the replenish- 

ment rates could not be included in the analytical model. Such requirements 

for replenishment can include both the internal pumping partible (e.g., an energetic 

plasma electrons or a photon) as well as the amolifying particle. As. 

an example of the latter, the Ko quasi-cw scheme discussed in Section IH.C 
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generates additional lonization and a sufflciont recombination rate is required 

to sustain the Inversion density. 

2) Metastabla States; The use of metastable states as upper laser 

states with extended lifetime T2 has been suggested as a means of laduclng the 

pump pulse rlsetime requirements for rapidly terminated population inversions [113],[114]. 

This is particularly important for laslng at wavelengths shorter than ~ 30 A, 

where sub-picosecond risetlmes are required.  Since both the pump power density 

and the gain coefficient scale as the product of density and transition 

probability, the pump power required remains the same for fixed gain whether 

the laser transition is an allowed dipole or forbidden transition. (However, the densities 

increase for the longer-lived upper laser states.) Unfortunately, it is 

difficult to find a metastable upper state that terminates in such a high 

energy transition on a lower state that does not also accumulate population by 

a dipole-allowed transition at a higher rate. For example, the well-known 

n=2 triplet levels of helium-like (and beryllium-like) Ions decay to the 

ground state in relatively slow intercomblnatlon transitions [115] but population 

inversion would require filling of the triplet levels preferentially over the 

singlet levels.  Such a selection is not known to exist, certainly not by 

excitation from the lower ground state [116]. Required selectivity would have 

to evolve from a capture process of acme  sort. 

In the event that such preferential population should be discovered, as 

has been suggested [117] for a recombination radiative trapping scheme, the 

next most Important concern Is the competing depopulation (by, for example, 

electron collisions at the increased densities) from level 2 at a rate R2n 
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as designated In Fig. 5. This effect is discussed in Section 11. 3.b where it is 

pointed out that the pumping requirements increase as R„ /A0„ for R0 »A-,. In    li in   li 

For the intercombination transition examples discussed above, collislonal 

ionization [103] as well as spin-exchange transitions occur at a high rate r118] 

even at moderate densities. A rapid rise in A?3 with Z for "forbidden" lines 

can be expected [115], so that R. may not dominate at very short wavelengths; 

however the associated short lifetime, T , would negate the advantage of the 

metastable state.  Sparse collislonal data exist for a thorough evaluation 

hr.re, but again the first problem is to identify a realistic laser transition. 

A somewhat different approach makes use of metastable states for the 

accumulation of electrons in a majority of the lasant ions (at a relatively 

low density) and the subsequent transfer of the electrons to a i.earby dipole- 

coupled state by absorption of laser emission  [114], [119]-[121]. Singly- 

ionized lithium is a popular example, with 2 S population (followed by 

2 S-* 2 P transfer) to be provided either by charge transfer collisions oi' by 

photoionization of a Is electron from neutral lithium atoms. Recently the 

population and storage by charge transfer has been demonstrated for (Sr )  ions 

formed by a Mg + Sr reaction [122]. This approach obviously overlaps other 

areas Included in this review, but the novelty lies in the use of metastable 

states for the accumulation of electrons in an excited state adjacent to the 

upper laser level. 

D- Beam Propagation Losses in the Lasant 

The only loss mechanism expected to be significant in the lasant medium 

is that due to photoionization. Compton scattering as well as inverse 

bremsstrahlung effects have been considered [123] and shown to be negligible. 
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Photoionliatlon becomes a consideration whenever there are electrons bound 

with less energy than that of the laser photons. Then the density, N ,of 
o 

atoms or ions with such bound electrons multiplied by the photoionizatlon 

cross sectionspl, gives the photoionizatlon coefficient a    ,  i.e., 
-20 

V ~ 10   No for a rather apical value [96 ] of a  ~ 10"20 cm2 and N 
« Pi o 

In units of cm  (api is strongly frequency dependent and varies approximately 
_3 

as v  for laser frequencies,v, above the absorption edges). Thus, it is for 

innershell transitions at high densities that propagation losses are 

significant and the gain must be adjusted to overcome such losses [ 96 ]. 

E.  Summary of Laser Physics at Short Wavelengths 

The achievement of significant gain at short wavelengths is limited 

to about 10 A at present by the available power density and, for self 

terminating schemes, by the ability to concentrate power into a short-rise- 

time pumping pulse. The density limits indicated in Fig. 9 are dictated by the 

o-5 condition baaed upon a short-length laser-heated plasma model, since this 

is at present the highest power density source available. These "limits" 

can thus be scaled down with extended lengths L, keeping ah  constant, with the 

exception of the collisional recombination scheme which depends on high density 

to achieve an Inversion irregardless of absolute gain.  Pumping requirements 

are not affected by the strength of the lasing line unless alternate spontaneous 

or collision-induced depopulation of the upper laser state occurs at a rate 

exceeding that for spontaneous radiative decay. This represents an additional 
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limitation for schemes involving weak lines, high lying states, and for most 

innershell transitions.  Significant gain with beam pumping appears to be 

presently limited to the 100's of A region by state-of-the-art technology. 

Metastable states appear promising mainly as slowly filled electron-storage 

states for rapid transfer-pumping to nearby dipole coupled upper laser states. 

Assuming continued advancement In pump source technology, the forseeable wave- 

length limit for non-nuclear transitions occurs near 0.1 A with the Lyman-a 

line for a hydrogenic Z=lu0 ion. 
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III.     POSSIBLE DIRECT LASER APPROACHES 

A number of approaches have been proposed and/or attempted for 

achieving sufficient population inversion for laaing in the vacuum ultra- 

violet and x-ray spectral regions.    The more attractive and understandable 

approach^ -r- treated in some detail in the folio*...g, as are some experimental 

observations suggesting short wavelength gain which so far defy reasonable theoretical 

explanation. 

A.    Electron Collislonal Excitation 

^    Electron Collisions with Molecules:    Molecular lasers occupy an 

Important place among the types of lasers which have been developed to date. 

They span the spectrum from the millimeter wave region to the vacuum ultra- 

violet.    They possess characteristics which qualify them for high power cw 

machining in Industry,  for pumping dye lasers,  for powerful weapons, and for 

attempting to create thermonuclear fusion.    Since the electronic transitions in 

molecules have been used to generate almost all the vacuum ultraviolet lasers 

developed so far,  they must be considered of major Importance    for the 

vacuum-uv region.      Since   , both the review of   Rhodes  [54]  of ultraviolet 

laser physics and the review by Wood [124] of hlgh-pressure pulsed molecular 

lasers cover portions of this topic very well, only the fundamental processes will 

he discussed here from the viewpoint of acquainting the reader unfamiliar with the 

topic, and for allowing discussions of future lasers to be meaningful. 

Figure 12 shows simplified potential energy diagrams for a)  N,, b) H , 

and c) Xe2.    Each of these molecules represents a somewhat different type 

of iaaer transition, but nitrogen and hydrogen have the most In common. 
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These two molecules have stable ground states, and at room temperature only 

the ground vibrational level is filled. Electron collisions fill the upper 

states  In accordance with Franck-Condon factors and with the energy spectrum 

of the electrons.    In nitrogen,  several triplet levels are heavily populated 

3 3 ar>d  lasing is produced on the transition C 11   -♦ B 11    in the near uv and on the 

3 3 + transition B II   -» A E      in the infrared.    In both cases the laser emission 
g u 

quickly terminates due to the long lifetime of the lower laser level.    This 

level  fills rapidly, destroying the inverted population needed for lasing. 

Also,  these triplet levels cannot make transitions back to the ground electronic 

level.     In hydrogen,  singlet states are populated by electron Impact and 

transitiona back to the ground electronic state are possible.    Lasing results 

on the B E+ -» X E* and C 11   -» X-E+ transitions producing vacuum ultraviolet 
u g u g 

emission from a number of vibrationa'-rotational lines. Several studies of 

possible triplet state  lasing have been carried out also  [123]-[128L 

The energy level diagram for Xe. is considerably different from the 

other molecules because thä ground state is unstable.    The molecule exists 

only  in an excited state.    When it gives up its excited energy and returns to 

the ground state,  the two atoms rapidly dissociate.    This is excellent for lasers 

because the lower laser level cannot fill and terminate the  inversion.    As 

long as the molecules exist some inversion density exists.    Production of the 

excited rare gas molecules is a far more complicated process involving several 

steps.    The molecules are most efficiently produced by excitation or ionization 

of high pressure gas volumes.    At the high pressures required, the most suitable 

excitation source is the electron beam.    Electron beams have been employed as 

excitation devices for almost all the rare gas lasers that have been produced 

(as discussed in Section 1), but it seems possible that some  less sophisticated 
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method may emerge eventually. 

The primary high energy electrons, the secondary electrons and the return 

current electrons participate in the excitation process which could go as   [54  ], 

[129],   [130] 

e" + Xe -» e' + Xe*- ;        Xe* + Xe + Xe   -> Xe* + Xe, (13) 

or as 

e" + Xe -+ e" + e" + Xe+ ;    Xe+ + Xe + Xe   ->    Xe^ + Xe, 

followed by 

Xe£ + e" -♦ Xe* + Xe  ;      Xe   + Xe + Xe   -»   Xe2 + Xe  . 

(14) 

(15) 

Here the asterisk and the plus superscripts refer to excited and ionized species, 

respectively.    Typical operating conditions are from 300 keV - 2 MeV voltages 

and at pressures of 100 - 500 psia.    Numerous other molecules have the same 

characteristic of existing only in the excited state [131],   [132]. 

Certainly additional vacuum-ultraviolet lasers can be produced using 

molecular transitions.    The bound-free excimer transitions are especially 

attractive, because the dissociative lower laser level and the high pressures 

at which the system operates hold out the possibility of high power, high 

efficiency and possibly even cw operation.    The possibility exists of obtaining 

laser emission in the 600 - 800 A region from Ne    and He  .    In addition, 

neutral molecules do exist which have sufficiently spaced electronic energy 
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levels to produe lasing below 1000 A.  For example there exist in nitrogen 

singlet states which couple to high vibrational levels of the ground state. 

If these spates can be excited, emission in the 900 - 980 A region appears 

possible. 

2) Electron Collisions with Ions;  Lasing in the visible and near ultra- 

violet spectral regions on electron collisionally-excited transitions in 

singly and multiply ionized atoms is well known [54], even though the exact 

mechanism for population is sometimes debated i*  particular cases. A 

favorite lasing ti.-.-'nsition involves two n = 3 levels in light ions where excitation 

is most easily understood to be from the n = 2 ground state, with direct ionization 

into n = 3 excited states from the previous Ion species considered a possibility. 

Electrically-excited ion lasers of the discharge variety operate in the cw 

mode, where excitation presumably takes place in a non-dipole transition followed 

by lasing on a dipole transition and rapid final state depletion in a second 

dipolo transition. 

The öuccess of such ion lasers operated with resonant cavities, 

particularly the recently developed z-pinch plasma type   [133], [134], has 

encouraged the consideration [losl, [135] of extrapolation of such transitions into 

the vacuum ultraviolet region following isoelectronic sequences  (i.e., ions 

with the same number of bound electrons). For example, a successful lasing 

transition in a six-electron carbon-like N+ ion might also be expected to 

prove successful at shorter vavelengths with six-electron iona of higher-Z 

materials. A major obstacle in such an extrapolation arises due to the lack 

of efficient cavities in the vacuum ultraviolet region, so that increases in 
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the required gain coefficient by factors of approximately 100 or more are 

required. Nevertheless, a simple three-level model was formulated for carbon- 

like ions which supposed electron-collislonal excitation of a 2p valence electron 

into a 3p level followed by lasing from 3p to 3s and finally rapid depletion 

of the lower laser level 3s to the initial 2p level, in a quasi-cw scheme [105], 

ffhe terminology quasi-cw is used to indicated that stationary inversion is 

expected, but most probably is limited to the interval during which proper excitation 

conditions can be met in a particular plasma, as indeed was found for example 

In the z-pinch visible ion laser.) The basic model is illustrated in the 

energy level diagram shown in Fig. 13. A gain coefficient of either 1 or 

5 cm  for short, noncavity, ASE operation can be expected with sufficient 

2p to 3p collisional excitation at high density and/or high temperatures. A 

high density limit is approached, however, as the electron collisional de- 

population rate from the upper 3p laser level to the 3d and 3s levels becomes 

comparable to the spontaneous decay rate for the laser transition, and this 

produces values for the upper density limit indicated for various atoms as 

shown in Fig. 14. A later more complete numerical analysis [136] indicated that 

electron denaities could exceed this limit by as much as a factor-of- ten before 

population inversion was destroyed by collisional equilibrium; however the losses 

increase with increasing density above those values shown in Fig. 14.  It 

Is to be noted in Fig. 14 that electron temperatures tea times higher than the 

equilibrium temperatures assumed for the ions are used. This was required 

in order to attain sufficient gain to reduce the gain length to a length of 

~ 1 cm which is considered reasonable for short wavelength lasers such as 

pumped in laser-produced plasmas.  Such high electron temperatures    only 

exist [137] for short tines, hence the "quasi" nature of this amplification. 
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2+ 
Kumerlcal modeling [136], [138] on the 0  ion has yielded gain coefficients 

consistent with operation of lasers with this species in the near ultraviolet 

region in cavities, and has also shown that the required temperature differential 

can be maintained for reasonable times at the low associated densities. 

However, such modeling only assumes that a certain amount of energy is deposited 

in the plasmas in a very short time to heat the electrons and that relaxation 

proceeds fran that initial condition.  In a practical experiment, the enhanced 

electron heating in a plasma will probably have to be obtained by a direct 

electrical process rather than by laser energy deposition.[139], since the absorption 

length for the laser radiation in plasmas at such low density is unreasonably 

long. For example, proper operation of a 1 m long traveling-wave discharge 

3+        7 
which has been shown to produced C  ions [140] would seem to be a possibility 

at gain coefficients >  0.01 cm' . Gain lengths » 100 cm are possible without 

enhanced electron heating as shown in Fig. 15. 

As noticed from Figs. 14 and 15, 3p -♦ 38 transitions are limited as far 

as reaching short wavelengths. Transitions involving n = 4 states are even 

less desirable, both because of the more rapid collisional coupling between n = 4 levels 

and the associated lower density limits and longer lasbig wavelengths. For shorter wavtlengths 

it is more interesting to consider lasing on n = 3 to n = 2 transitions where, 

for example, again quasi-cw inversion can be expected in helium-like twj- 

electron ions with electron collisional pumping from the 1 S ground state to 

the 3 S state, followed by lasing between 3 S and 2 F and rapid lower state 

depletion from 2 P to 1 S. The situation la not dissimilar to the 3p •* 3B 

scheme in that collisional coupling between n=3 levels enter at some density. 

7 3+ 
The mechanism for 2p-2s population inversion     in C      is not well understood; 

perhaps a dynamic mechanism as  suggested by Norton and Wooding  [141]   for similar 
ions is applicable. 
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However, final collislonal destruction of the population inversion between the 

n=3 and n=2 levels occurs at a much higher density, so that high gains can be 

expected at shorter wavelengths. An initial analysis by Palumbo [136] again 

indicates that electron temperatures exceeding ion temperatures are required to 

accomplish the necessary pumping over the large Is -» 2s  energy gap in helium-like 

ions.  In this case it is reasonable to consider as a lasant the critical 

absorption layer in a plasma produced by a X = 1 /jm laser at an electron density of 

'Jl       -3 10      cm    .    Assuming a density of this magnitude, electron kinetic temperature, 

kT      varying from 1 to 5 keV, and an ion kinetic temperature of kT =kT /2  (prior 

to complete cquipartition of energy),  gain coefficients have been calculated 

for helium-like ions of various elements and are plotted versus Z in Fig.   16  [136]. 

The computations show a peak gain coefficient of less than    7 cm      and an optimum 

atomic number Z in the range  11 to 15 for these temperatures and densities.    The 

ion temperature, T., affects the calculated results only through Doppler 

broadening of the lasing line;  and a hiy.her T./Xi ratl0 results in increased 

a according to T.     .    Higher electron temperatures have little effect on a, because 

kT    becomes comparable to the pump energy and exponential factors are less 
8 

effective.      Electron temperatures >1 keV at present are mainly produced in 

condensed spark plasmas   [109],   [110]  of dimensions on the order of 0.01 cm 

or l^.ss, resulting in low values of the product at.    Such high electron 

temperatures In laser produced plasmas will probably depend upon compression 

In pellet experiments. 

Prior to direct amplification experiments,  it may be possible to measure 

population inversions at  low net gain, as outlined in Section II.B.    This  is true for 

either the 3p-»3s or the 3s-»2p schemes described above.    For example,  in the latter 

case a relative intensity measurement of the 3 S-* 2 p and the 2 P-» 1 S lines would 

yield the relative upper and lower lauer state populations using known oscillator 

strengths.    The wavelength difference  (approximately a factor-of-10)  could be 

spanned with corresponding    3 P   -♦    2 S    and      3 P     -»IS 
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lines in a branching ratio approach, since both originate on the same level. 

Typical potjuü-tion deviations from "normal" may be only a factor-of-two [136], 

so that available overall experimental precision must be carefully assessed. 

Another experiment also involving the pumping of helium-like 0  ions 

in a laser-produced plasmas has been proposed [142], where electron-collisional 

pumping from the llS  ground state to the 3l?  state would be followed by lasing 

from 3l?-*  21S. This would be a self-terminating (pre-equilibrium) sehe ae and 

also requires that electron collisional population o'; the lower laser 2 S 

level fron the ground state occur at a lower rate than the upper 3 P level 

population. Indeed, at very high electron energies it is expected that the 

11S •* S1?  electron collisional excitation rate exceed the non-dipole 

llS -» 21S rate.  In this experiment it is proposed that a transient non-thermal 

electron energy distribution be obtained, featuring a very strong high energy 

component to provide the preferential S1? excitation at a sufficiently large 

11S ■*  S1? excitation rate, in a situatlo-i somewhat similar to that above 

where high electron temperatures were discussed. An experiment to test this 

scheme using a plasma produced by a focused high power laser beam is underway. 

B. Electron Attachment 

1) Collisional Recombination;  Population of upper laser states In Ions 

by the capture of free electrons appears to be an efficient pumping process 

compared to direct excitation, although sufficient energy to produce and maintain 

the necessary density of free electrons in a plasma must still be attained.  Free- 

electron capture with the release of radiant energy (radiative recombination) 

proceeds preferentially Into tightly-bound states which is not desirable for 

achieving a population Inversion. At high densities, however, three-body 
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(colllslonal) recombination can become significant, wherein the excess capture- 

energy la carried away by an additional electr m.    In contrast to radiative 

recombination, colllslonal recombination strongly favors capture into states 

with lower binding energy,   i.e.,  potential upper laser states.    Such capture 

is  followed by cascading,  for which radiative rates are highest  for the  low 

lying states;  this supports population inversion. 

There are a number of published suggestions  for short wavelength lasers 

based upon this  idea  b.33], [l43]-{l54],  starting with the 1565 paper by 

Gudzen'co and Shelepin [143].    Most are for hydrogen or hydrogenic  ions with 

3-* 2  laslng transitions, although some have suggested Inversion with the 

ground state,  i.e., 2-» 1 Lyman-« laslng.    There have been both semi-quantitative, 

analytical and, more recently, numerical treatments of the concept,  some 

predicting very high gain coefficients for optimum connitions. 

A rather basic requirement of such colllslonal recombination schemes 

Is a high pumping rate, achievable at high densities, prior to reaching a 

non-lnvertfd state of equilibrium.    This has  led to an Increasing recognition 

of the demand for extremely rapid cooling following the creation of the stripped 

ions.    In fact, most of the high gains predicted numerically assume a very low 

temperature compared to that necessary to create the ions in an equilibrium 

plasma.    Free expansion of,  for example, a laser-produced target plasma has 

been proposed, but this alone may not provide a sufficient rate of cooling, 

and a density decrease accompanies the expansion.    In one proposed experiment 

[145] with laslng on the Lyman-a line of neutral hydrogen at 1216 A,  cold 

electrons would be produced by multlphoton ionlzation followed by recombination 
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and  lasltig in times shorter than the collisional heating times for the electrons. 

This approach  seens  limited to neutral hydrogen,  but  is  still  interesting for 

the vacuura-uv region.     Moat proposals  involve  transient phenomena, although 

there is one proposal   [149]  for a stationary Inversion between n=3-» n=2 in an 

expanding arc-heated plasma.    No gain factors are given for the relatively 

low densities   Involved here and radiation trapping, which adds  to the population 

rate for the lower state in particular,  is neglected. 

A fundamental difficulty in any modeling of the recombination laser ia 

the lack of reliable colllsicnal rate coefficient data. Collisions are 

of vital importance in the punping process,  in the redistribution of population 

between bound and free states, and in the electron cooling/heating processes. 

While most excitation (and de-excitatlon)  rates are known or can be calculated, 

collisional ionization rates,  particularly from excited states, r.r« relatively 

difficult to obtain theorclcally and experimental data are non-existent. 

Since the critical three-body collisional-recombination pumping process is 

the inverse of collisional ionization from excited states,  it is usually deduced 

by detailed balancing arguments, which adds further importance to the collisional 

ionization rate.    Therefore, at this point it seems appropriate to emphasize 

the obtainment of such fundamental and critica1  data,  perhaps   either through theory 

or by electron beam   experiments on excited atoms or ions resonantly-pumped 

with tuned lasers,for examples.    Deduction of such vital rates fron high 

density experiments does not seem possible   due to the complicated dynamics 

associated vith most of such plasmas generated at present. 

In spite of the complexities and uncertainties associated with this 

scheme,  some direct observations  t98 ],   [99 ],  indicate a marginal degree of 
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population Inversion existing In expanding laser produced plasmas, at densities 

too lo* for demonstrable gain.    The uncertainties are admittedly large at present 

but  the results  are encouraging,  since population  Inversion Is Indeed   :he pre- 

requisite for eventual useful gain devices. 

It may be recalled from Section I that this approach has some basis 

short wavelength limitations due to the eventual dominance of radiative recom- 

bination Into  lower states and to densities approaching the solid level.    The 

actual limits again, vary with formulas chosen.but  this certainly appears  tc 

be most promising as a vacuum-uv and perhaps soft x-ray laser scheme. 

2)    Dlelectronlc Capture:    As  the name implies, dlelectronic capture Is 

an Interaction involving a double transition.     It occurs when a free electron 

Interacts with an Ion and is first "captured" Into an excited state with the 

associated excitation of a bound electron.    Thus, a metastable complex is formed, 

and the associated excitation has been suggested as an x-ray laser pumping 

mechanism.    Since the free electron can have a kinetic energy less than the 

threshold value for colllsional excitation of the bound electron (by the 

amount of its final binding energy),  the process is sometimes considered as 

a sub-threshold resonance in the overall scattering process.    The captured 

electron may exist in quasi-discrete levels prior to stabilization.    Following 

capture, stabilization can occur through several possible channels, one of 

which is autoionlzatlon (a radlationless "Auger"  transition) which Is the 

inverse process and effectively jresults  in an elastic scattering refonance. 

Relaxation of both electrons into stable bo1 ad states can also occur in an 

overall rearranger-ant collision with radiative recombination.    In addition. 
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a radiative-Auger stabilization mode is possible causing the release of both the 

captured electron and a  photon of variable energy due to an overall re- 

arrangement collision with bremsstrahlung type emission  [155).    It is the 

recombination mode  that would be cost attractive for achieving population 

inversion, and this  can only be expected to dominate over autoionization 

for high Z  (> 40)  elements      (see, e.g.,   [156]). 

Nevertheless, assuming that all captured electrons produce candidate 

ions for amplification, a pumping rate coefficient (ev),    1    can be estimated 

from the capture rate.    This rate, which is easily obtained fron detailed balancing 

arguments for free electron captu/a into a specific state,  is   [102],   [157] 

<av> 
h3r 

die! 2(2jtrfTV 
e 

3/2 ■f     «p   [-aElf/ftTe], (16) 

Here g   and g_ are the statistical weights of the initial and final bound 

states, respectively, AE   , is the absolute energy difference between these 

states, and r(< 10      sec" )  is  the  (inverse) autoionization rate.    This can 

be summed over the few  (< 10) bound states expected at the high densities 

Involved In short-wave length laser media.    Numerically the rate is at best 

comparable to direct electron collisional excitation, which Is not unexpected 

[158],    This conclusion  is supported by the observation of somewhat weaker 

satellite lines  to helium-like resonance lines observed in a number of laboratory 

plasmas and associated with dielectronic recombination  [157], 

It might be remarked that the large relative importance [15^,   [159] of 

this process to overall reccmbiaation rates in stellar atmospheres at low 
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densities, as well »«  the associate large population of high-lying states 

[l60l, comes about because of the multitude of very high discrete quantum 

states present and does not carry over to densities found in laboratory 

plasmas   [160],   [161].    Therefore dielectronic recombi-iation appears at best 

to be a supplement to direct electron collisional excitation,  under the 

conditions where the lasing Ion is formed by recombination from a higher 

ionic species. 

3)    Atom-Ion Resonance Charge Transfer:    As pointed out in Section II, 

a pumping process which has a large cross section for preferential population 

of specific excited states in ions is most desirable for achieving population 

inversion at short wavelengths.    The resonance charge transfer collisional 

interaction 

IZ+   +   A-»    I(Z"1)+(n*) +.A+    +AE (17) 

2+ between a neutral atom. A, and an ion, I   , of net charge, r, with a cross section 

-16    2      2 of approximately 10        z    cm ,  is a very promising candidate  [100], since this 

cross section is several orders-of-magnitude higher than other excited-state 

population  cross sections.    The energy defect here is designated AE and the 

final ion excited state quantum number is shown as n*. 

Resonance charge transfer occurs spontaneously only in an exothermic 

reaction, where classical level crossings are expected at some distance of 

separation^ . according to the simple classical Landqu-Zener theory [162].     In this 

theory, cross section peaks occur for a relative particle velocity 

V       «nd Increase with, an increasing exothermic energy, sefect, AE       , as shown 
rel e 
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in Fig.   17.     (Stimulated resonance charge transfer with an endothermic reaction 

has also been recently considered,  where the stimulation energy would be 

supplied by a focused  laser beam  [104],   [163].)    Thus,  this process  is  level-selective 

by Jts near-resonance nature.     The resonance is associated with a near-coincidence 

between the binding energies of the  initial atom's electronic state and the 

final ion's electronic  state into which th^s electron is transferred.    For initial ions 

of  light elements,  the coincidence may occur for low-lying  (e.g., n=3 or 4) 

states  (Fig.  18) resulting  in direct pumping of a populaticm  inversic-i with 

a  lower  (na:2)  state   [164],    For heavier ions, possibly leading to shorter 

wavelength lasing, near-coincidence occurs with higher-lying final-ion states, 

and population inversi  n through cascading is expected;  this  is similar to the 

collislonal recombination scher ">s  (Section III.B)      except for the much higher 

4 
cross section (~ 10    tfcnes)  with this process.    This latter approach was 

originally proposed by Vinogradov and Sobel'man [100]  for an expanding z=10 

plasma ion source exrariment. 

Assuming that ions expand with thermal velocities determined from 

{2_1^+ (2-')+ 
kT = x M where x is the ionization potential of the preceding 

Ion state, direct upper   laser  level population in light elements  (Fig.   i.8) 

should be possible according to the theoretical curves shown in Fig.   17, 

including the .-r.can velocity es ilnates Indicated for stripped and hydrogenic 

initial-ionic specie-   [164].    An inversion of these data for various charge 

states is plotted in Fi^.   19 which yields the c^cimum energy defects,AE 

For background atoms or hydrogen, helium and neon, the principle quantum 

num' ers,n* of the final excited states which are expected to be preferentially 
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populated are Indicated, 

The classical theory behind chese estimates is rather lne:?a>t but illuminating. 

As recently emphasized by Presnykov and Ulantzev  [165],  improved theory is 
2 2 

available giving a typical peak cross  section of arct = ita^z  (IH/IA). where 

L and I    are the ionizatlon potentials of hydrogen and the atomic gas, 

respectively.    These calculated cross sections are in agreement with measure- 

ments obtained from crossed beam experiments for low degrees of ionizatlon. 

They point cut that both double-electron transfer, when two equivalent outer- 

shell electrons exist  (e.g., helium atoms)  and also inncrahell electron transfer 

are possible, at reduced cross sections.     In addition,  they suggest that ion- 

ion resonance charge transfer might be possible when a large difference in 

net charge exists between the interacting particles, although no quantitativfi 

results are derived. 

Experiments with laser-produced plasmas expanding into neutral atom 

gaseous atmospheres are underway at the U.   S.  Naval Research Laboratory, with 

space-resolved grazing incidence spectroscopy of resonance lines used in «n 

5+ 6+- initial search for anomalous populations  in C      and C      ion excited states 

[106],   [1661.    Absorptica of the laser radiation by the neutral atmosphere is minimized 

by the lower dei.sity possible with the large cross section, by confined regions, 

and by the high photon energy of the laser line relative to the neutral atom 

absorption edge «nergy. 

Presnyakov and Shevel'ko [167] have pointed out the advantage for Lyman- 

a Inversion of the large proton-cesium resonance charge transfer cross 

section at low energies.    (The general difficulty with inverting a ground state 

is again to be recognized  [100].)    Two experiments have recently been proposed 
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for inveatlgating this scheme (120], [168], using a rapidly advancing plasma 

J  i.^or-rrm Inlcctpd into a neutral cePi.um atmosphere. Cavity from a plasma gun or a duoplasmatron injectBa iui.u 

operation at Lyman-cv at a reduced gcln coefficient Ms  been suggested [120], 

[167], and extension to helium (584 A amplification) without a cavity is 

proposed for both experiments. Also, electron storing in 21S states of helium has 

beer considered [120], [121]. 

A .second maximum in the cross section distribution is expected to occur 

at high (lO's of keV) particle energies [162], and one proposal U  to use a 

high energy ion source in a travelirg-vave mode to Invert ionized helium. No 

experiments are planned unless ion beam sources of greatly increased current 

become available (pee Section IV). 

G.  Photoabsorption 

1) Tnnershell Photoionizatlon; The terminology "innershell transitions- 

is meant here to designate those transitions that occur as the result of a 

vacancy bein?! created In a closed shell (all n-orbitals filled) of an atom or 

Ion for which at least one electron exists in a shell of larger principle quantum 

number. The vacancy can be created by, for example, collisions of electrons, 

ions or photons.  Sub8e<uent stabilization can occur by numerous channels 

including radiative, Auger, and radiative-Auger double electron transitions. 

Shake-off and shake-up transitions are also well k. Dwn to occur during the 

vacancy-production phase. Activity in this area has bee; well summarized in 

the four volume proceedings of the 1972 Interaational Conference on Inner 

Shell lonization Phenomena [169], which includes some papers on x-ray lasers 

as future applications. 
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Iimershell transitions for laslng are inherently more complicated than 

the so-called "optical" transitions of valence electrons simply because of the 

multitude of possible decay channels, particularly the radiationless Auger 

channel which cannot contribute directly to lasing but does consmre pumping 

energy. In addition, the pumping source energy must be concentrated in a re- 

stricted energy band in order to preferentially remove the innershell electrons 

when outershell electrons exist. The initial attractiveness of innershell 

transitions is somewhat traditional for x-ray generation and does appear to 

offer short wavelengths in a low temperature medium, if indeed Doppler 

broadening were to be the dominant mechanism. However, as shown in Section I, 

natural broadening with Auger decay included is comparable to Dopplez broadening 

even at the elevated temperatures where one and two-electron Ions are created 

with optical transitions in the traditionally K region. Thus, there would not 

appear to be any clear advantage to innershell transitions for short wave- 

length seIf-terminating lasers, although there have been a number of published 

suggestions with different pumping schemes.  Innershell pumping by collisions 

of piasw ilerfions has been proposed only once  In a brief 

note [170] without apparent regard to the effect on outer electrons of the 

broad energy distribution of free electrons. Selective innershell pumping by colllsionsof 

ion heamr  vith atoms (forming quasimolecules) has been suggested [112], [171]; 

however, the beam current required is formidable (Section II), particularly 

when all possible states and decay channels are considered. Greater 

consideration seems to have been given to photoionisation pumping schemes [96], 

[113], [172J-[1?6] both because of the ability to concentrate the pump energy 
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and the likelihood of being able to tune the pump source to a spectral    region 

of preferential innershell photoionization. 

In the simplest self-terminating schemes an innershell hole is created 

by photon Impact and lasing occurs on a radiative transition.   Population inversion 

terminate«  in a time apprDXImately equal to the lifetime of the vacancy state 

(see Section II),    Both Ka transitions with many outer electrons and transitions 

to first full-shell vacancies in alkalis   (e.g., L-shell,  sodium) have been 

studied.    In the  latter only one outershell electron exists and Auger effects 

are not present;  however the wavelengths are typically 30 times  longer than for 

Ko   transitions.    A variation on the photolonlzed-sodlum scheme which has recently 

been proposed by McGulre  [1771   involves the production of K-shell vacancies 

In Na+ Ions followed by K-LL vacancy Auger transitions producing Na      ions 

with electrons in various  (n"2) L-subshells.    Lasing is predicted in the 

400 k region on 2p -♦ 2a    transitions Instead of 38 -> 2p In the neutral sodium 

pumped scheme.    Pumping by x-rays from laser-produced plasmas hus been proposed 

[178]. In this proposal the laser plasmas are arranged to produce 

a traveling wave pumping configuration on the material to be pumped.    Both 

sodium schemes require that photoionization losses in the medium be overcome. 

The principle difference is whether an n=2 vacancy Is produced directly by L- 

electron photoionization or Indirectly by IC-electron photoionization followed 

by an Auger decay.    The selective pumping spectrum required will fall into 

obviously different energy rangei.    This could be a deciding factor in designing 

an experiment, and It is pointed out  [177]  that It Is easier to produce a 

filtered hard x-ray spectrum for K-shell pumping. 
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It is interesting that one of the major objections to photon-pumped 

K«y lasers, namely the Auger decay channels that consume pumping energy, could 

conceivably be utilized to alleviate a more formidable problem common to most 

short wavelength lasers, i.e., the extremely fast pump pulse risetime (see 

Section II).  It was first suggested by Stankevich [173] in 1970 that L-shell 

vacancies created by Ka transitions could be filled by Auger transitions 

at a higher rate than that at which they are created, so that a population 

inversion could be sustained for as long as the particular species exists. 

Hence, a quasi-cw laser is conceivable along with resonance cavity operation. 

Stankevich's analysis was based upon some very rough appioxlmations for 

the relevant rates.  When re-analyzed [96 ] in 1974 with new calculations 

published in the interim, the net gain coefficient on his simple model re- 

mained positive but became small. However, Stankevich also ignored the 

fact that the further-stripped ions created by Auger transitions possess shifted 

Ko absorption lines and,therefore,decreased laser beam reabsorption. The 

requirement for sustained inversion then becomes one of exceeding only the 

K-L radiative rate, which is considerably less than the K-LL Auger rate for 

light elements [179]. When the analysis [96] is extended to this situation, the 

ratio of rates and hence the approximate ratio of population densities becomes 

significant for elements in the range of Z«=20 as shown in Fig. 20.  Indeed, 

a gain coefficient of 70 is predictod in a 30 ymbySOO /jn medium of silicon 

atoms at a wavelength of 7.1 A atid with a currently realistic photon pumping 

source of 4 TW power. However, actually making and maintaining a medium having 

the rather ideel.lzed conditions assumed is another matter. For example. 
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a high density of a specific atonic or Ionic species must be maintained 

against continuing lonlzatlon with delicately balanced recombination Into 

the proper states. Ttis approach should be pursued further with both numerical 

modeling and experiments, the first experimental efforts probably being directed 

towards developing suitable pump sources with sufficient power concentrated In 

the required spectral region.  Such a source may be a laser-produced plasma, an 

exploded wire, or even a more simple heavy-element spark discharge. 

2) Photoexcitation; Absorption of discrete emission such as from 

a discrete spectral line leadirg to excitation to a specific upper laser 

level is an intriquing possibili^v for selective pumping by photons. Generally 

two species are requlredwith overlapping intense lines. Considerations so 

far [l80l, [1811 have centered around tttA intense resonance lines of hydr ^ -ic 

and helium-like ions which can become "opacity broadened" for the desired frequency 

5+ ! 
overlap. A typical example is absorption of the C  Ly-nan-cv line at 33.74 A 

4+11 1 
by a C  ion in a 1 S-4 P transition, with the 4 P level becoming overpopulated 

relative to lower 3 S and 2 S levels and possible lasing in the 700 A and 200 k 

regions, respectively. Considerable thought must go into a practical experi- 

ment for efficient coupling of the pumping line emission to the absorber. 

In this respect the practical problems are not unlikft those encountered in 

photolonlzation-pumping experiments. A coaxial design utilizing an expanding 

cylindrical plasma from a specially tailored laser-irradiated target may prove 

most efficient. Obviously, many combinations of ions and elements may be 

considered as long as overlapping intense lines are present. 

8 Single species pumping of Isotope shifted lines has been proposed [182]. 
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D. Ion-Atom Collisions 

Another method of producing Inner shell Inversions for lasers Is based 

on the promotion of electrons to higher levels during the collision of atoms 

or Ions with other atoms. These promotions of the Inner shell electrons occur 

when violent Inelastic atomic collisions take place with deep Interpenetratlon 

of electron shells. During the collision the Innershell electr ns are forced 

Into energy levels In accord with molecular orbital theory. Alter the collision 

the atoms are left In narrow, discrete states with several electrons simultaneously 

highly excited [183]. 

McCorkle  [112] and McCorkle and Joyce [171] have proposed that the 

above method of excitation might be suitable for the production of gain by 

stimulated emission In the x-ray region. They propose the bombardment of 

thin foils with an Ion beam In such a manner that the excited atoms or Ions 

emerge from the other side of the foil where amplification can take place. 

They propose to use leng gain-lengths, In s^ite of the short excited-state life- 

times, by deflection of the Ion beam In the manner described by Loulsell et. 

al. [104] to produce traveling-wave excitation. 

Difficulties with this approach lie in the large Ion currents required 

and In the extremely short time before Auger decay. Recent developments in 

ion beam technology [184] may assist In the first problem. Auger lifetimes of 

-14 
< 10   sec severely limit the cross sectional width of excited plasma and 

force close tolerances on traveling-wave deflection and focusing.  If the 

_3 
planarity of the wave varies by only 10     cm, then the traveling-wave will 

not be of uniformly-correct velocity for amplification.    In addition, dif- 

fraction losses from such regions of gain nay be extremely high.    Coherence 

brightening and laser lethargy effects for this approach have also been considered 

[1851. 
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E. Nuclear Transitions 

The use of nuclear transitions to produce laslng In the x-ray and y-ray 

spectral region was considered as early as 1961 in laser history [l86]-[l89l. 

The conclusions at that time were that the difficulties were so great that 

no practical experiments could be started. The recent success in the 

vacuum uv  and the anticipated success in the x-ray region has inspired a 

new look at the more penetrating gamma-ray lasers. Much of the revived interest 

in gamma-ray lasers has originated in the Soviet Union and emerged at the 

1973 Vavilov Conference on Nonlinear Optics. Soviet scientists R. V. Khokhlov 

[l90l, V. S. Letokhov [191]-[192], and V. I. Goldanskii [193] have contributed 

significant new ideas or proposals on the gamma-ray laser.  In England Byrne, 

Peters and Allen [194] have considered the gamma-ray laser and in the U I.A., 

Baldwin at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute [1951, [196], Wood and Chapline 

[iq-j] at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory and a group at the Naval 

Research Laboratory [ 1981 have examined the problem. No one claims that 

development of the gamma-ray laser will be easy, but some aspects of the problem 

appear no more difficult than those for hard x-ray lasers.  Some of the 

fundamental problems of gamma-ray lasers and some of the rather elaborate 

schemes for producing them will be discussed below. 

From Eq. (6),   the threshold inversion density, AN, for mirrorless systems 

varies as 

AN ^ 
8«AVT 

X2L^ 
(18) 
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For practical systems, of course, the Inversion density must be much higher, 

as Wood and Chapllne point out, but this equation illustrates the basic 

problem of gamma-ray lasers. An attraction of gamma-ray lasers is the avail- 

ability of long-lived excited nuclear states (measured in years versus femto- 

seconds). These metastable lifetimes would enable the population inversion 

to be assembled slowly using low power level pumping sources.  Such long life- 

times, however, greatly increase the inversion density required for lasing. 

To use these long-lived   transitions, the linewldth, Av, must be reduced to 

the point where AN is below the density of solid material. This implies 

that Av cannot exceed T  by more than a few orders-of-magnitude. Recoil- 

less "lossbauer transitions are a starting point for narrow linewldth. These 

transitions may be narrowed even further by growing more perfect crystals, 

by placing the crystals in a uniform temperature, uniform field environment, 

or by using special radio-frequency field techniques to narrow the resonance 

lines [199]. 

It should be clear that resonators would not be practical for a gamma- 

ray laser. No material is known to be reflective at these wavelengths and 

the high energy flux expected from the laser would destroy most materials 

placed in the beam. Therefore, gamma-ray lasers will be ASE devices of 

length as great as practical and with diameter d « L to avoid radial 

amplification losses, but large enough to avoid diffraction losses. Absorption 

losses must be taken into account within the laser material. These losses 

may vary considerably depending upon the orientation of the crystal axes with 

respect to the direction of laser propagation. The gain coefficient per unit length, 

a,  must exceed the absorption coefficient per unit length, u,  in order to have a useful laser. 
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In addition, the gain equation nust ba multiplied by the fraction, f, of excited 

nuclei that undergo reco.1-less transitions, by the branching ratio, 0, for the 

Isomerlc transition, and by (1 + x)  where x is Lne internal conversion 

coefficient (in this process excitation energy is lost to the nucleus in a 

radiaticnless manner). The gain coefficient condition becomes 

AM *   f AN -r— 
P 

2n  fiv 1 + x > ß. (19) 

where ÄvT is now the full lltiewid'ch. Khokhlov [190] estimates that the 

absorption coefficient, y, is no greater than 1 cm  and that it la possible 

to obtain gain coefficients of 

B - (10 - 10V-i-ivij, cm" • (20) 

Transitions in which the TAV product is near unity have been observed for short 

-7    -9 
lifetime transitions (10  - 10  sec), but when loi.ger-llved transitions are 

considered there are little data available. One measurement of Ag  , which 

has a 44 sec lifetime, showed a TäV of 10 . 

Obviously more work is needed to investigate the linewldth of long- 

lived transitions. It may be that narrower bandwidth transitions exist for 

some long-lived isomers.  If not, then techniques for reducing the linewldth 

must be developed if long-lived transitions art to be used for gamma-ray lasers. 

The alternative to reducing the linewldth of long-lived transitions 

Is to accept the breadth of short-lived transitions and to try to overcome 
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this factor by Increased pumping intensity. In doing this one finds that 

inversion densities greater than that of solids are required and that the 

24  -3 
pumping power required to achieve the required inversion densities (10  cm ) 

is overwhelmingly high. To reach such Inversion densities, it has hesv. 

proposed that laser compression techniques similar to those proposed for pellet 

fusion might be used. One concept consists of a cylindrical thread of 

beryllium as the gamma-ray laser host material,. Added to the beryllium 

thread is a small amount of parent -»topic material [193]. The Mossbauer effect 

will be preserved in the impurity material.  Surrounding the beryllium host with 

its impurity it? a concentric cylinder of fissile material which will be driven 

to criticality by a series of laser beams aimed at the cylinder from all 

sides and timed to produce a wave of excitation moving at the velocity of light 

down the length of the cylinder. The laser beam compresses the fissile material 

causing a miniaturized explosion and the release of many pumping neutrons. 

These neutrons pass through the beryllium exciting the impurity nuclei quite 

rapidly and providing a gain medium for those gamua-ray photons that are 

emitted in the axial direction of the cylinder [195]. 

If pumping a gamma-ray laser is difficult when lifetimes are short, 

and if linewldths are too great when isomer lifetimes are long, perhaps a 

comprorrlse is to use Intermediate lifetimes and assemble the laser as fast 

as possible. One idea [192] proposes that pumped nuclear material be quickly 

vaporized with a laser beam and that the excited nuclei be separated isotopically, 

ionized and electrostatically deposited on a host substrate. The rapidly 

assembled laser would emit as soon as sufficient excited nuclei reached the 
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substrate. This approach is quite complicated, and considerable research would 

be required to attempt it.  It would be necessary to study the isotope sep- 

aration process in detail as well as the excitation-vaporization process, but 

it appears that this technique raight work where others do not. 

The question of coherent emission of Fermions (neutrons, protons, alpha 

particles) has come up in some discussions [200]. Byrne, Peters and Alien [194] 

have given further consideration to alpha particle emission. Their 

conclusions are that alpha particle capture and emission processes are incoherent 

wit! no ph/ise relationship. An alpha particle with MeV energy has a wave- 

-12 
lengtli of ~ 10   cm. The frequency spread associated with the Doppler motion 

is ~ V)     Hz at room temperature for a heavy element (A ~ 240). The resulting 

cross s«-cf.ion for stimulated emission is 10"   ■ 10   cm2 for lifetimes in 

the range of 10  to 10  sec. Absorption cross sections are many orders of 

magnitude larger and seem to preclude the possibility of stimulated alpha 

particles. 

On the other hand, L. A. Rivlin, the Soviet scientist who filed an 

early patent disclosure on th«i gamma-ray laser, has proposed that antimatter 

might serve as an amplifying ttedlum [201],  In discussing some aspects of 

the problem he chose  to consider pcsitrons. Positrons, of course, are quickly 

annihilated bv the close pre&ence of an electron with the resulting emission 

of two photons. The minimum energy for the rroa'-.ed photon is 0.51 MeV which 

results in a wavelength of 0.024 A. Rlvlln's idea is to inject a pulse of 

positrons into an electron-rich target and observe the emission upon annihilation 

of the positrons. He calculates that he needs a positron density of 10  cm'3 
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in a time of 10   sec. While this may be feasible technologically, It appears 

that the question of coherence will arise, since it would not appear that 

any one anKlhilation should influence any other. In other wor^a it appears 

to be an incoherent process which would not amplify in spite of the negative 

temperature (or inverted population) which may be produced. 

F. Stimulated Compton Scattering 

The idea of using stimulated Compton scattering to produce short wave- 

length lasers has been considered by uumerous authors [202]-[205]. The 

attraction of such a laser is that photons injected into a relativiatic electron 

beam can be scattered back at much higher energies. Hence it may be possible 

to build a laser based on stimulated Compton scattering and reach well into 

the x-ray region. In addition, the output wavelength would be tunable over wide 

frequency ranges by varying the acceleration voltage of the electron beam. 

Pa itell, et al. [204] have outlined the problem of stimulated Compton 

scattering. For a colinear geometry with the electron beam and photon beam 

of frequency, v,, pointed toward one another, the frequency of the back- 

scattered wave, v., Is given by 

v2 = 4vl(E/E0)' (21) 

L 
^ittmMttmmm 

where K is the electron energy and E is the electron rest mass (0.5 MeV). 

For 5 MeV electrons the emitted frequency is 400 times the input signal 

frequency. Therefore,1000 A input photons would emerge as 2,5 A hard x-ray 

photons. Both linear and synchronous accelerators are capable, of producing 
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electrons with more than 1 GeV of energy so that even shorter wavelengths can 

be reached. 

Of course, there are important questions which must be answered such 

as the net power out of such a laser, given state-of-the-art input intensities 

of electron beams and lasers. Pantell has determined that the net power scattered 

into a single mode, for an electron velocity v,is 

c2roa + v/c) d2K. 

/u 2 2 1 2  2 dE2 ' 
(22) 

-13 
where r is the classical electron radius (2.8 x 10   cm), ^ and I2 are 

the Intensities of incident and stimulating radiation, E is the electron energy 

and N is the electron density. The gain coefficient in cm  can be dttennined 
e 

using the expression 

, Ehv„     , 
(23) 

where ^„ Is the wavelength of the emitted signal, fl^ Is the photon density 

In the incident beam, and &E is the llnewldth of the energy scatter of the 

electrons. Calculations by Molchanov [205J for a neodymlum laser beam at 

22  -3 
1.06 pm wich a photon density N^ of 1.8 x 10  cm , an electron voltage 

5 13  -3 
of 2 MeV, a E/ÄE of 10 , and N of 2 x 10  cm  (current density of 

5    2 -1 X 
10 A/cm ) Indlcat« i gain of 2.2 cm  at a wavelength of about 220 A. 

This is a relatively large gain and it is in the soft x-ray region. S'.orter 

wavelengths could be generated by increasing the electron energy. If similar 
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EME and ^ could be produced at   20 MeV. wavelengths  of 2.2 k would be  produced 

but  the gain would drop due  to the ^ dependeilcet     Hence  ^ ability  ^ go ^ 

short wavelengths by  increasing  the electron energy must be acconpanied by the 

ability to produce greater electron or photon densities  to generate  significant 

gain. 

G.    Unresolved Experiments 

a)    Gain.Experiments at Univ.   of p^^.  nr,ny:    A  8roup at  th- L,nlverglty 

of Paric at Orsay  led by        Jaegl4 have recently  reported   [206)  a measured net 

gain of 17 percent and a g8in coefficient of  10 cm"1  ln  the dense portion of 

an expanding laser-produced  .Wnu» plasma.    The spectral  line «. which this 

Mi» was observed arises  frc, ■  ,  2p54d 3P   * 2p6  \  intercombination transition 
3+ 

In the M      neon-like  ion.     -.  identical plasmas are created by splitting a 

single  laser beam and  the transnisslon of fy» second  pUtt-  to radiation 

(in a  region assumed  to be unifonn)   from the  first  is used  to ascertain 

absorption and  the reported gain.     This   last  paper  follows approximately 

four years of effort with progress  documented  in  the references   listed in   [206]. 

Other supporting evidences given are  the narrowness  of this  particular  line 

and    a significantly shorter duration of the emission  from tice-resolved 

spectral measurements.    Net gain on other lines   in  this particular ion or 

in other ions has ncc been reported.     No explanation  for how the  population 

inversion is achieved  is offered  in  this paper, although  it was  previously 

suggested that a series of autoionizing transitions may be responsible   [2,7). 

An attempt  to reproduce  this  experiment has  been made by Valero  [irA] 

in a similar experiment but with a  somewhat more  powerful  ruby  laser.     Valero 

reports re.ults   in essential agreement with Jae8l4.  et    al.,  but concludes 
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3+ 
from a  comparison of relative  iBtensltles of Al       lines  from various series 

members as well as  lines   from more highly stripped Al  ions  that  the anomalies 

observed are due to high absorption of the "allowed"   lines which have  large 

absorption oscillator  strengths,  rather than net  gain on  the  single line. 

Valero also disputes  evidence   [207]  of autoionizin?. transiticns and presents 

evidence of  lines  from different  ions as an alternative explanation of some 

of the observed structure. 

McGuire   [177]  has also challenged the Jaegle,  et    al.(  results and 

3 
suggests  that  the 4d    P upper  level may be overpopulated  in the second plasma 

by Augsr transitions,   following Innershell vacancies created by :i-radiation 

from the first plasma   (See Section IILC).  Most  recently,  Silfvast,  et    al., 

[209]  have criticized  the conclusions of the Orsay »roup and the  two plasma 

technique of gain measurement  in general.    They also explain  the reported 

results with an opacity model. 

b)    Experiments at Texas Tech.  University;     In recent articles. Das Gupta 

at Texas Tech.  University has presented a number of observations which coula 

possibly Imply an association with coherent x-ray emission   [210],   [211]. 

These experimental observations  include a non-linear Increase  in intensity 

with excitation current,  and a narrowing of x-ray  lines  from a micro-focus 

x-ray tube   [210].    However, any  interpretation of these results as an indication 

of lasing would appear  to contradict the basic requirements  for x-ray  lasers 

as presently understood.    More recent experiments  using a Van de Graff accelerator 

with cylindrical  bore  targets yielded non-divergent discrete x-ray emission 

[211].    Das Gupta's c.^Uel of parametric coupling between photons and electrons. 
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suggested as an explanation, lias been scrutlnleec very carefully by two groups [2121, 

[213J. who conclude  that Das Gupta's observations  can be explained on the 

basis of instrumental effects.  In repeated experiments [213), [214], 

the discrete frequencies reportef" by Das Gupta are not 

observed.  It appears that the-e is little reason for x-ray laser enthusiasm 

in the results reported by Da.- Gupta unless a more substantial understanding 

and support of these results is offered. 

c) .C"SO(| Experiment at University of Utah;  The existence of coherent 

hard x-rays from a laser-heated gelatin doped with CuS04 was reported by   Kepros, 

et al.at the university of Utah in 1972 [215].  The report generated a flurry 

of interest and activity. The main evidence on which the conclusion was drawn 

was the observation of clustered small (~ 100 (*)   spots on x-ray films placed 

at distances of 30 to 110 cm along the axis of the 10 mm by 0.1 mn portion of 

the gelatin that was irradiated. lonizatton chamber (electrometer) results 

Indicated a preferred axial emission of up to 105 photons per burst. These 

findings, which supported the film data, were reported in private conversations 

12161, [217] and added to the Interest in the effect.  No wavelengths were 

measured, but the aesociatlon with x-ray emission was Inferred by the apparent 

transmission through aluminum and paper shielding surrounding the film. 

An attempt to reproduce the results at the U. S. Naval Research Laboratory, 

where a similar laser was available, indicated at first that indeed such spots 

with some degree of localization could be present in coincidence on multiple 

films on about 10 percent of the shots [218].  However, in continued experi- 

ments with the use of "active" x-ray detectors (capable of counting photons) 
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did not produce any  x-ray8,  and  thus  disassociated  the  film anomalies with x-ray 

emission  [219].     No other source  of x-rays associated with the  laser or  the 

experiment was   found.    A more  recent  report   [220]   from the University of 

Sofia also describes  the observation of 90-130 tan film spots with up  to 90 

percent reproducibility;  however no attempt at auxiliary x-ray detection 

is  reported.     Other atteir.pf:   [221]  at corroborating the  x-ray emission  reported 

by the Utah group  proved negative,   inc4uding one  so-far-unpublished study   [222] 

by an independent  team assembled by  the University  of Utah using  the  original 

apparatus. The     original  researchers    have not     extended    their 

measurements and  the  electrometer  results have never been published. 

Following a visit   to  tha University of Utah during which he  exposed a number 

of multiple-film  film packs  to the "x-ray  laser'1,   Boster  reported   [223]   the 

presence of a number  of  small  features on the films and associated  these 

with a triboelectric  effect  caused by improper handling of the  films,   I.e., 

independent of  the   laser/gelatin experiment.     Boater's  explanation  is not encirely 

patlsfactory,  because  the effects have not been duplicated at  the U.S.  Naval 

Research Laboratory or elsewhere   [224]  even when Boater's  prescription  for 

"mishandling" was   followed exactly. 

Developirg a   theoretical mechanism to explain  population  Inversion  in this experiment 

proved extremely difficult  from the beginning aid   requireo  complete absorption and 

concentration of   the available  laser energy  (ty scne unknown mechanism)   into a  filament  of 

about  1 ton diameter.     (Indeed,   the amount  of absorption was  found   [219]   to be 

~ 307. and,  furthermore,   independent  of the presence of CuSO^  in the gelatin.) 

Kepros  [225]  recently attempted to explain his original results with a partially- 
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stripped model and higher peak powers.    Bllltnan and Mark   [217]   offered a non- 

laslng explanation  for the  presence of any colllmated x-rays  that may have 

been observed at   the University of Utah.    Their explanation  is  based upon a 

model  of a  transmitting and  colllmating channel  created  In  the gelatin by  the 

Incident     laser beam. 

To summarize  this  experiment.   It must be  concluded  that,  wliatever may have 

been the  cause of   the  observed film effects,   the absence  of any  further evidence 

of x-ray emission vith the most  sensitive detectors available  preclude:, 

further credibility  to the original  claim of coherent hard x-ray emisjioii. 

Credit  should be given to the originality demonstrated  in the approach which 

may someday prove   interesting,  particularly with more  powerful   lasers. 
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IV.  PRODUCTION A^ DETECTION OF GAIN 

A.  Pumping Sources 

At present two       sources are given serious consideration for 

pumping x-ray transitions: 1) laser beams, particularly the very short pulse- 

width, mode-locked picosecond beams; and 2) high energy electron beams and 

receitly associated ion beams. All of these sources have their advantages 

and weaknesses. By rnode-l^. Ing, Nd3+ la.ier beams can be made to have pulse widths 

of ~ 10'U sec and they can be focused to small volumes with high irradiance. 

However, the photon energy is too small to pump x-ray transitions directly, 

and they must be used either to transfer electrons from an excited mctastable 

level, to heat electrcns in a plasma with subsequent electron-collisional 

pumping, or to produce x-rays (again from a laser-heated plasma) which will 

in turn pump an x-ray laser transition. Short pulse lasers have low over- 

all efficiency (not a primary problem for initial x-ray laser research), 

are power and energy limited, and are somewhat difficult to adapt to a travel- 

ing-wave pumping geometry (Section lV.A.2.b). Gain lengths tend to be restricted 

to about one centimeter and the ramifications of this are analyzed below. 

More efficient CO, lasers do exist having compsraole energy, but the pulse 

widths are limited to ~10'9 sec at present and the photon energy is lower by 

a factor-of-ten. High current electron (and ion) beams are also limited to 

pulse widths of about 10"9 nee;    they have high efficiency, high ^rgy 

and appear adaptable to a traveling-wave transverse pumping geometry. They 

produce large fluxes of high energy particles which can be converted to photons 

by colliding the particles with a target. A very severe idditional limitation 
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for charged particle beams comes In focusing against space charge effects to 

produce a high flux in a very small volume. 

1)  Short Pulsed Lasers: 

The process of mode-locking to produce extremely short optical pulses has 

been reviewed thoroughly by both DeMaria et al., [226] and Smith [227].  Pulses 

-12 
with a length of 10   sec can be generated at 1.06 ton using the broad band- 

3+ 
width of Nd  in glass or YAG (yttrium aluminum garnet).  When amplified, 

these narrow pulses can reach peak powers of more than 10  W.  Except when 

used for transfer pumping from n excited metastable level (Lebedev Institute, 

Moscow),the low photon energy of these pulses prevents direct pumping of x- 

ray transitions; however, several indirect methods are being actively pursued. 

«) Electron Heating and Relaxation; This concept utilizes a high power 

laser pulse to generate a highly ionized plasma and either directly producesa 

population inversion by preferential excitation of an x-ray transition by a 

high energy electron component of the plasma (being done at the University of 

Rochester) or generate an inversion during the relaxation and expansion period 

following either electron-ion recombination (being done at Lawrence Livermore 

Laboratory, University of Rochester, Culham Laboratory, University of Hull) 

or ion-atom charge transfer (being done at U. S. Naval Research Laboratory). 

t>)  Synchronized Double Pulse Excitation:  If a highly ionized plasma 

can be prepared just in advance of the arrival of an intense picosecond laser 

pulse, then the picosecond pulse may be useful in quickly heating plasma electrons 

which in turn will excite the already existing ions to large population inversions 

prior to equilibration.  Lasing would occur when sufficient ions become excited for the 
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ASE conditions  to be met.     The density must be sufficient        for the  laser 

beam    to be absorbed,   but  not  so high that  collisional  rates  dominate. 

c) Laser-Plasma X-Rays:     An alternative method of  pumping  x-ray  transitions 

is  to use  the high power  laser  pulse  to vaporize and heat a  target material   to 

generate  plasma x-rays.     These x-rays  fall  onto a nearby material  and  optically 

pump energy levels  to  inverted  populations.     Silfvast and Wood   [228]  have  denonstrated 

this  technique at  longer wavelengths by using the plasma  generated by a 

C0_   laser  to pomp a near-uv dye   laser.    There has been considerable work done 

to study  the  radiation emitted  from  laser plasnuJS  in the x-ray  region, and 

the conversion of  laser  radiation to x-radiation has  good efficiency.    With  this 

background it may be  possible  to pick  t irget materials  that have  sufficient 

emission  in e'.ther  the  rather narrow phottlonization or  the discrete  line 

photoexcitatioi.    absorption bands  of  the x-ray transition  selected  for  lasing. 

Photoionization pumping  is  pursued «t  Battelle and Sandia  Laboratories. 

d) Laser Compression Techniques:   Because  the power densities  required  tr 

produce x-ray  lasers are similar to  those  required  for  laser   fusion,   there  is 

a strong technology overlap between these programs.    Therefore,   there  is activity 

in x-ray  lasers at such  laser-fusion  laboratories as  Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, 

the U.   S.  Naval Research Laboratory,   the University of Rochester,  and Battelle. 

For example, Chapline and Wood   [123]  at Lawrence Livermore Laboratories  have 

proposed to conduct x-ray  laser experiments which make  use of  the  compressive 

force of numerous  laser beams aimed  to uniformly irradiate a  cylinder and  to 

attain  Inversion densities  greater  than  the density of solids.     This   traveling- 

wave compression concept  is an extremely complex one.     Not  only must  the 

irradiation be radially uniform for high compression, but there is  the added 
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difficulty that the amplified x-ray pulse velocity will be gain dependent.  This 

added dependency will require uniform inversion density in the axial direction 

in order to maintain the velocity matching of the x-ray pulse and the excitatlonal 

compression wave.  In short, this method may encounter  severe 

practical difficulties in addition to those common to laser fusion compression. 

2) Electric Discharge Users: 

a) Advantages:  Electric discharge lasers are conceptually simple 

and have the advantage that electrically-stored pumping energy is transferred 

directly and efficiently to gases at relativelj low pressures in short path 

lengths, due to the short mean free path A^ for collisional ionization processes 
ci 

-1 13 
10 /N for N in cm" .  Low 

o     o 
of cross sectiono    i.e.. A  =  (a     U ) 

cl        ci  v ci o' 

densities are an advantage for lasers pumped by electron collisions (Section III), 

but longer lengths are required for gain coefficients exceeding threshold [105]. 

When the required lasant length exceeds CT where T is the laser pump time 
p p r       r . 

the  pumping of  the   lasant must  be axially  synchronlZed with  the  growth  of  the beam; 

hence  the need  for  traveling-wave  pumping.     Such pumping  is most appropriate 

for  transverse electrical discharge devices and has  been successfully applied 

to molecular   (see  Secion  I)  as  well as  ionic  (C^   [ 140])   lasants.     Hence 

its  present use at  the U.   S.  Naval Research Laboratory  for the  investigation  of 

electron-collislonally excited ionic  lasers. 

b)    Travelins-Wave  Pumping:    The short  lifetimes  of x-ray transitions 

usually places a restriction on  the amount of amplification  that  can be  produced 

by a  given population  inversion density.     For example  in a material  in which 

gain lasts only 10"      sec a pulse can only be amplified  for a distance of 
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3 x 10  cm. Also, the Inversion density required to reach threshold approaches 

the density of a solid.  Producing such densities is very difficult; they 

might occur only in compressed laser plasmas. These inversion density problems 

can be eased considerably if the region of gain can be made to travel in synchronism 

with the pulse to be amplified.  This scheme is called traveling-wave pumping 

and it contains several advantages.  First, the entire volume does not have to 

be pumped at one instant;    the pumping energy delivered to the material can be 

spread over time and space.  Secondly, a unidirectional output beam is acquired 

with no mirrors, so that the intensity within the laser material is not higher than 

the output emission. Thirdly, this method of excitation is suitable for 

the production of long gain paths, so that the critical length for ASE 

can be met, at least in principle, for     low inversion densities.  Traveling- 

wave discharge techniques have already been used successfully to produce high- 

power, unidirectional emission from nitrogen [ 4 ] and hydrogen [ 15], [10 J-[12]) 

[229] molecules. The traveling-wave was produced in a flat-plate transmission 

line by a series of synchronous fast-closing dielectric switches.  This resulted 

in a fast-rising high voltage transverse traveling-wave discharge which excited 

the molecules.  Since the closing interval of the dielectric switches can be 

varied, the velocity of the traveling-wave can be adjusted to match the velocity 

of the optical pulse. 

The value of the traveling-wave approach for x-ray lasers has been appreciated, 

but it has somewhat    «recklessly been assumed that synchronous traveling- 

wave excitation could be produced with optical or electron beams by simply 

phasing several beams or by inclining the material at an appropriate angle 

to the beam. This approach must be taken with extreme caution. Casperson 
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and Yarlv (230] have shown that the velocity of a pulse being amplified is a 

function of the gain and less than c.  If the gain is uniform, then a simple 

inclination of the target can produce a traveling-wave excitation that stays 

in phase with the pulse being acplified.  If the gain is not uniform, the problem 

becomes far more difficult and at least some of the gain 

will not be usable. Consider a     pumping laser beam of circular cross section 

with a Gaussian radial intensity distribution, focused by a cylindrical lens 

to irradiate and excite a linear length of material. The focal line could 

have a hot spot in the center with a continuous fall off toward each end. 

Since the gain would vary in direct relation to the intensity distribution, 

the propagation velocity would vary greatly also and no one angle would 

produce amplification over the entire length.  Even if the beam had radial 

uniformity of intensity, the focusing of the cylindrical lens may  not produce 

uniform gain. The idea of phasing many laser beams on a cylinder [231] to 

compress a material to the necessary inversion density will be plagued by the 

non-uniform gain that these focused beams will produce.  For gain at very short 

wavelengths the excitation wave and the pulse being amplified must not separate 

more than 3 x 10' em.    The focusing of many high power laser beams onto a 

cylinder to maintain uniformity on such small spatial dimensions is an 

extremely difficult practical problem. 

In spite of the cautions pointed out above. It may indeed be possible to 

use traveling-wave pumping with laser excitation sources. To do so will 

require careful experimental design, where the parameters of the lasing medium 

must be known and uniform and where the Intensity of the line focus of the laser 
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has also been designed to be uniform. These conditions are not trival for 

lasers.  It may even be easier to adapt electron beams or discharges to the 

traveling-wave configuration as described below. 

3) Electron Beam Systems: 

During the last ten yjars electron beam technology has made dramatic 

strides forward [232],  Frnn machines which previously emitted beams of 

only a few amperes, progress now places current capabilities at megamperes 

and voltages as high as 12 MeV for pulses in the 100 ns range. The energy 

storage to produce these intense beams is in the megajoule region.  It 

is difficult to ignore these new machines for the production of shorter wave- 

length lasers. Already electron beams with pulses as short as one nanopecon'' 

have been used to produce vacuum ultraviolet lasers in the rare gases at high 

pressures and also in hydrogen (See Sections I and III).  Electron beams have 

also been used to initiate the reactions which have led to high nower chemical 

lasers and to     semiconductor lasers of small size.  In addition, focused 

electron learns are being considered for use in the beam-pellet approach to 

fusion. 

For short wavelength laser research, electron beams coupled into lasants 

through boundaries such as thin foils offer the potential advantage of a 

shorter electron pump pulse risetime not limited by the collisional ionization 

time for discharge devices. To further implement this concept, a traveling 

wave electron beam adaptation of the discharge device described above was 

proposed [233] and a prototype of such a system is presently being tested on 

N. and H- at the U. S. Naval Research Luooratory.  Once feasibility has been 
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established.   It  is  expeced  to be  scalable to higher energies and more  rapid 

operation than at  present. 

A)    High Current   Ion Beams: 

Recently new work  in the generation of high current   ion beams has been 

proposed ana  initial work carried out   [ISA],   [234].     Basfd  on a  rather  simple 

modification to the  relativistic  electron beam machines already discussed above, 

the  possibility of  10    A  pulsed  lor, beams with energies  of 0.5   -   10 MeV has 

been suggested by Sudan and Lovelace   [184].    while  the  puls» width and  focusing 

limitations remain,   they   discuss the ust^ulness  of such beams  for heating 

plasmas  to  fusion  temperatures and   in nuclear studies.     It  is also  useful to 

speculate on  the application of such beams  to short  wavelength  lasers. 

Some charge exchange  experiments discussed previously consider  the use of icn 

beams  to produce excited  populations.    The primary difficulty  in these charge 

exchange  lasers,  i.e.,  a  lack of  intense  ion sources,  may be  eliminated when these 

new pulsed high-current  ion beams are developed.     It may be possible to 

develop high-intensity  traveling-wave  ion beams  for  lasers by applying the 

same diode modifications  used above  to the  traveling-wave electron  beam 

me-.itioned above   [233].     High current  ion beams  should  find numerous  uses  in 

the development of short wavelength  lasers  (See  Section III.B). 

5)    Exploding wires: 

High intersity x-ray emission can be produced when the diodes  of electron 

beam machines are shorted by very fine short wires.       The 

wire  is vaporized early  in the discharge and  its atoms  roach extreme  stages  of  ionizatior 

(^SVtines)    over finite volumes ,   resulting in a cqpfcus    flux of x-rays which 
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could be used for pumping x-ray lasers.  Making the assumption that the 

average temperature of the exploding wire plasma is the same as a 100 eV 

blackbody, Jones and Ali [175], [176] calculate that it may be possible to pump 

Na vapor (Section m.C) using exploding wires. One remaining question in 

assessing the practicality of exploding wire pumping is the risetlme of the 

x-ray radiation.  If it is as short as 0.1 ns (one tenth the electron beam 

machine's risetlme), then the Jones and All calculations show that the gain 

would be sufficient for ASE operation.  If the risetlme is longer, then a more 

complicated experiment with some form of resonant cavity may be needed. The 

practical problem of designing this experiment is not one to be taken lightly. 

It is difficult to get laaing material close to the high voltage wire, and 

equally as difficult to f.cus the x-nys at some distance.  In another numerical 

analysis of this schtme. Bey considers what mighr happen if the pumping «ere 

accomplished in a traveling-wave fashion [174]. This model assumes tha>. the 

risetlme of the soft x-rays follows the risetlme of the current and concludes 

that ASE would not occur unless the risetlme were reduced to about 2,5 ns or 

that the intensity were increased by a factor-of-ten. Considering the difficulties 

of building an x-ray lasrsr, these requirements for a 370 A laser are not 

far beyond present capabilities. 

B.  Detection of Gain 

I) Concepts: 

The Importance of this subject can be underscored by pointing to a number of 

experiments already claiming the existence of very short wavelength laser 

emission and the even more numerous alternative explanations of these experi- 

ments without the existence of gain. The confusion already demonstrated over 
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■bort wavelength lasers serves to demand that experimenterj give irrefutable 

evidence of the existence of gain in the future.  It is often necessary but 

not. sufficient to infer lasing from small spots on film, narrowed lines, 

anomalously small absorption in a second medium, or non-lin»ar intensity effects 

alone. A definitive test for gain must be performed.  In the belief that early 

x-ray lasers will likely be ASE devices, a significant, portion of this paper has 

been devoted to the theory of these systems. This can now be drawn upon to 

give some guidelines for determining the presence of gain. 

In many experiments the detection of gain is complicated by the fr.ct 

that its existence lasts for a very short period of time--as short as 

10   sec! This short burst of radiation may come somewhere early in a 

plasma radiation process lasting nanoseconds or longer, and may not be resolvable 

with present techniques.  In addition, many of the characteristics of Users 

with resonant cavities will not exist for non-cavity ASE lasers.  If gain 

exists however, it will amplify a signal exponentially as a function of its 

length unless it has saturated due to the intensity of the signal. Therefore, 

a good test for gain is to vary the length and observe the intensity of the 

line in question.  If the st.ength of the signal is such that saturation is 

occurring, then the length should be reduced until an exponential dependence 

is observed.  The gain coefficient is obtained in this manner, of coufse. 

This method for determining gain requires that the amplifying regicn be defined, 

of finite length, homogeneous, and controllable. In some experiments that have been 

proposed it may be difficult to determine where the amplifying region may be located, 

as well as the extent and uniformity, and it may be impossible to vary only 

the length of the gain region.  If this is the case.then experimental verification 
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of laser action becomes very difficult. 

The comparison of axial and transverse emission is a valid test for axial 

stimulated amplification, providing again that sufficient tine resolution is 

available to discriminate against spontaneous emission of longer duration. 

Other methods of verifying gain are difficult to use with ASE systems. 

Line width and beam divergence are sometimes considered good indicators of gain, 

but their behavior is somewhat complicated as shown in Section I.B .  If length 

can be varied, then the intricacies of the  line width can be used as support for 

claims of gain.  For example, Jaegle, et al. [206] claim that several soft 

x-ray lines are narrowed due to amplification in a two-laser-plasma experiment. 

While the calculations of Allen and Peters support the existence of a line 

width minimum just above threshold [85 ], additional data, both with more 

amplifying plasma and without a second plasma, would put this claim of line 

narrowing ti. better perspective. 

D. Detectors 

There are numerous techniques for detection of x-ray emission.  Photo- 

graphic film is available for both the vacuum ultraviolet and x-ray regions 

and Is invaluable for recording Images and large quantities of spectral data 

with limited £> 1 microsecond shuttered) time resolution. Electronic photodetectors 

such as photomultlpllers, photodiodes, ionlzation chamber tubes, and semi- 

conductor tubes are all responsive to x-radiatlon either directly or through 

the use of fluorescent sclntillators, but the time response of these detectors 

is limited to no better than a few tenths of a nanosecond.  In addition, no 

oscilloscopes are available with risetime much faster than a few tenths of a 
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nanosecond,  so that conventional methods of observation are not available If 

very short x-ray laser pulses are produced. While some sampling techniques exist [235], 

a more useful device, a picosecond x-ray streak camera, has recently been 

developed [236]. The operation of this streak camera Is sufficiently Important 

for further discussion. 

In general, the x-ray streak camera utilizes the Image converter tube In 

which photons Incident on a photocathode llberat« electrons which In turn 

are fo used onto a phosphor to reproduce the Image falling on the photo- 

cathodii. While the electrons are In transit, they can be deflected to move 

the Image across the output phosphor producing a streaked Image.  This Ima^.e 

can be Increased In brightness by using stages of Image Intenslfler tubes 

behind the streak tube until sufficient brightness for photographic recording 

exists. Actually these techniques have been used for some time to make pico- 

second cameras for Infrared laser pulse measurement.  The Important develop- 

ment which allowed x-ray operation was the construction of a stable x-ray-sensltlve 

photocathode.  In one design, the cathode Is made by depositing 100 1 of gold 

on the back of an 8 ym thick beryllium vacuum window [23S].  X-ray photons In the 1 - 

10 keV (12 - 1.2 A) range are »ble to ponetrate the beryllium foil and liberate 

electrons. The maximum time resolution, limited by the transit time dispersion. 

Is presently about 50 psec.  Other cameras,designed to be operated entirely In 

a vacuum environment, use only a gold cathode without a window and are usually 

attached directly to a vacuum spectrograph for vuv and soft x-ray detection 

purposes. 
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V.  NON-LINEAR SHORT WAVELENGTH TECHNIQ "ES 

Vnlle most of this paper deals with techniques for the direct production 

of vacuum-uv and x-ray emission. It would not be complete without the inclusion 

of the new and promising techniques for converting high power infrared and 

visible signals into the vacuum-uv ana x-ray regions by using non-linear optical 

techniques.  Some of the attractive features of pulses obtained by the non- 

linear techniques are that the pulses maintain the temporal and spatial 

characteristics of the original infrared pulset and that tunability is some- 

times possible. An infrared pulse at 1.06 um having a width of 30 psec and a 

good beam divergence can emerge after the non-linear stages as a 1773, 1182, 

or 887 k  pulse still possessing good beam quality and still 30 psec wide. 

In addition to the discrete frequencies available from harmonic generation, 

other non-linear mixing techniques are also available which allow the mixing 

and sunming of tunable laser frequencies to produce tunable output signals in 

the vacuum-uv. The possibility of extending these techniques to produce 

soft x-rays appears real and the fundamental concepts have already oeen 

explored. 

A.  Third Harmonic Generation 

Under the influence of extremely intense optical fields the polarization 

of a material becomes a non-linear function of the electric field, I.e., 

P= eo(X
(1)E + X

(V + X
(3)E3 + •..) (14) 

where G    Is the permittivity of free space and X    )  is the linear and X 
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(3) 
X   are the non-linear components of the susceptibility.  The polarization 

becomes a source term in the wave equation and the non-linear components 

give rise to harmonic frequencies.  The amplitude of the harmonics depends 

upon the magnitude of the non-linear susceptibility terms.  Second harmonic 

generation is possible in crystals which posses no inversion symmetry, but 

for the generation of short wavelengths, such crystals with useful vuv trans- 

mission are difficult to find. The transmission problem is even moi e severe in liquids. 

Gases possess the required transmission and have the added advantage of being 

self-repairable at damaging laser intensities, but the lack of asymmetry 

requires the generation of third (or higher odd) harmonic frequencies [237]. 

Harris and Miles [238] were the first to propose third harmonic generation 

in metal vapors. The third harmonic susceptibility term as given by Armstrong, 

et al., [239] is given as 

4 3V 
X
(3U),UJ,UU,Iü) - <e 'h ) ijk "i.jk -gi "ij "jk -kg 

A, ., Z , Z. . Z.. Z.   (ESU),    (?5) 

where  the A.  .   are  frequency-dependent coefficients with resonant   lanominators 

at   (U)      - UJ),   (U)      - 2üU), and  (U)      - 3U)) ,  where U) Is the  fundamental  laser 
or or or 

frequency, U)  corresponds to    atomic transition frequencies to ground, 

and the Z terms are the dipole matrix elements.  Harris and Miles recognized 

that by operating near the atomic resonances the susceptibility could be 

significantly increased. Calculations of third order susceptibility for 

the alkali metal vapors have been carried out by Miles and Harris [240] as 

a function of wavelength. A typical graph for Rb is shown in Fig. 21. 
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Miles and Harris also calculate the conversion efficiency, the ratio 

of  third P   to first P   harmonic power, in terms of a factor I which 

.  3 
accounts for focusing and dispersion, the alkali atom density, N, in atoms/cm , 

the non-linear coefficient, X  . i" ESU, and the incident wavelength, X, in cm. 

The conversion dffiriency becomes 

,(1) 

,(1) 

8.215 x IP'2  N2 [X(3)l2 III2 [P(1)]2. (26) 

Under the focusing conditions where the confocal beam parameter b, is much 

2 
greater than the length L of the vapor cell, the I term reduces to 

(I'lTlh  ) sine  (AkL/2) where the wave vector mismat .h, Ak = (6nA) (Oj - i^). 

In order to take advantage of the length of the cell, the index of refraction 

n .-it 3u) must equal the index of refraction n at U). This is th^ condition 

of phase matching.  Phase matching in gas vapors can be accomplished by 

adding an additional gas with opposite dispersion to the metal vapor. This 

technique is similar to the technique demonstrated by Bey,et al., [241] 

in liquids.  The addition of xenon to the alkali atoms would enable phase 

matching to be achieved according to the calculations of Miles and Hams [238]. 

The experimental verification of the proposed third harmonic generation 

in Rb vapor was reported by Young, et al. [?42]. This experiment was performed 

with 100 VM Q-switched pulses at 1.064 jjm. At a Rb temperature of 262 C and 

a Xe:Rb ratio of 412:1, phase matching was accomplished in the 19 cm long 

Rb cell, resulting in an improved power of 33-tlme8 the non-phase-matched 

case or an output power of 0.1 mW at 3547 A.  Having demonstrated the 

process of phase-matched third harmonic generation, the technique, was 

refined and extended into the vacuura-uv [243].  Cd vapor was employed for it;^ 
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negative dispersion and strong non-linear susceptibility at vuv wavelengths. 

The experimental apparatus Is shown In Fig. 22.  This experiment uses the 

Increased power of a mode-locked laser aid amplifier which produced 50 psec 

pulses with a total peak power of 20 MW. A KDP crystal Is used to double 

the frequency to 5320 A with an efficiency of up to 80%.  For portions of 

the experiment requiring 3547 k  radiation, a second type II phase-matched 

KDP crystal w?s used to sum the 1.064 pjn  with the 5320 A radiation yielding 

3547 A radiation with an overall efficiency of about 107.. For tripling, the Cd vapor 

was contained in a heat-pipe to which argon was added in order to phase- 

match with the fundamental frequency. 

Table III summarizes the three experiments whic i were perfonned.  Energy 

conversion efficiency varies from 10_ to lO-7, but higher efficiencies may 

be expected from longer vapor cells and high'-, power densities, provided metal 

vapor absorption does not cause the process to saturate. 

VABLE  III 

Summary of VUV Harmonic oenera^.ion Experiments Via Cd Vapor  [243] 

Input 

'ele 
(A) 

Generated     Coherence length  Phase-matching Energy 
17       3 

wavelengths   wavelength    at 10  atom/cm   ratio 
(A) 

,(3) 

(cm) 

5320 1773 

2X3547+10640 1520 

3547 1182 

-0.57 

-0.23 

od NAr 

1 25 

1 15 

1 2.5 

conversion  X 
efficiency  (esu/atom) 

10 

10 

10 

2 x 10 

2 x 10 

■34 

33 

In more recent work. Improved efficiencies were Indeed accomplished by using a 

concentric double heat pipe to obtain higher vapor pressures, and longer cell 
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length and by using greater power density [244), [245).  By using a 30 psec 

pulse of about 300 MW focused into the 40 cm double vapor heat pipe to produce 

9    10    2 
power densities of 10 - 10  W/cn in a Rb:Xe mixture, a conversion efficiency 

of 107. has been achieved in the conversion of 1.064 ^on to 3547 A radiation. 

As yet there is no indication whether comparable improvements can be expected 

in the vacuum ultraviolet up-converslon.  Some improveir.ent in the generation 

of 1182 A radiation has been reported by Rung, et al. [246] by uiilng the negative 

dispersion and decreased absorption found in Xe by operating slightly above 

the frequency of the strong 1192 '-.  transition.  By replacing the metal vapor 

cell of Fig. 22 with a Xe:Ar gas cell and by very tight focusing into the 

gas mixture to atrain power densities of about 6.3 x 1012 W/c.2, an optimum 

conversion efficiency of about 2.8% is obtained for tho conversion of 3547 A 

radiation to 1182 A radiation.  Further improvement to as much as 20% 

efficiency Is predicted at higher input power levels if the theoretical model 

does not break down.  The shortest wavelength (887 A) was generated by these 

techniques by tripling the 2660 Ä radiation obtained from twice doubling 

1.064 m  radiation. The 887 A radiation is obtained without phase matching 

in Ar gas  and with an efficler.cy of only about lo'7. 

B. Tunable Coherent VUV Generation 

Tunable vacuum-uv signals can be obtained by utilizing the general case 

of resonance enhancement of the non-linear susceptibility.  Since only two 

photons are necessary to achieve resonance in Eq. 25, the third photon has no 

constraint on its frequency and can be tunable. This was exploited by Hodgson, 

et al. [247], who used two tunable dye lasers synchronously pumped by one N, 

laser as shown in Fig. 23. These two laser frequencies, v and v-.were tuned 
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so that 2VJ coincided with a double-quantun allowed transition In Sr vapor. 

With v1 then fixed on the Sr resonance, v2 can be varied over a wide frequency 

range and the output of the Sr cell Is the sum frequency, 2v + v  .    For the 

lasers used In this experiment the conversion efficiency from visible to 

vacuum-uv was on the order of 10'5.  Xenon was added to the strontium vapor 

to phase match.  Studies of the autoionlzlng levels of strontium were also 

conducted [248]. 

A very similar idea was also proposed by Harris and Bloom [249] using a 

dye laser and a parametric oscillator. The experiment was carried out by Bloom, 

et ml,   [250] for the generation of near ultraviolet radiation and by Rung [251] 

for the generation of tunable picosecond vuv radiation.  In the latter experi- 

ment, a 30 psec 1.064 ^ pulse Is doubled twice to produce the 2660 k  fourth 

harmonic frequsncy.  This radiation serves as an input to an ADP crystal with 

a controlled temperature which generates signal and idler frequencies. These 

signals are amplified further in a second ADP crystal and then tightly focused 

into a Xe cell.  Using a combination of such third order processes as sum 

generation, difference generation or third harmonic generation, along with 

the different combinations of pump (2660 Ä), and tunable signal idler frequencies, 

tunable radiation over the region from 1180 A to 1946 A can be observed.  Sum 

generation is particularly sensitive to the conditions of focusing. These 

conditions have been treated in detail by Bjoklund [252).  Fig. 24 shows all 

the ranges over which tunabllity has been obtained. 

To suninarl?e, there are several closely related experimental techniques 

which have the potential of producing tunable vuv emission from 2000 A to at 

least 1100 A and probably much lower.  In both the experiment of Hodgson, et al. 

and Kung the conversion efficiency was low (I0"7) and the output power on 
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the order of 1 W.  It la likely that Improvement In these figures will result 

In the future. 

C.  Possible Shorter Vlavelc gths 

Because the non-linear up-converslon process preserves the coherence 

of the original driving wavelength, there is an attractiveness to use the 

non-Unear process in generating soft x-rays. Two processes have been 

considered: I) using higher harmonics, and 2) ,amplifying and using third 

harmonic processes. Harris [253], [2541 ha. proposed experimental processes using 

5th, 7th and 15th harmonics to reach as low as 169 A.  Lithium ion ; are proposed for 

the non-linear generation in the soft x-ray region and tight focusing will be required. 

Table IV shows the proposed processes, the limiting  power flux, and the theoretical 

efficiencies. 

TABLE IV 

Limiting power density and conversion efficiency 
for some higher-order nonlinear processes   [254]   
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(^max 
Efficiency 

Process Specio (W/cm2) (%) 

5320 A -=• 3 -* 1773 i Xe 1.9 X 1012 0.08 

5320 k  r 5 -* 1064 k Xe 1.9 X 1012 0.05 

1182 A -r 5 -» 236 A Ll+ 1.7 X  1015 0.002 

1182 A -=- 7 -♦ 169 A Ll+ 1.7 X  1015 0.004 

2660 A v 15 -* 177 A Li+ 3.5 X 1015 4 X  iO-7 
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The second approach proposes rhe use of those existing vuv lasers as amplifiers 

for the up-converted pulses so that oth^r stages of non-linear generation can 

be used. For example, if a tunable picosecond pulse at 1161 A could be amplified 

by the hydrogen laser, thfl tripling process could generate 387 A radiation. The 

rare gas molecule lasers could ai o It  used as amplifiers.  Non-linear optical 

processes are likely to play a very important part in further short wavelength 

laser development. 

P. Non-linear Techniques at X-Ray Frequencies 

In anticipation of the development of x-ray lasers. Eisenbeiger and 

McCall [255], [256] worked out the theoretical details of the mixing of 

optical and x-ray photons and have observed x-ray parametric conversion using 

spontaneous x-ray photons. These techniques can be used to tune the frequency 

of x-ray lasers just as they are presently used for tuning in the visible. 

If sufficient x-ray laser intensity can be generated, efficient generation 

of tunable x-ray laser photons can be produced.  It must be realized that the 

addition of optical photons and x-rays would not produce a very large change 

in the x-ray frequency. Other techniques which may be possible are the 

frequency down-conversion of two x-ray beams to produce visible radiation 

or the addition of two visible photons with one x-ray photon.  Under ideal 

conditions it may even be possible to use these mixing techniques to assist 

in the detection of an x-ray laser pulse. 

E- Non-Linear Optics with Inelastic Collision Resonances 

In a recent paper [257), Harris and Lidow propose resonant energy coupling 

between atoms which is induced by photons and in which energy is conserved by 

optical photons instead of kinetic properties. In essence, resonant multiphoton 

absorption In one atom is followed by resonant coupling absorption for a second atom, 

with the associated transfer cf excitation energy. Large effective cross sections 

are derived and examples » c ^iven. 
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VI.  APPLICATIONS 

In most of the papers referenced to this poii.t, there Is only a sentence 

or two devoted to ■  intlal applications of vacuum-uv or x-rny laser beams 

(two exceptions are il86] and [258]).  This reflects the general attituae 

in tht' scientific community that probably the most important applications 

of an x-ray laser beam will develop after a useful device has arrived and 

will depend to a significant extent upon the characterlr.tic of the particular 

device that proves most feasible.  For examples, a sub-picosecond device 

could open up new ar^as in stop-notion radiography, while a highly coherent 

device will offer more promise for interferometric techniques.  This attitude 

of invent-lt-ncw, aiply-it-later is neither unreasonable nor unpre «-dented 

in the laser field, or for that matter in other fields such as solid state 

physics.  Indeed, it would seem most unwise at this point to attempt to 

narrowly channel approaches toward very specific applications while many 

basic physical approaches to pumping of meaningful populations inversions are 

still being explored on a rather fundamental scale. 

Nevertheless, it Is helpful and useful   to periodically assess the 

long range applications foreseen. An excellent example is the 1973 "pre- 

CLEA" symposium and the summaries [ 178) which brought to focus the near term 

applications for materials analyses.  Those applications requiring greater 

laser penetration (e.g., weapons)   were   placed in the more distant future 

with later-generation devices. 

Some features associated with short wavelength radiation from a source 

with laser characteristics are indicated in Fig. 25 as a function of wave- 
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length \ and  corresponding photon energy hv.     The wavelength scale  is also 

labeled with existing laser progress.     It  is  interesting to note that progress 

in the  last   three years has mainly advanced by  the  optical mixing  techniques 

(see Section V)  from 1182 A to 887 I;  this    .«Fhasizes  the long road ahead  if 

the x-ray  region  is  to reached  systematically,  as  would  se-.m most   likely  at 

present.     The nuclear  (v-ray)/atomic   (x-ray)   interface at approximately 0.1 k 

is anticipated by the short wavelength Lyman-a  limit  for ionized heavy atoms. 

It will be  recalled  from Section II  that  the  10  -  times wavelength step 

indicated  corresponds approximately  to  1012   in gain and  10      in pump power. 

Thus  the quite natural turn to high power  laser and electron beams under 

current development in other research areas   (such as pellet fusion)   for 

concentrated pump power sources.    The interaction is expected to be bilateral; 

i.e.,  short wavelength  .asers may be necessary  for both efficient heating  and 

26       -3 
for diagnottics  of  the extremely high density   (~ 10      cm"  )  compressed  plasmas 

associated with pellet  fusion approaches,   simply because of  the more penetrating 

character of the radiation.    This  is  illustrated at  the top in Fig.   25, 

where  the  critical electron plasma densities ar*  Indicated;  only  shorter wave- 

lengths will penetrate at each of these densities.    Thus it becomes doubly 

clear why  so much activity in short wavelength  laser research is done at 

laboratories also active in pellet-fusion  programt. 

A.     PropaRation 

The long-wavelength applications indicated in Fig. 25 involve aurface- 

photon-produced effects requiring low penetration [259]. Spectroscopy from 

surfaces  can  illuminate  features without  the  damage of penetrating beams. 
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Cancer research may benefit here, for example.  Penetration of thin biological 

membranes begins on a useful scale at about 100 A. A short burst of Intense 

directional soft radiation could advance this area of research where higher 

photon energy radiation would neither provide contrast in t'iin samples nor 

time resolution for step-motion studies. 

Between 1 and 1C A the atmosphere transmits at the 1/e level for various 

distances as indicated in Fig. 25.  Here one can begin to consider x-ray 

microscopy on living tissue without a vacuum environment. At 1 Ä, absorption 

(mainly due to photolonizatlon) takes place in about 10 meters of path, 

unless bum-through at high flux levels by       non-linear effects can be 

invoked to enhance the transmission [260].  For the near term then, it is 

indeed appropriate to consider applications that either require short paths 

or else can function In a laboratory vacuum or extraterrestrial environment of 

low absorption. 

At the shorter wavelengths in Fig. 25, penetration of solid materials 

will become possible with more selectivity and with a more specific interaction 

than an electron beam thereby creating a lower background level. The fascinating 

"mlniac" [261], miniature electron accelerator, operating in crystals on discrete 

impulses .crom metastable atomic states and on atomic-length scales would 

deserve more serious consideration. This has been proposed as a 1 cm versicr» 

of the two nile Stanford linear accelerator (S1AC) in the rather far-off world 

of micrcnninlaturizatlon.  A coherent pump source of penetrating radiation, 

such as afforded by the x-ray laser, is required. Also, the generation and 

manipulation of damaging dislocations la crystals can be considered [178]. 
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B. Colllmatlon 

Many of these applications, given very broad-brush treatment here, require 

the intense, collimated characteristics of an ASE device.  This will be  the 

most likely first generation "laser" produced in the soft x-ray region.  Into 

this category fall plasma heating and (scattering) diagnostics, photoelectron 

spectroscopy, mlcrophotography of thin samples, and damage effect studies. 

Also, x-ray lithography [2621 could become much more useful with an intense 

collimated beam.  It can be argued that scaling of other more conventional 

x-iay sources to higher power '...ay prove just as useful and perhaps sooner. 

Colllmatlon may be provided by either (grazing incidence) concave mirrors, 

tapered cylindrical grazing-Incidence lenses [263],  Fresnel zone plates 

[264l-f266] ot  even waveguides  [2671. The collection and colllmatlon will 

never be as great as that with the laser, and huge losses are to be expected; 

however it could be a solution to some immediate demands.  The optics developed 

for colllmatlng conventional x-ray sources cmid become useful for future laser 

cavity designs when the requirements are better formulated for the most 

promiiing laser approaches. 

C. Short Pulse 

An x-ray laser operating in the sub-nanosecond (to femtosecond) region 

could immediately surpass the time-resolving capabilities of any conventlnpal 

x-ray source foreseen. This would come about by the rapid self-terminating 

nature of the laser.  A time resolution on such scales is not even envisioned 

as a need at present, except in the pellet fusion area where measurements of 

changes in plasma parameters on picosecond time scales are desired.  Flash 
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radiography of crystal motions under shocked conditions is another application 

[178). Also relaxation and fluorescence studies could be extended. 

D. Coherence 

One of the most Important characteristics of any laser Is the coherence 

quality of the beam.  Without resonant cavities ASE devices may Indeed be 

limited In coherence.  Thus the non-linear optical frequency multiplication 

techniques are Important for transferring coherence to the short wavelength 

region and can be .ised In parallel with efforts to develop amplifiers to re- 

cover the power lost In the non-linear mixing devices.  Coherence will be 

vital to the miniature accelerator idea.  Furthermore It may allow stop-motion 

holographic microscopy and image projection with sufficient penetration for pellet 

fusion plasmas, biological specimens, large and complex molecules and other 

materials. While there is some debate at present as to the degree of resolution 

possible, already Fraunhofer far-field holography of < 1.0 um  spheres (approaching 

virus size [178]) with a single beam of 12 ps duration has been accomplished 

at 1182 A with a frecuency-upconverted beam. Also, a holographic grating with 

826 A spaclngs has been produced and analyzed (Fig. 26) [254], [268].  Holograms 

obtained with vuv wavelengths and reconstructed with visible laser light offer 

the promise of enlargement according to the wavelength ratio of the two beams 

[268].  Phase contrast microscopy, though difficult, could Improve contrast 

for objects with slight variations in Index of refraction (n <* 1) for radiation 

[178].  Such advanced investigations are most appropriate as coherent beams 

become available at decreasing wavelengths, even though the power available 

will be low at the outset. 

E.  Monochrapatlclty 

Most "conventional" high emittance x-ray sources such as produced by 
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pulsed relatlvistlc elec .ron beams, vacuum sparks, exploding wires, etc., 

radiate as continuum and/or multi-line sources. Discrete-line sources or 

the utilization of dispersing elements result  in greatly 

reduced emission levels.    An x-ray  laser would emit  Intense monochromatic 

emission which could be well focused  for good resolution without chromatic 

aberrations   (e.g., with a  Fresnel  lens).    Also,   such applications as crystal 

topography which depend on Bragg diffraction could benefit by a monochromatic 

beam    of short duration for dislocation tracing on a  temporal basis. 
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VII.  PROGNOSIS AND SU>WARY 

The recent interest and activity in short vmelength laser research Is 

chronologically illustrated in Fig. 26. compiled from those references in the 

present article pertaining directly to x-ray laser schemes.  A rather sudden 

upturn in activity beginning in 1970 can be associated with a number of 

factors, including the attention given to high intensity pump source develop- 

ment for the pellet fusion programs.  This pumping requirement was already 

identified in the 1960's as a prerequisite for serious x-ray laser research, 

but could be Justified only on the scale required by the potential payoff 

of fusion power.  Added to this is the impetus given by the apparent quick 

success at the University of Utah [215]; the momentum generated by the 

controversy surrounding this experiment still can be felt.  Much of the activity 

luring the period immediately following the Utah activity could be consid red 

a positive contribution of the bold efforts of this group. The period of peak 

activity around 1973-1974 may be largely attributed to an abundance of activity 

and advancements in specific areas (such as the recombination and molecular 

exclmer approaches) which will probably level off    as various groups pursue 

these approaches to further development. At this point the most promising 

schemes are Identified, in general terms at least, and advances in the 

near future will be more methodical.  Some areas, such as the efficient use 

of metastable levels for the temporary storage of populations at excited 

energies and the efficient coupling of strong line radiation for preferential 

pumping of specific levels will probably be advanced soon for more efficient 
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pumping with available  power sources.     Urge cross-section reactions  such as 

resonance  charge  transfer will continue to attract  the attention deserved  for 

promising high pumping efficiency.    Coherence  la   recognized as a necessary 

characteristic  of an x-ray  laser beam, and efforts  to extend   frequency        up- 

converslon of  coherent  beaus  using non-linear mixing  in vapors and  plasmas 

will  undoubtedly  be vigorously  puvsued since  these  processes are  independent of 

the development  of high-power pump sources.    The necessary  power at  short wave- 

lengths  for  stimulating additional non-linear  processes may come either through 

amplification by        ASE devices  or through    Increased     Initial 

energy and  pulse  compression techniques.     Coherence with cavities 

at short wavelengths may also be advanced by  the  development  of x-ray optics   for 

other more  Immediate  sources. 

It  Is  Important  to  further develop the  tunable nature of vuv and x-ray 

lasers both for reachitifc atomic resonances  In non-linear devices and for 

providing the  transfer  lasers  required for pumping  (over relatively narrow 

energy gaps)   of metastable "storage"   levels.     For example,   it may be necessary 

to couple a  tunable vuv  laser  in the 1700 A  region with a xenon exclmer 

amplifier  to provide  sufficient  power to transfer-pump a hellum-llke Ion,   such 

as 06* from a metastable state to an allowed decay state.    This  could then 

lead  to ASE amplification of another up-converted beam  In the  soft x-ray region. 

This example  Illustrates one xmy in which the interplay of the various 

presently-considered approaches could work together  in the not-too-distant 

future to produce a useful coherent soft x-ray laser beam. 
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In summary, progress In short wavelength laser research has been most 

impressive in identifying reasonable approaches to follow consistent with the 

development of increasingly powerful pumping sources. Advancements in non- 

linear mixing and their initial application are Impressive.  Population in- 

versions in plasmas following recombination have been reported by two groups. 

We can look forward in the next few years to advancements in both the generation 

of coherent beams at shorter wavelengths by up-conversion and the achievment 

of population inversion by direct methods in experiments leading to significant 

amplification at short vuv and soft x-ray wavelengths.  The advances will 

result from clever and diligent pursuit of experiments using refined pump 

sources and further careful analysis of the fundamental ideas given here. 
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4^ FIGLTIF   CAPTIONS 

Fig.   1.       Short wavelength  transmission cutoff versa«  temperature  for various 

optical  materials   [58]. 

Fig.   2.       Simplified drawing of  the  puckered  ring resonator   [62). 

Fig.   3.       X-ray  resonator  cut  from a   single crystal   [63].The arrows   show x-rays 
entering and exiting  the  resonator. 
Fig.   4.       X-ray  Resonator and  possible amplifier using  several  Bragg reflections   [64], 

Fig.   5.       Schematic defining nraenclature  of  the  simple  three-energy-state 

system referred-to  in  the  text and  originally defined  in   [86].     Pumping occurs 

from state  1  to  2;   lasing   from 2  to  3; and     losses  from 2  to n and   lower  state 

depopulation    from 3  to m.     Replenishment  of state  1  can occur  for n =  1, 

m =   1  or through        m to  1  transitions 

Fig.   6.       Output  intensity  versus   length   for  three different   inversion densities 

when  the  system is  operated with a   resonator  (laser)  and without a  resonator 

(ASE)   [85). 

Fig.   7.       Spectral distribution versus   length a^  calculated by Allen and 

Peters   for an .iSE  system.     Devia :ions  from  the earlier  theory  of Yariv and Leite 

are shown for several values of  K~, a term in the numerical calculation.    The 

case  of K-  = 0 is  that  of no  saturation whereas K.  j4 0  is  that  of  some  saturation 

of the amplifier  [85]. 

Fig.   8.       Estimates  of   line  widths   for Ko  type  transitions versus wavelength 

X, with natural  (A).   ), Doppler  (->   ) and Stark  (AX.) effects  Included.    The 
N D ö 

decrease In natural broadening with  ionization  is  Indicated by circles for 

neon;  and hydrogenic and heliun-like   ionic  species are  Included   [96]. 
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Fig.   9.       Mean particle densities   (solid and dashed  lines) versus wavelength 

for selected pimping mechanisms and  for a  gain  factor of n-5   '»-O.l  for ion 

beams).     Stark broadening becomes  Important  for  large charged particle densities 

(same  scale)   In  the  region above  the dotted  line,  also a  region of approaching 

colllslonal equilibrium.    Collislonal  recombination  is  plotted for  fixed 

21      -3 
Ne=lO      cm      and terminates at ~15 A due  to dominance  of radiative recombination 

to  lower  levels   [106]. 

Fig.   10.    Time dependence T(t)  of inversion density tW      for the fast rise 

pumping case.     Positive values  Indicate net gain;  negative values  loss.     For 

R2n small>  T2e3 ^S"   the  laser transition upper-state   lifetime.    The G  = 0 

case  is also the case  for self-d .pleting  final  laser states where 

R3m>>R23 + R2n   [8(>]' 

Fig.   11,    Time dependence T(t)  of the  inversion density, AN-.,   for the  fast- 

rise  pumping case and  for G-l only.     Positive values   indicate not gain;  negative 

values  loss.     For R2n small, ^ =» R"       the  laser  transition upper state  life- 

time.    The effect of a  lower laser state dpoletion rate R.    exceeding T" 
3m 2 

on the steady state inversion density Is indicated for long times. 

Fig. 17.  Simplified potential energy versus intemuclear distance of several 

molecules.  Both nitrogen (a) and hydrogen (b) are stable molecules; xenon (c) , 

however, has no stable ground state and exists as a molecule only in the 

excited state. 

Fig. 13.  Schematic energy level diagram for carbon-like ion species.  Col- 

llslonal excitations are designated by C, radiative decays by A, ionlzation by 

I, and collialonal depopulation by D. Competing colllslonal depopulation 

to the 3d level is indicated. 
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.     -    T       is assumed equal  to 10 T.  and  Is plotted. kT   .     The electron  temperature    Te     is assumea equa i 

1     ,     .        ^.Itv     (N) at which colUslonal mixing becomes   important 
The electron density     (.Ne'max 

is also plotted  [105]. 

!     0rh    L for amplification in carbon-like  ions with a 
Fig.   15.    Minimum  length,  L^,   "« "V* 

gain of exp  (.L) versus atomic  number    I.  wavelength X. and ion kinetic 

temperature    ^ .  The electron  temperature    Te    is assumed equal  to T^ 

A    e^v    m ^ at which colUslonal mixing becomes   In^ortant 
The electron density     (Ne)max    ac 

Is also plotted   [105]. 

Flg.   16.    Gain coefficient  la cm'1  calculated  from a  steady state model  for  the 

3*3 - 2l? transition  in heliun-llke   ions.    The electron density.  V was 

chosen to be  1021 cm"3   for efficient  plas^ heating by  1.06 *  lasing radiation. 

Curves are shown for  the highest  temperature range exited for state-of-the-art 

User-produced p.as^s.    At values  of t <  U.   ** calculational  results  show 

a negative  inversion density .N due  to colUslonal mixing of the  upper and 

lower  laser  levels;  the decrease  in  gain at higher Z  is caused by a  sm.ll 

&N resulting from a  larger energy gap for piping from the ground  state   [1361. 

Flg.   17.     Resonance charge transfer cross section from   -s Landau-Zener  theory 

...    « fnr the atom-ion combination       (data versus scaled rela  ive velocity Vrel for the atom 10 

adapted  from [162]). «  represents the energy defect  in eV  for the exothermic 

reaction.  -    the effective charge of the  ion.    Velocities  for the  ions designated 

are assumed thermal and the kinetic  temperature was chosen as  one-fourth 

of  the  lonlzatlon potential  for  creating the  Ion  [106]. 
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Flg.   18.     Schematic diagram of exothermic  8-8  resonance  charge  transfer  reaction 

leading to a  quasl-staclonary population  Inversion between n = 3 and n -  2 

levels  in certain Kellum-Uke or hydrogenlc  ions   (106).     Refer to Fig.   19  for 

other  possible   ion/atom combinations.  EB  is  the binding energy. 

Fig.   19.     Resonance  charge  transfer cross  section obtained by  inversion of 

Fig.   17 data   [106].     Final  quantum states n of high capture probability  for each 

ion,   f*,  and atom. A,   combination are  Indicated by numerals,  with parentheses 

to indicate  le, s  probably  transitions.    AE   is   the exothermic energy defect 

and z   is  ths effective   ion charge. 

Fig.  20.    Ratio of rates IL/H        for total transitions out of an L vacancy 

state and  radlativ«; decay out of a K vacancy  state versus atomic number,  Z. 

This  ratio  is  equivalent  to N./N-   for equilibrium conditions reached after 

long  times  in  cw operation.     Values exceeding unity and  one-half  indicate  gain 

for the fey, and Ko.   transitions,  respectively.    The model  used assumes that 

only  radiative  transitions   produce absorbers and  that Auger  transitions 

generate shifted  ion lines.    Both the K-»L       (»2)  and K-*LIII  (o^)  transitions 

are  shown   [96]. 

Fig.   21.     Nonlinear  susceptibility of  rubidium as a  function of wavelength   [240]. 

Fig.   22.    The experimental apparatus  used by  Kung,  et al.   to generate vacuum 

ultraviolet wavelengths  by  up-conversion   [243]. 

Fig.   23.     Schematic  of  the apparatus  used  by Hodgson,  et  al.   to produce 

tunable vacuum-uv emission using  Sr vapor   [247]. 

Fig.   24.     The  ranges  of wavelength covered  by   the   tuning methods  described by Kung 

[243]   using parametrically  generated  frequencies  and  by Hodgson,  et al.   [247] 

using  tunable dye  laser  frequencies. 
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Flg. 25.  Useful characteristics of a colllmated and coherent laser beam at 

short wavelengths. 

Fig. 26.  Fringes produced In polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) at 836 A spacing 

and analyzed with a scanning electron microscope. The round object Is a 

0.5 ym latex sphere placed after development for magnification calibration 

[268]. 

Fig.   27.     Record of activity  in  short wavelength  laser  research as  compiled 

from the  references on  this  topic   in  the  present  review.     The  data   for  1975 

are as  of October and still   Incomplete,  particularly  for  those articles 

not   yet  trarslated. 
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Fig.   1.       Short wavelength transmission  cutoff versus  temperature  for various 
optical materials   [58|. 
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rig. 6.  Output intensity versus length for three different Inversion densities 
when the system is operated with a resonator (laser) and without a resonator 
(ASE) [851. 
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>nd Fig.   7.       Spectral distribution versus  length as  calculated  by Allen ar 
Peters  for an ASE  system.    Devlatlonr  from the earlier  theory of Yariv and 
Leite are shown for  several values of K3, a  term In the numerical calculation, 
the case of K3 ■ 0 I»    .iat of no saturation whereas  K3 / 0 is  that of some 
saturation of the arapll :ler   [85). 
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Pig.   8.      Estimates of  line widths  for Kc» type  transitions versus wavelength 
X, with natural  ^^), Doppler  (i/D) and Stark  (AXS) effects  Included.    The 
decrease  In natural broadening with  ionliatlon is indicated by circles  for 
neon;  and hydrogenic and hellum-like  ionic species are Included  [961. 
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Fig. 9 — Mean particle densities (solid and dashed lines) versus wavelength for 
selected pumping mechanisms and for a gain factor of a=b (a=0.1 for ion beams). 
Stark broadening becomes important for large charged particle densities (same 
scale) in the region above the dotted line, also a region of approaching collisional 
equilibrium.  Collisional recombination is plotted for fxed Ng'lO^l cm-^ and 
terminates at ^ 15Ä due to dominance of radiative recombination to lower levels 
[106]. 
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Fig. 11 — Time dependence T(t) of the inversion density, AN23, for the 
fastrise pumping case and for G=l only.   Positive values indicate net gain; 
negative values loss.   For R2n small, T2 * R^, the laser transition upper 
state lifetime.  The effect of a lower state depletion rate R3,,, nxceedinf 
fj* on the steady state inversion density is indicated for long times. 
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t 
3d 

\   3p- ooro—*-hi/. 

Is2 2s2 2p2 

Fig.   13. Schematic energy  level diagram for rarbon-llke ion species.    Col- 
lislonal excitations are designated by C,  raaiatlve decays by A,  ionization by 
I, and collision«! depopulation by D.    Competing collisional depopulation 
to the 3d level Is  indicated. 
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Fig.   14.    Minimum  length L  .     for amplification In carbon-like  Ions with a gain 
of exp  (at,) versus atomic number Z, wavelength > , and  Ion kinetic temperature 

ii    The electron temperature T    Is assumed equal to kT 
The electron density (N,,) 
Is also plotted [105) 

10 T,  and Is plotted. 
• t which colllstonal mixing becomes Important 
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Fig.  15.    Minimum length, I^,^,  for amplification In carbon-like Ions with 
gain of e-p  (Q-L)  versus  atomic nurober Z,  wavelength X,  and   ion kinetic 
cemp^rat-re kTj.    The electron temperature T    is assumed equal  to T..    Tb< 
electron density  (N ) at which colllslonal mixing becomes  Important is 
also plotted  [105]. 
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ATOMIC NUMBER, Z 
14        16        18        20        22 24       26 

0.01 

Fie.  -, 
3^ ■♦ 21' 

A^ Ar Tl 
(48A) {24^) (16 X) 

ELEMENT/(WAVELENG7H) 
. -1   ... . 

Fe 
(II A) 

16.    Gain coefficient In cm *  calculated from a  steady state model  for the 
lp transition  in helium-like ions.    The electron density, N  , was 

chosen  to be  1021  cm       fur efficiCTit  plasma heating by  1.06 )jn  laslng radiation. 
Curves are shown for  the highest temperature range expected for state-of-the-art 
laser produced plasmas.    At values of Z < 11,  the calculatlonal results show 
a negative Im ersion density AN due to colllslonal mixing of the upper and 
lower  laser levels;   the decrease  in gain at higher Z  is  caused by a small 
AN resulting from a  larger energy gap for pumping from the ground state  (136). 
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AE/(z-l)= 30eV 

Li3+Be4V-C6> Nr+ [{z-l)/3] VREL [lO
rcm/sec] 

Be3^''+Cs+N8+07* 

Flg     17.     Rescr.nce  charge  transfer croas  aectlon  fron, ^l^^.^l "^ 
v'e^us  acaled  relative velocUy VlJf «J^'SaS T V fo    th Ixothennic 
adapted  fro™ ^f J^^r^r^^f1    eTon^ TAlllTesVr the  ions debated 
S1ÄJ the^l^n^thetlnltic te.perat.re was chosen as one-fourth 
of the  lonUatlon potential for creating the Ion  [106]. 
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Be4+   +       H 

B5+   +       He 

«    3+ Be +     p     +AE 

B4+    ♦   He+ eX0 

^22^ ^$$S& 

is 

EB  <0 

f4IOA (Be) 
L"\262A (B) 

I 

Fig.   18.     Schematic diagram of exothermic  s-s resonance charge transfer reaction 
leading to a  quasi-stationary population  inversion  between n = 3 and n » 2 
levels  in certain helium-lik« or hydrogenic  ions   [106].     Refer to    Fig.   19  for 
other possible ion/atom cotr.binations.    EB is the binding energy. 
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30 

E 
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20 
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T  \A— He 

t I 
Li3+

1Be3+ 

Be4|B4+ 

B5+C5+ 
C6+N6+ 

N7+.07+ 

3/ 

/ 

Ne 

I 
2) 
I 

(4) 
I 

/Y 
) 4/ Im++A^I(m-,)+(n*)+A++AEe XO 

4 6 

AE/(z-l)  [ev] 
iO 

Fig.   19.    Resonance  charge  transfer  cross  section  obtained  by   Inversion  fit 
Fig,   17 data   (106).     Final quantum states n of high capture  probability  ror  each 
Ion,  V*, and atom. A,   combination are  Indicated by numerals,  with  parentheses 
to indicate  less   probably  transitions.    iE  is the exothermic  energy defect 
and z  is  the  effective   ion charge. 
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2.0 I.S 
INCIDENT WAVELENGTH (M) 

,9   5F 

Fig.   21.    Nonlinear susceptibility of rubidium as a function of wavelength  (240). 
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DYE        GLAN 
LASER     PRISM 

2u^2 

3371 
o 
A 

K^HhtDi 
X/4 Sr 

rs     r- OVEN 
DYE 
LASER VUV 

MONOCHROMATOR 

N 2 
LASER 

t 
SOLAR BLIND PM 

Fig.   23.     Schematic of  the apparatus  used by Hodgson,  et al.   to produce 
tunable vacuum-uv emission using Sr v.ipor  [247], 
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I     r 
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ZWp+Cüg 

2wp + Wj 

Wp+2a», 

Scü. 

I8CX) 
ANGSTROMS 

1600         1400          1200 
 1 1 1 1 T— 
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ES 
I064Ä   I0I0A 

II22A    1064 A 

I330A II73A 

 I530A             l330A 

BIBB 
I773A 1631A BEa OBSERVED 

M*WU KS3 PREDICTED 

946^      I773A 

I40CA 

BBS3 
BSSSB 

Fig.   24.    The  ranges  of wavelength covered by  the  tuning methods  described by 
Kung   [243]  using parametrically generated frequencies and by Hodgson,  et al.   [247] 
using tunable dye laser frequencies. 
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836 A   FRINGES 
PRODUCED  IN  PMMA 

BY    1182 A    RADIATION 
Fig.   26.     Fringes  produced in pclymethyl methacrylate  (PMMA) at 836 Ä  spacing 
and analyzed with a scanning electron microscope.    The round object   la a 
0.5  jjm latex sphere  placed after development  for magnification calibration 
[2681. 
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Fig    '7.     Record of acUvit»   lu short wavelength   laser  research as  "^ile. 
from the references on this  topic in the present  review.    The data  for  1S75 
are as  of October and still  incomplete,  particularly  for  tho=e article- 
not  vet  tr?'slat»d. 
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